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ABOVT THE AVTHOR 

| was bor, in what was the peaceful island of Zanzibar, of Ibadhi 

Muslim parents. My religious education started at home where | 

learnt to recite the Qur'an under an Omani teacher Maallim Nasser 

who had come from the village of Hubra in the Wilayat of Wadi-l- 

Maawil. We always remembered him for he did not spare his rod. _ It 

took me about a year to complete it, after which | was sent to a 

nearby mosque where religious classes were held after evening 

(Maghrib) prayers. Our teacher was the late Sheikh Said bin Rashid 

bin Slim Al Ghaithy, a maternal uncle of my father, who was later 

appointed a Qadhi. For our lessons, we used the textbook, Talqeen 

Subyaan by the late Al-Allamah Sheikh Abdullah bin Humaid Al- 

Saalmy; it was in fact a standard textbook for all Ibadhi pupils. We 

were the two of us, cousins of the same age; our elder cousins were 

studying Arabic grammar under the same teacher. 

After the lessons, we were taught how to say our prayers; our 

instructor was the late Sheikh Nasser bin Issa bin Saleh Al-Harthy 

who had come from the village of Al Qabil in the Sharqia region of 

Oman. He settled in our village and married into our family to a 

cousin of my father. He later returned to Oman where he was 

appointed Wali of Al Qabil. 

At the same time | attended a Government school in the mornings, 

one mile away from home. My first teacher was the late Sayyid 

Hamid Mansab who belonged to a religious Shareef family from 

Hadhramut. He was a rather tall, bulky figure and happened to be a 

fine artist, and also good at reciting the Qur'an (Tajweed). He taught 

us the fundamental principles by heart in the form of “qasseda’ which 
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made it easy for us to memorise them. 

After finishing primary education | was sent to an intermediate 

boarding school eight miles away from home. Our teacher in charge 

of religious instruction was the late Sheikh Amor bin Ali bin Ameir Al 

Marhouby in addition to his other teaching and administrative duties. 

He was no stranger to me for he, like Sheikh Nasser bin Issa, had 

also married in our family to another cousin of my father there were 

separate religious classes for Sunnis and Ibadhis, but these were 

held in the mosques. There was one thing Sheikh Amour said in one 

of his lessons, which | still remember: - 

The ibadhis believe that those who enter Hell will remain there 

forever whereas the other sects (the Sunnis) believe they will 

eventually get out of it after completing a prescribed period. 
He then explained that the Ibadhi stand was a safe one 

because of the Sunnis were nght then we would still benefit 
from the amnesty and we too would come out of Hell since 
after all, we were all Muslims. But if they were wrong and we 
were nght, it meant we had taken a precautionary stand which 
required us to work harder in this life to avoid going to Hell in 

the Hereafter. 

Sheikh Amor used a flexible and moderate approach; he did not go 

into intricate theological arguments by interpreting the relevant 

Quranic verses which we would not have understood, in any case, 

at our young age, nor did he say they were wrong and we were right 

as some sectarian extremists would have done. He left open the 

possibility of either side being right since nobody had gone to the 

Hereafter and come back with a report of the actual situation. Apart 

from these occasional side discussions about sectarian differences, 

there was never any friction among students either in the school or 

outside it.



But to my surprise, on coming to Arabia, the birthplace of Islam and 

of its founder, the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) himself, | began 

to hear accusations against the Ibadhis. This prompted me to want to 

know more about the sect. So this work is the result of efforts to 

understand better the Islamic school to which our forefathers have 

belonged for a period of more than one thousand and three hundreds 

years. Until now there has been a lack of reliable books on the Ibadhi 

sect in English. Therefore it is published for the benefit of the English 

speaking Ibadhis who have limited knowledge of the Arabic 

language. 

After the 1964 revolution in Zanzibar | attended afternoon lessons in 

Arabic and religious studies under an Egyptian teacher recruited by 

Government. Everyone who attended has a secret intention of fleeing 

the island but nobody disclosed his plan to the other. On arrival in 

Muscat I resumed my studies by attending evening classes for adults 

arranged by the Ministry of Education. Our instructors were again 

Egyptian teachers. These classes were of great benefit and helped 

us to grasp the basic principles of the Arabic grammar.



Memento 

Life is indeed a transit lorenge where everyone is waiting for his flight 
our destination is the same only the time of departure is different. 
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THE BOOK’S TITLE: 
CINDERELLA 

Some of those who reviewed the book before publication were not 

happy with its title. They felt the name was reminiscent of a fairy-tale 

while Ibadhism was a fact which existed within the Islamic 

community. The word Cinderella means a person or thing of 

unrecognized or disregarded merit. 

In all Islamic sects there are differences not only among themselves 

but also within each one of them. These differences are the result of 

disagreements in the interpretations of the Quran of Hadiths or 

historical events. They are tolerated and papered over if they occur 

within a group of sects. They are only magnified and made serious if 

the Ibadhi sect is involved. 

And the fact that they share the same beliefs in the basic principles 

of Islam and that they differ only in the subsidiary issues is not 

enough, in the eyes of the sectarian fanatics, to qualify them for full 

membership of the Islamic brotherhood. The sectarian fanatics are 

determined to exclude them from the mainstream of Islam and to 

treat them as hereties or even apostates. 

For the reasons stated above, the author could find no better title 

than the one he has chosen for the book.
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INTRODUCTION 

Thanks to Allah, the Almighty for creating us in a world of infinite 
diversities in which people of different races, complexions, languages 
and religions live together; in each group some are tall, others short, 
some are fat while others are slim. Within each race, there are tribes 
and within a tribe, clans and within a clan, there are families. Thus 
the chain of varieties is endless, both in the animal and in the plant 
kingdoms. Life would have been boring and monotonous if the world 
we live in consisted of uniform creation, and thus we perceive the 
wisdom of Allah. 

As in the physical, so in the spiritual world. There are different 
religions in which some people worship one God, some several gods, 
and others no god at all. So we gave Judaism, Christianity, Islam, 
Hinduism, Buddhism, paganism and several others. And each 
religion there are sects, and in each sect further sub-divisions. Thus 
among Christians there are Catholics, Eastern Orthodox, Protestants 
with their multiple sub-divisions. And so in Islam, we have Sunnis, 
Shias, and Ibadhis and in each sect there are sub-sects. 

Strangely enough, the followers of each sect claim that their sect or 
madh-hab is the right one and the others are wrong or heretic. What 
is the basis of their claim? Have they studied the teachings of all 
religious schools and then come to the conclusion that their madh- 
hab is right and the rest wrong? No! In all honesty their claim is 
based on one factor and one factor alone, namely, that they happen 
to be born into that particular religion and sect, that is the religion and 
sect of their parents. A Sunni Muslim is so because he was born of 
Sunni parents, and the same is true of those born of parents of other 
religions denominations. In other words, we belong to a particular 
madh-hab by accident of birth, and not by choice. It is true, though, 
there are some people who change from one faith to another but 
those are relatively very small in number, they are the exception to 
the rule. The general rule is that millions of people are born every 
day into one or other of the world’s religions, and into one or other of 

the madh-hab of their parents. 

The influence of parents at home and teachers at school on children 
is tremendous and indelible. If a parent persistently and over a long 
period of time tells his child, for example, that the sun is god and at 
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the same time enumerates the various benefits the sun bestows on 
man, the child will eventually grow up to worship the sun. The father 
can go on with his indoctrination by telling his son or daughter that 
anyone who does not believe the sun Is god is an infidel (kafir) and 
should therefore be killed. Children brought up under such religious 

environment grow up to become blind, fanatic adherents of their 
religion or sect. In the above example, the sun has been selected as 
an object of worship but the reader can substitute the dogma of his 
madh-hab for the sun and he will find it fits in perfectly. Many of us 
are thus the products, if not the slaves, of our upbringing and 
parent's prejudices. 

What is to be done then? The solution is, while giving religious 
lessons to children, we should at the same time make them respect 
other people's religions and madh-habs. In this way we should be 
able to promote an atmosphere of religious tolerance, understanding 

and respect for people of other faiths and sects. In actual fact the 

majority of people work towards that end, but unfortunately there are 
a few religious and sectarian fanatics in positions of influence who 
are bent on fermenting dissension and misunderstanding among 
people of different religions and sects. In secular societies parents 
refuse to have their children indoctrinated with religious teachings 
and prefer them to make their own free choice when they grow up as 
adults. Finally since we blindly adopt the religion or madh-hab of our 

parents we have no right to criticize other religions or sects. It would 
have been different if our religious or sectarian beliefs were based on 
rational grounds. But, regrettably, for some sects, rationalism is 

tantamount to heresy!!. 

Ibadhism is one of the most misunderstood Islamic sects, and is 
wrongly considered as one of the Khawarij group of sects that are 
regarded as heretic or even apostate that has deviated from the 
mainstream of Islam. This is not the opinion of all Muslim scholars, at 
least at present, but it is still held by a core of sectarian fanatics 
partly as a result of ignorance and prejudice and partly due to 
political ambitions to dominate all or part of the Islamic world. The 
main issues of contention between the Ibadhis and some other sects 
are two, the first arising from historical events which happened after 
the death of the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) or, to be more 
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precise, during the third and fourth administrations of Caliph Uthman 
and Caliph Ali respectively. The second issue of dispute results from 

the interpretation of certain Quranic verses dealing with the events 
expected to take place in the Hereafter. Fortunately there are no 
serious disagreements in the present life as to the forms of worship, 
for we all pray five times a day together, fast during Ramadhan 
together and perform pilgrimage once a year together at the same 
place and time, and most important of all, we all believe in the same 
one God who has no partner, and in the Prophet Muhammad (Peace 

be upon him) as the last of His messengers. We are also generally 

agreed on what acts are lawful (halal) and what acts are unlawful 
(haram) with probably a few minor differences. 

| will deal first with the historical issues. 

-1]-



PART 1 — HISTORICAL 
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Chapter —1 

The caliphate of Uthman bin Affan (644-656 C.E.) (23 AH-35 AH) 

References: - 

1. Professor Masud-  ul-Hassan, History of Islam, Vol.1 
(Lahore, 1987). 

2. (V44 V4 g5u) (gia geal Col) Pla als still) eG 

3. Dr Amr Khalifa Ennami, Studies in Ibadhism. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Caliph Uthman bin Affan 

The Ibadhis are some times criticize for finding faults in Caliph Uthman 
for his handling of the administration. Therefore it would be wise to trace 
the historical events from the time of his rule, for the first signs of Islamic 
disunity began to appear in his Caliphate. Seyyidna Uthman was one of the 
close Companions (Sahabas) of the Holy Prophet and the third Caliph who 
ruled from the year 23 to 35 AH (644-656 C.E). He had married the two 

daughters of the Prophet (Peace be upon him), first Ruqayya and after her 
death Umm Kulthum, for which he was known as Dhu-Nurain (the 

Possessor of two lights). 

Caliph Uthman bin Affan was a wealthy merchant who always made 
generous contributions for the cause of Islam whenever the need arose. But 

the most important contribution he made was the commissioning of the 
Companion Zeid bin Thabit and other Sahabas to produce an authentic 
version of the Qur’an in the standard Arabic dialect prevailing in Mecca at 
the time of revelation. As a result of this sacred assignment, the final version 
of the Qur'an was completed and all previous copies were destroyed. If it 
was not for this noble effort on his part, there would have been different 
versions of the Holy Book and sectarian differences would have multiplied, 
if not intensified. 

But Seyyidna Uthman, in spite of his outstanding achievements, was 
after all a human being, and like all other human beings, he was prone to 
make mistakes, a simple truth, which some Islamic scholars tend to ignore 
or forget. And so in his administration of the Islamic state, there were a 

number of instances of public corruption (misuse of public funds) and 
nepotism (distribution of public offices to relatives and friends), in other 
words high positions of state were awarded not on the basis of merit but 
through kinship and friendship .@Sla.oll, 4:1 all)At this juncture it would be 
well to quote from Prof. Masud-ul-Hassan of Pakistan in his book, The 

History of Islam (Vol. 1 pp. 125-126), about the situation: - 
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“By 652 C.E. disaffection mounted very high among the people. 
Hadhrat Uthman commissioned his agents to visit Kufa, Basra, Damascus 

and Egypt, and report about the genuiness of the complaints against the 
administration. The agents deputed to Basra, Kufa, and Damascus reported 
that the complaints were frivolous and did not merit any consideration. The 
agent deputed to Egypt... came to hold the view that the complaints were 
genuine, namely: 

(1) That the distinguished Companions (Sahabas) had been removed 
from high offices and in their places inexperienced young men 

belonging to the Umayyad clan and closely related to Caliph 
Uthman had been appointed; 

(2) That the money from the Bait-ul-Mal had been misused, and his 
favorites had been awarded large amounts out of public 
UNAS 0. oo. see cee vee 

(3) That copies of the Holy Qur’an had been burnt which was sacrilege; 

(4) That in the matter of prayers on the occasion of the pilgrimage 

certain innovations had been introduced which carried no religious 
sanction, 

(5) That his uncle Hakam bin Al Aas who had been exiled by the Holy 
Prophet had been recalled by him (Uthman) to Medina and 
honoured; 

(6) Hadharat Abu Dhar Ghifari, an eminent companion who was a 

vehement critic of Othman’s financial administration was banished 
to a remote village in the interior of Hefaz where he spent the rest of 
his life in prayers and meditations.” 

Professor Masud-ul-Hassan goes on: - 

“Unfortunately things were allowed to drift and the situation steadily 

deteriorated. The rebels from various parts of the country swarmed 

Medina. Hadhrat Uthman was besieged in his house. The Umayyads 
betrayed the cause of Hadhrat Uthman and fled to Syria. On I 7" June, 

656 CE, the besiegers scaled the walls, entered the room where Hadhrat 
Uthman was reading the Qur'an. Hadhrat Uthman was martyred by his 
own men who professed to be Muslims.” 
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But Jalalu Din Assuyuti, the author of elall a6 (The History of the 
Caliphs 2" Edition p.144) gives the following detailed version of the 
tragedy: - 

Tolac SH Cpe Lg) UE Glade af yal (oll gle elas 
Lag oll g Lake ma addy 6 Sa cyl (yy dere Lage Lagivge | Y (lay dle Jaa e gal Y alls 

F ylede al yal 3 9S Lac atlud Iaeae gle leads done pine 
ait oN HG UL, ade Cand gl 3 S58 ald ay PLT ale cul af ¢ GSS al : ame lit 

_ Laghnal 2583 g (Sauce 43) yal called a2Saaal YY y acl Le aii c (Mes 

“(Seyyidna) Ali came to the wife of (Caliph) Uthman and asked her, 
Who killed Uthman?, She said, I do not know, two men entered upon 
him with Muhammad bin Abu Bakr, I do not know them. She informed 
Ali and the people what Muhammad had done. Ali called Muhammad 
and asked him about what Uthman’s wife had mentioned. Muhammad 
said, she is not lying, I have by Allah entered upon him (Uthman) and I 
wanted to kill him. But he reminded me of my father and so I left him 
and I now turn to Allah in repentance. By Allah, I did not kill him nor 
seize him. Uthman’s wife said, he speaks the truth, but he brought both 
of them inside. (Translation by the author). 

The administration of Caliph Uthman has engendered a great deal of 
comments and controversy and Jalalu Din Assuyuti has conveyed to us 

the following reports in his book, The History of the Caliphs (pp.139, 
141): - 

Jagnee og3l op Lake yp al sll igh yy 6 ASM Gye Nene Gai J je Cy pic 9 nad Lis gy 
OF ogSmy 6 OLY gly 4a tl BP aay c aul pti Le Sf lb, ae Gliie y31 pilawe say 

F Sr jh Sad agall Caddll 25 6 yl Sus gg Lea} ceameall pgs (glace aul ll 

“And in the year 25 H, Uthman discharged Sa’ad from (the governorship of) 
Kufa and appointed Al Waleed bin Uqba bin Abi Mu’iit who was a 
Companion and maternal brother of Uthman. And that was the first 

complaint against him because he favoured his relatives in the 

administration of districts. And it is reported that Al Waleed led their 
moming prayers with four (prostrations) while he was drunk, then turned to 
them and said, shall I lead you some more (rakaat)?” 

. Qiaie Stas lS dG 39 aed dius gS 

¢ Ui dale Quali ay Y cyties Vie any Aine pee (i ADAM late gly res a SI UE, 
6 Aska gil pueda Cyl y yal GIS y 6 AN VI Maal dati aly ocls 8] Jeriiaaly ad yal 94 gil si 
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“And in the 35" year, Uthman was assassinated. Azzuhairy said, Uthman 
took charge of the Caliphate for twelve years. For (the first) six years there 
was no complaint against him........... He then neglected them in their 
affairs and employed his relatives and his household in the last six years. 

He allotted one-fifth of the African (booty) to Marwan, and gave wealth to 

his relatives and his household, and attributed that to what Allah has 
ordered (given) as gift. And (Uthman) said, Abu Bakr and Umar renounced 

what was their entitlement, while I have taken it and divided it up among my 
relatives. The people censured him for that (it was stated by Ibn Sa’ad)””’. 

The above accounts were presented by non-Ibadhi scholars on the situation 
prior to the murder of Caliph Uthman. Let us now see what an Ibadhi 
scholar, Dr. Amr Khalifa Ennami of Libya has written in his book, Studies 

in Ibadhism (pp.151-152): 

“Ibadhi authorities reported five detergent (?) (Divergent) attitudes held 

by the Companions (Sahabas) concerning the question of Uthman: - 

a) Those who held that Uthman deserved to be killed by Muslims for 
his innovations. The Muslims tried for six years to make him change 
them, and keep the path of his predecessors or resign. When he 
refused to agree with them they killed him. Among this group were 

the Companions Abdullah bin Masud, Ammar bin Yasir, Abu Dharr 

Al-Ghifari, Abdul Rahman bin Awf, Amr bin Muhammad bin 

Maslamah, and Zaid bin Thabit and most of the Ansaris. 

b) Those who held that the question of civil war (fitna) was a matter 
of personal judgment (Ijtihad). Some even say that both sides were 

correct. This later opinion is ascribed to Ali bin Abi Talib. 

c) Those who say that Uthman had repented for his innovations, and 

that he was killed after he had repented, therefore his opponents 

were wrong. This was the opinion of the Companions Talhah, Al- 
Zubair and A’ isha. 

d) Those who reserved their opinion on the civil war and refused to 
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take part in it...Among those were Sa’ad bin Abi Waqqas, Abdullah 
bin Umar, Muhammad bin Maslamah and others. 

e) Finally, the attitude of Ma’awiya and Amr bin Al’As who held that 
Uthman was right all the way and claimed revenge for his death”’. 

It is important to bear in mind that at the time of the murder of Caliph 
Uthman there were no Khawarij. They were simply all Muslims. The Ibadhi 
scholar Dr. Amr K. Ennami has merely summarized the position of different 
Companions who were contemporaries of the event. Ibadhi scholars might 
have later adopted the opinions of the first group of Sahabas who held 
strong views against Uthman’s administration. They did not form an 
independent opinion of their own on the issue but merely agreed with the 
stand taken by the first group of Companions. In Arab tradition it is 
considered improper to criticize another person especially if that person is a 
ruler considered infallible. Their personal relationships are generally 
governed by ‘mujamala’ or flattery, which in other cultures is considered 

hypocrisy. So when the so-called Khawary publicly voiced criticisms 
against Caliph Uthman previously expressed by a group of Companions 
privately, they were immediately branded heretics. 

Some Muslim scholars consider it heresy to criticize any of the four rightly 
guided Caliphs or even some of the Sahabas. That was understandable up to 

about fifty years back when people were expected to render blind obedience 
to rulers. But today rulers themselves, because of the complexity of modern 
administration, have established parliaments or consultative councils in 
which representatives of the people sit together with Government officials to 
consider, among other things, any new policies or measures to be 
introduced; and if the representatives find faults in them, it is their duty to 
draw them to the attention of the authorities. Constructive criticism is 
something to be welcome and acceptable today in modem administration 

because only through such cooperation can we avoid confrontation and 

repetition of the same mistakes. It is something of a surprise that Islamic 
scholars of some other denominations should censure Ibadhis for endorsing 

the criticisms leveled by some Companions against Uthman’s 

administration. Since the first four Caliphs were regarded infallible, public 

corruption and nepotism worsened during the administration of Umayyad 

and Abbasid dynasties, and in many Muslim countries today it is as rampant 
as it was during the last six years of Uthman’s rule because Muslims have 

failed to learn from the lessons of history. 
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In general the issue of the Caliphate of Uthman ts a historical, though a 
controversial one but should not be the cause of discord in the Muslim 
community today. It is irrelevant because none of the existing sects took 
part in it. But enemies of Islamic unity keep recalling it repeatedly and 
putting the blame on the Ibadhis as if they were the ones who killed him. 
The Ibadhis recognize the Caliphate of Uthman and have no dispute with 
him in the matter of religion. In fact the collection of Hadiths by Imam 
Rabi’ which the Ibadhis rely on has recorded several traditions narrated by 

Uthman and here are some examples: - 

date ail gts abil J gen) Crna: Qhiie Sls an p|l aie Cy £1 aby Cyaall 

9S Le GY slaany 995585 LS O95 5% ol al Ga Ge OSH) 2 Syit play 
(4c Ub aS) 5 ass 

Uthman said: I heard Allah’s Messenger saying: - 

There will come after me rulers who read as you read and do what 

you disapprove; they do not deserve obedience. 

ail J gan) Cram : lic Gy yleie Slb c ary yl aie Ge Ve) a8) Coasil 

ai AS Dead 06 gua y cyunad bie gis is pal Gee 4) : Usa plang dude ail Lin 

(Leslaes gia sydd! seal Gary Lede Le ad abl Ge Y) Lquley 

Hadith No. 101 

Uthman bin Affan Said: “I heard the Prophet (Peace be upon him) 

saying: - 

‘No person who has taken ablution well for his prayers, then says his 
prayers but Allah forgives (his sins) till he performs the next 

999 prayers 

Spy Gaaw: glic gy lic SUE 6 ary pli aime Ge OV4 a8) Cyarail 

(hss Vy e542 ¥ 5 pond Sy Y) : play Azle alll die alll 

Hadith No.519 

Uthman bin A ffan said:- “The Prophet (Peace be upon him) said, 

‘A pilgrim in ritual consecration shall not get married nor shall he 
give in marriage, nor shall he propose marriage’”’ 
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The acceptance by the Ibadhi scholars of the traditions narrated by Uthman 
bin Affan has been explained by Dr. Amr K. Ennami in his book, ‘Studies in 

Ibadhism (p.256) as follows:- 

“Needless to say this “bara-ah” (dissociation) of the Ibadhis from such 

Companions concerned only their political activities and not their 
knowledge of religion. Ibadhi jurists as is evident from the Ibadhi 
sources presenting legal and theological opinions from Ali bin Abi 

Talib, Uthman bin Affan and others accept their legal opinions. Even 
Muawiyah, of whom the Ibadhis strongly disapprove, was one of the 
persons from whom Jabir bin Zaid narrated Traditions of the Holy 

Prophet”. 

In other words the so-called Khawarij dissociated themselves from Uthman, 

Ali and Muawlyah not on religious but on political grounds. But the Islamic 
community is misled to believe that the Khawarij are apostates who have 
broken away from the mainstream of Islam. When we come to Seyyidna Ali 
we will also quote the Traditions transmitted through him and recognized by 
the Ibadhis. Most of these traditions have been confirmed by later collectors 

of Hadiths. 
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CHAPTER — 2 
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Chapter 2 

Caliph Ali bin Abi Talib 

Imam Ali was the fourth and last of the rightly guided Caliphs. He was a 
close companion of the Holy Prophet as well as his cousin and son-in law. 
He was brought up by the Prophet (Peace be upon him) and was one of the 
first to convert to Islam. On the death of Uthman, Seyyidna Ali was 
proclaimed his successor in the year 35AH (656 CE). His tenure of office 
which lasted four years only was clouded with tension and crisis. He had 
many enemies and the Khawarlj were certainly not the only ones. 

The crisis, which had erupted during the Caliphate of Uthman, spilt over to 
his successor and prolonged until Seyyidna Ali was murdered. At the 
beginning of his rule, the Muslim community was divided into two main 
groups; one, the supporters of Uthman (Uthmaniyyun) led by Muawiya (a 
distant cousin of Uthman) who wanted to avenge his murder, and the other, 
the supporters of Ali. For the first time, Muslims fought each other on three 

occasions. 

The first battle was fought in Basra in December 656 CE, six months after 

Ali was proclaimed Caliph. This was known as the battle of the Camel, so 
called because Seyyida Aisha (the Prophet’s widow) was riding on a camel 
watching the conduct of the war. She and the Companions Talha and Al 
Zubair were on the side of the avengers, but the latter two were killed during 
the fighting. Seyyidna Ali won the battle and there was no split among his 
supporters. 

But the ghost of Uthman was still haunting the two parties to the conflict, 
and so the following year another battle flared up at Siffiin. When Muawiya 
felt he was going to lose the battle he proposed a truce. Among Ali’s 

supporters were some on favour of it and some against. Seyyidna Ali was at 
first hesitant but eventually agreed to it. Those who opposed the truce and 
subsequent arbitration came to be known as the Khawarij. Under the terms 
of the truce, an arbitration committee was formed comprising two 

arbitrators, one nominated by each side to settle the question of who should 
be the Caliph between the two contenders — Seyyidna Ali or Muawiya. 

Muawiya nominated Amr bin Al’ Aas, the former Governor of Egypt to 
represent him in the arbitration proceedings, and Abu Musa Ash’ari was 
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appointed to represent Seyyidna Ali; Abu Musa was the former Governor of 
Kufa. The two arbitrators met at Tabuk towards the end of 657 CE; they met 

in private to discuss the issue when Abu Musa, Ali’s representative, hinted 

on deposing both claimants and holding fresh elections, to which Amr bin 

Al’Aas agreed. When the formal session was held in the presence of a large 

crowd of followers of both sides, Abu Musa rose to say that in order to end 
the conflict among the Ummah (the nation) over the question of the 
Caliphate it was agreed to depose his principal Ali. 

Thereupon Amr bin Al-Aas took the stage, and said that since Ali was 
deposed, the only claimant left in the field was Muawiyah, and as such the 

verdict of the arbitrators implied that, as Muawiyah was the only candidate 

for the office, he was now the Caliph. 

This was a fraud and betrayal pure and simple, and the meeting ended in 
great uproar. Here it can be clearly seen that the so-called Khawarij were 
right in dissociating themselves from the arbitration and truce. As with all 
historical records it is difficult to know the exact truth because there were 
several contradictory versions about the detailed events, each depending on 

the doctrinal disposition of the historian and the time it was written. 

When Seyyidna Ali came to know of the results of arbitration proceedings, 
he repudiated them as a sheer betrayal. He accordingly decided to go to war 

against the people of Sham. Ali apprised the Khawarj of his decision, and 
wanted them to join his forces, but they refused to participate on the ground 

that the war was for worldly ends. But despite the defection of the Khawary, 
Ali mustered a considerable force. These preparations took a few months, 
but when Seyyidna Ali was on the point of ordering a march to Syria, the 
army generals advised him to eliminate the menace of the Khawarjj. 

Therefore he first directed a campaign against them in December 658 CE 
when he led his forces to Nahrawan. The Khawarly were heavily 

outnumbered and practically wiped out. So Ali won the victory in the battle 

of Nahrawan but that was not the end of the struggle. 

After Nahrawan, Ali wanted to march to Syria but the army strangely 
enough insisted to go back to Kufa to take some rest. Back in Kufa, he faced 

another crisis. Most of the people killed in Nahrawan were from Kufa and 

many of their relatives were there, and so there was a general atmosphere of 
grief, which made people pause and wonder what they were fighting for and 
shedding so much blood among themselves. And so the expedition to Sham 

(or Syria) was abandoned because of lack of support. There again the 
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Khawarij were right when they refused to go to Syria and fight because they 
said the was for materialistic interests. It was not a war of ‘Jihad’ any more. 
They were right, as they were right, as they were right before when they 

repudiated arbitration because it turned out to be a deceit. Seyyidna Ali was 

betrayed twice, first by his representative Abu Musa Al-Ash’ari in the 

arbitration committee, and secondly by his army generals who advised him 
to fight the Khawarij first but after defeating them, they refused to go and 

fight in Syria on the pretext that they wanted to go back and rest in Kufa. 

Hadhrat Ali came to be overwhelmed with troubles from all quarters and the 
painful tragedy was that they came from friends. So in January 661 CE he 

was mortally wounded by one Abdul Rahman Muljam in revenge for the 
massacre of the relatives of his wife at the battle of Nahrawan. 

The above account is a summarized version of the events during the short 

tule of Seyyidna Ali until his death as given by Prof. Masud-ul-Hassan in 
his book, The History of Islam. The professor adds the following comments: 

“The battle of Siffin ( cut) gave birth to an unhappy secession 
movement among the men who had originally supported Hadhrat Ali, and 

had fought for him. These men came to be known as the Khawarij — the 

seceders. It was under their pressure that Hadhrat Ali had agreed to 
arbitration proceedings. After the conclusion of the truce, these men 

assembled at Haraura near Kufa and elected their leader”’. 

Ibadhi sources do not accept that Seyyidna Ali agreed to arbitration under 
their pressure, for Dr. Amr Khalifa Ennami of Libya in his Studies of 

Ibadhism (p.255) comments as follows (quoting from Muhammad bin 

Mahbub Sirah, MS):- 

“According to the Ibadhis, Muawiya and his supporters were the 
rebellious party and Ali had to fight them till they reverted to God's 
commandment, that is, the rule of the legal Caliph. The acceptance of 
arbitration by Ali meant his deposition from the Caliphate, a fact which 
displeased a group of Muslims and obliged them to choose a new Imam, 
Abdullah bin Wahb Al-Rasbi. The Ibadhis hold that the people of 
Nahrawan were right, and Ali bin Abi Talib was wrong for accepting 

arbitration on the first place, and secondly for fighting the people of 

Nahrawan.” 
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As regards Muawiya bin Abi Sufyan, Abdullah bin Ibadh described him in 

the following words: - 

“We do not know anyone of the people who were more callous (i.e. 

insensitive) to the distribution of wealth according to the laws laid down by 

God than he, nor anyone more indifferent towards the commandment of 
God than he, nor anyone blood-shedding than he” (Studies in Ibadhism, 
p.256). 

The periods of the Caliphates of Uthman and Ali were critical in the history 

of Islam. From the times of the Holy Prophet, Abu Bakar, Umar and up to 

the first six years of Uthman, the Islamic State was solidly united. With the 
expansion of the Islamic empire, more countries were conquered, and more 
wealth was acquired but its distribution was less equitable. Corruption of 

public property was rampant as was the allocation of high public offices to 
relatives and friends. Cracks in the Islamic unity began to appear in the last 

six years of his rule and, after his murder, they widened to a point of no 
return. Those who had been supporters of Uthman headed by Muawiya 

became deadly opponents of Ali, the new Khalifa. 

The so-called Khawarij fought on the side of Imam Ali in the battles of the 

Camel and Siffin against the forces of Muawiyah. When the victory was in 
sight and in favour of Ali, Muawiya proposed a truce and arbitration. The 
Khawarij turned down the proposal but Ali accepted it. When the arbitration 

was held the results turned against him because of a trick devised by 
Muawiya’s representative in the arbitration committee. Bearing in mind that 

Ali was the lawful Khalifa appointed and accepted by the people, then who 
was the rebel or Khariji who broke away from the Islamic State? 

1. Was it not Muawiya the real Khariji and rebel who refused from the 

beginning to recognize Ali as the lawful Khalifa? 

2. Were it not Muawiya and the Uthmaniyun the real Khawarij who 
fought against the lawful Khalifa Ali bin Abi Talib at the battle of 
the Camel and Siffin in which thousands of Muslims lost their lives? 

3. Were it not Muawiya and Amr bin Al’Aas the real Kharijis who 
manipulated the arbitration to depose Ali from the office of 

Caliphate? 

4. Was it not Muawiya the real Khariji who bribed Hassan bin Abi 
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Talib to renounce the Caliphate? 

5. Was it not Muawiya the real Khariji who created an innovation by 

making his son Yazid his successor? The office of Khalifa had for 

the first time become a hereditary one and had ceased to be a 
religious establishment. 

The readers will only be able to find the correct answers if they review the 
historical facts objectively and without bias and ignore whatever biased 

information told to them by their parents, school teachers and Imams in the 
mosques about the so-called Khawar. If Muawiya had not rebelled against 

the lawful Khalifa, the Islamic state would have remained intact and 
division would have been avoided at least during Ali’s tenure of office. 
Muawiya was the usurper of the office of Khalifa and secured allegiance of 
the people of Makkah and Medina by force of arms. And so his successors 

and followers the Uthmaniyyun were the real Khawarij. 

Seyyidna Ali had many enemies and the Khawarij were certainly not the 

only ones: - 

1. First, the supporters of Seyyidna Uthman including members of the 

Umayyad clan who wanted to avenge his murder. 

2. The companions Talha and Al Zubair had taken the oath of 
allegiance to Seyyidna Ali as Khalifa, but fought against him in the 

battle of the Camel. Hadhrat Aisha joined the two Companions. 

3. After the battle of Nahrawan, the victorious army also betrayed him 
and refused to fight the Syrians. 

4. In the arbitration proceedings, the person who was appointed as his 
representative (Abu Musa Al Ash’ari) betrayed him and became a 

party to the plot to depose him from the Caliphate. 

5. Abdullah bin Abbas, his cousin, whom he had appointed Governor 
of Basra left him and escaped to Makkah 

6. Even his real brother Aqil fought on the side of Muawiya. 

The main cause of fierce opposition to Seyyidna Ali was his failure or 
reluctance to punish the culprits, including his stepson Muhammad bin Abi 

Bakar who were directly involved in the assassination of Uthman. Seyyidna 
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Ali married his mother (Asma) after the death of Abu Bakar. So there was a 
marmiage relationship between Seyyidna Ali and Muhammad bin Abi Bakar, 

although, as we have seen, Muhammad bin Abi Bakar did not actually kill 

Uthman, he aided and abetted the crime when he led the assassins to his 

room and so he was also an accessory before the fact of murder. What might 

have strengthened people’s suspicion was that Seyyidna Ali appointed 
Muhammad bin Abi Bakar Governor of Egypt, which his opponents might 

have interpreted rightly or wrongly as a reward for what he had done. 

With regard to the death of Seyyidna Ali, Jalalu Din Assuyuti in his book, 
The History of the Caliphs gives the following summarized translated 
account as narrated by Ibn Sa’d (p.156): - 

“Three members of the Khawarlyj met in Mecca and agreed to kill 
Seyyidna Ali, Muawiya and Amr bin Al’Aas in order that the 
country might rest in peace. It fell upon Abdul Rahman bin Muljam 
Al Murady to kill Seyyidna Ali. So he proceeded to Kufa (Iraq) 
where he met his fellow Khawaryj and confined in them. As 
Seyyidna Ali was announcing Fajr prayers, Ibn Muljam struck him 

on the head with a sword and Ali died two days later’. 

According to Prof. Masud-ul-Hassan, Ibn Muljam, an extreme Khawarj 
fanatic, from whom his beloved wife (Qataam) had demanded the head of 

Hadhrat Ali as a vengeance for the massacre of the Khawarij at the battle of 
Nahrawan, struck at him and mortally wounded him. Seyyidna Ali died in 
January 661 CE. It should be noted that there were no Ibadhis at this time. 

After Seyyidna Ali’s death the Islamic ummah was divided into three 

factions:- 

1. Seyyidna Ali’s followers (The Shias). 

2. Muawiya and his followers (Uthmaniyyun) — The Khawarj No.1. 

3. The so-called Khawarij (The Khawary No.2). 

But these factions were political, not religious because they appeared as a 
result of a political struggle between Seyyidna Ali and Muawiya for 

leadership of the Islamic state. It had nothing to do with religion. In this 

connection it is worth quoting Professor Masud again from his book, The 

History of Islam (p.192,1* Edition):- 
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“It may be borne in mind that the Caliphate is not a religious office. 
It is a political office only. This is because both the Qur’an and the 
Sunnah have no injunction on the point...... for any objective view 

of the matter, it 1s necessary that we should not make the matter a 

religious, but should let it remain a political issue”. 

Dr. Majid Ali Khan in his book, The Pious Caliphs, published by Islamic 

Book Publishers in Kuwait said the same thing about the Khawarj (p.209):- 

“The Khawary were more a political group than theological. They 
accepted the authority of Hadhrat Abu Bakr and Umar but 

denounced Hadhrat Uthman, Ali and Muawiya”’. 

With regard to the denunciation of Uthman there were no Khawani during 

his time, and in the case of Seyyidna Ali, the Khawarij fought on his side in 

two battles- the battle of the Camel and the battle of Siffin; as for Muawiya 
he was indeed their mortal enemy and they denounced him vehemently. 

When the Khawanj “denounced” Uthman they were merely echoing the 

grievances which a group of Companions (Sahabas) who lived during his 

lifetime were expressing against his administration. 

Unfortunately exactly the opposite happened. The conflict was interpreted 

as a religious one by later Islamic scholars. The only plausible explanation 
is that the Khawarij No.1 (The Uthmaniyyun) emerged out of the conflict as 

rulers whereas the Khawarij No.2 and Shias as rebels, and so throughout 

Islamic history there was confrontation between the two sides. By making 
the different appear religious it was easier for the Umayyad rulers and later 

the Abbasids to get the support of the people. At this juncture it is 
interesting to see how an Islamic scholar like Ibn Taymiya was caught in the 

propaganda of the rulers of his time. He said:- 

ALAM Sal aS ce Sh aby Os Lal el gS Gaull Sal Gye Cyahuall debe GU ye sl WIS 
Sls Wal Jal eLea | gla taal g 2 gill ye diy yy Ley a 6 Go git 

“The first to leave the Islamic community among the heretics are the 
Khawarij the defectors. And they are the first to accuse Muslims of sins, 
but what they considered as sins, and made it lawful to shed the blood of 

Muslims for that”. 

With all due respect to Ibn Taymiya, the above is not the correct picture. 

The first to leave the Islamic community was Muawiya (and his followers, 

the Uthmaniyyun) who refused to declare his allegiance to Seyyidna Ali, the 
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legitimate Khalifa while the so-called Khawarij supported him all along 

until after the battle of Siffiin. Then he goes on to say that the Khawarij 
were the first to accuse Muslims of sins and to justify the shedding of their 

blood. On the contrary the people who justified shedding the blood of 
Muslims were a group of Muslims from Egypt and Iraq in collusion with the 

people of Medina including some Sahabas who murdered Seyyidna Uthman. 
The Khawary did not even exist then. 

When the so-called Khawary defected from Seyyidna Ali and his army, they 

did not fight him. It was his army which went to fight them in the battle of 

Nahrawan. So the innocent Khawari were neither the first nor the second 
nor the third to shed the blood of Muslims. 

The followers of Ibn Taymiya accuse the so-called Khawarij of declaring 

open hostilities and hatred against Seyyidna Ali and his people. This again 

is not true. Those who declared open hostilities against him were Muawiya, 

Talha, Al-Zubair and Seyyida Aisha when they fought him at the battle of 
the battle of the Camel. The one who declared hatred against Seyyidna Ali 

was again Muawiya, and according to Prof. Masud (p.177):- 

“Hadhrat Muawiya had introduced the practice of abusing Hadhrat 

Ali on Friday sermons. Umar bin Abdul-Aziz abolished this 
practice” when he became Khalifa. 

There have been attempt to present the conflict as a religious one by 
categorizing the Islamic ummah at that time into four fractions, the fourth 

one being:- 

Ahli Sunnah wal Jamaa (Dr. Majid Ali Khan p.208). the first three groups 

listed before in this chapter included Seyyida Aisha, Muawiya, ‘Amr bin 

A’as, Abu Musa al Ash’ari, Al-Zubair, Talha and hundreds of other Sahabas 
who were split among all the three groups in the conflict. Were they not 
Ahli Sunnah wal Jamaa? Of course, they were. So to say there was a fourth 

group is a misrepresentation of early Islamic history. 

As in the case of Seyyidna Uthman, the Ibadhis have no quarrel with 
Seyyidna Ali in the matter of religion, and so in the Musnad of Imam Rabii 
(which the Ibadhis mainly rely on for the Prophet’s Hadiths) are to be found 
a number of Traditions narrated by Imam Ali. Here are some examples:- 

Shad 43255 css} Sal al all al op gle Ge ith : SY 5 Op le VE py Gans 
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(p55 A TB shan gle ceay Gl) pany dale atl gle il 
Hadith No.124 
Jabir bin Zeid said:- 

“T have been informed that Ali bin Abi Talib broke one of his 
forearms and asked the Prophet (Peace be upon him) if he can wipe 
the splint. (The Prophet) said, “yes’’ 

ashe ali! gluse ail J yee y SE: SE lle yf G2 pple We cgi : SH 5 Gy le VY + Cunall 
(qsluadll Uglitns y Sill ar ya5 ):abunsy 

Hadith No.220 

Jabir bin Zeid said:- 

“I have been informed that Ali bin Abi Talib said: The Prophet 

(Peace be upon him) said: “The consecration of prayer begins with 
‘Allahu Akbar’ and ends with ‘Assalamu Alaikum’. 

The above are only examples but there are several other hadiths narrated by 

Seyyidna Ali on theological issues. These have been mentioned in Part III of 

the Musnad. One final point on the four rightly-guided Caliphs should be 
mentioned. The Uthmaniyyun (Khawarij No.1) accuse the Shias for not 

acknowledging the first three Caliphs, Abu Bakar, Umar and Uthman and 

they make a big issue out of it, forgetting that they themselves never 
recognized the Caliphate of Seyyidna Ali. They fought him and continued to 

oppose him until his death. The Khawarij No.2 was the only Islamic sect to 
have recognized all the four Khalifas. They later criticized Seyyidna 

Uthman’s administration when it went astray but they did not kill him. They 
pledged allegiance to Seyyidna Ali and fought with him against the 

Uthmaniyyun in the battle of the Camel and at Siffiin but abandoned him 

when he accepted arbitration. The results of the arbitration proved the 

correct stand of the Khawarij No.2. He also made a wrong decision when he 

accepted the advice of his army generals to fight the Khawari No.2 at 

Nahrawan. 

It is interesting to quote a Hadith of the Holy Prophet reported by Imam 

Ahmed as follows:- 

(cAMLall AMIS aes Gy 9S ac Lake Vy gE AEN): plang dale atl glice abil J gue y MS 

“The Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) said: (The office of) 
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Caliphate will last for thirty years and afterwards there will be 
kingship”. 

If we count the total number of years that the four Caliphs and Imam Hassan 
Tuled, we find that the total period tallies exactly with the Holy Messenger’s 
prophesy:- 

Abu Bakar 2 years —3 months 

Umar bin Khattab 10 years 

Uthman bin Affan 12 years 

Ali bin Abi Talib 4 years — 9 months 

Hassan bin Ali lyear 

Total - 30 years 

How right was the Prophet (Peace be upon him) as he had always been! 

History shows that those who ruled the Islamic state after Seyyidna Hassan 

were indeed not Caliphs but kings, many of whom were tyrants. The 

Khawarlj No.2 were therefore right in breaking away from them and 

refusing to recognized their authority. This strengthens further the 

Khawarlj’s stand that the breakaway was political, not religious. Until this 

time there were no Madh-habs, there were only political allegiances — the 

Uthmaniyyun supporting the Umayyad rulers, the Shias pledging their 

allegiance to Seyyidna Ali’s descendants and the third independent group 

appointing their own separate Imams (whom their opponents called the 

Khawarjy ). 

A few years ago there was a television programme in which a fanatic 

Muslim preacher in some neighbouring country was shown addressing a 

large congregation of worshippers in a mosque forbidding them to pray 

behind a Khariji Imam. As we all know there are no more Khariji sects 
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today; they have all disappeared and Ibadhis broke away from them many 

centuries back because of their extremist views towards other Muslims. As 

we shall see, not only did Ibadhis dissociate themselves from the Khawarjj 

but fought them on several occasions. The reason for this prohibition is that 

they allegedly killed Seyyidna Ali (and criticized Seyyidna Uthman ). 

Ibadhis refute the allegation because the killer, Ibn Muljam acted alone to 

avenge the brutal massacre of the people of Nahrawan. The identity of Ibn 

Muljam as a Khariji is doubtful but even assuming that he was, what has it 

got to do with the Ibadhi of today. At that time the Ibadhis did not even 

exist. 

Nowadays every time there is a terrorist activity in the West, the immediate 

public reaction, there, is to point an accusing finger, sometimes 

accompanied by violent incidents, at Muslim in general and Arabs in 

particular. In other words they accuse a whole community of law-abiding 

residents or citizens for reckless acts of a few individuals and what is more 

distressing, investigations sometimes-later reveal that the culprits were 

neither Arabs nor Muslims. And yet the so-called Muslim scholars who 

have no fear of God (taqwa) convict a whole section of a Muslim Ummah of 

a crime which was committed by an individual about 1340 years ago. As 

Muslims resent the irational reaction of the public in the West in such 

circumstances, so the Ibadhis likewise reject the unfounded allegations 

made against them by some sectarian extremists. Fortunately here in Oman, 

Muslims of all denominations pray together regardless of whether the Imam 

is an Ibadhi or belongs to some other sect, which is a slap in the face of the 

enemies of Islamic unity. 
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Chapter 3 

The Umayyad Period 

The Khawarij suffered a great deal under the Umayyad as well Abbasid 

rulers because of their rebellion against the ruling authorities but not against 

Islam. They were hunted and persecuted. Even those who were loyal to the 

rulers were not spared. So the struggle for the political power continued 

during the Umayyad rule. When Muawiya died in 680 CE, he was 

succeeded by his son Yazid I, but the people of Kufa, Iraq wanted Seyyidna 

Hussein to be their Khalifa, and so started a military conflict for the office, 

and this is how it ended according to Professor Masud:- 

“On the 10” of Muharram, the Umayyad troops increased their pressure (on 

Seyyidna Hussein), and the unequal contest between the small band of 

Hadhrat Hussein on the one hand, and a considerable army of the other 

began in the stony plain of Kerbala. Hadhrat Hussein and his followers 

soon met their martyrdom. 

The murderous crowd cut off the head of Hadhrat Hussein. His body was 

trampled upon under the hoofs of Umayyad cavalry with savage ferocity 

and subjected to every ignominy. All male members of his family 

accompanying Hadhrat Hussein perished with him. The solitary exception 

was his sickly child Ali (who later came to be known as Zain-ul-Abidin)”. 

What a shame that a faction of Muslims under Yazid I for sake of worldly 
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power should treat the grandson of the Holy Prophet with such beastly 

barbarity. The Holy Messenger was right when he said 

Way yar g (Sbe (9S 9B ¢ Aaa yy MONS 1 S ol Lea yy 5:5 fay pS sf sl" 

“Verily, the first (stage) of your religion is the beginning of Prophet hood 

and mercy, then there will be the rule of Caliphate and mercy and then there 

will be Kingship and (Government by) coercion.” And the Khawarij No.2 

were right too when they dissociated themselves from the tyranny and moral 

depravity of the Umayyad rule. 

Altogether there were eleven kings under the Umayyad rule but only Umar 

bin Abdul Aziz bin Marwan received the support of the Khawarij because 

he followed the footsteps of his illustrious great grandfather, Seyyidna Umar 

bin Khattab. He had been imprisoned by his cousin and brother-in-law Al 

Walid bin Abdul Malik bin Marwan when the latter succeeded his father, 

Abdul Malik bin Marwan. Professor Masud has this to say about him:- 

“Umar bin Abdul Aziz was a devout Muslim, and he wanted Muslim to 

follow the Islamic way of life. He himself set the pattern for such life. He 

led a simple life on the lines set by the rightly-guided Caliphs. Unlike the 

other Umayyad Caliphs he had only one wife. He had no maids hi his 

harem. He set a new standard of what a Muslim ruler should be. He avoided 

show and ostentation. He enjoyed simplicity and austerity in all affairs 

pertaining to the State. He was very particular in the use of money from the 

Bait-ul-Mal (State Treasury). He went to the extent of asking his wife to 

surrender all her ornaments to the State treasury. 

‘Umar bin Abdul Aziz abolished the practice introduced by Muawiya of 

reviling and abusing Seyyidna Ali in the Friday sermons. All the properties 
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which had been confiscated by his predecessors including the property of 

the family of Seyyidna Ali were restored to original owners. 

‘He improved the status of converts to Islam, and decreed that on 

conversion to Islam, a person would no longer be subject to poll tax. This 

led to conversion to Islam on a large scale under his reign. When it was 

pointed out to him that this would mean considerable loss of revenue, he 

said he would not be a party to discrimination between a Muslim and 

(another) Muslim. He pointed out that the Holy Prophet had been sent as a 

mercy to mankind and not as a tax gatherer’. 

With regard to the relation of Umar bin Abdul Aziz with the Khawarij, Prof. 

Masud has this to say:- 

“At the outset of his reign, the Kharijites raised their head and resorted to 

terrorist activities. Instead of military action against them, he (Umar bin 

A’Aziz) summoned a delegation of their representatives and brought home 

to them the point that as Muslims they should not disturb the peace of the 

land. He assured them that if they had any legitimate grievances he would 

remove them. He emphasized that if, in spite of that, they resorted to 

terrorist activities, they would be betraying the cause of Islam which they 

professed to champion. Thereafter the Kharijites gave no more trouble 

during his reign.” 

From the above passage it is clear that the Khawarij No.2 were not a people 

who fought the ruling authorities for the sake of making trouble but for the 

purpose of establishing Islamic justice and when they found it in Umar bin 

Abdul Aziz they cooperated with him, and so peace and tranquility in the 
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land prevailed in his reign. 

But the Umayyads were not happy with his policies and so conspired to get 

rid of him. He was poisoned to death in 720 C.E. when he was only 39 years 

old after a reign of just three years. 

To recapitulate what happened during the reign of the rightly — guided 

Khalifas and Umayyad rulers, the following were assassinated:- 

1. Umar bin Khattab - murdered by a Persian. 

2. Uthman bin Affan - murdered by fellow Muslims 

3. Ali bin Abi Talib - murdered by fellow Muslim 

4. Hassan bin Ali - murdered by Uthmaniyyun 

5. Hussein bin Ali - murdered by Uthmaniyyun 

6. Abdullah bin Zubair - murdered by Uthmaniyyun 

7. Walid II - murdered by Uthmaniyyun 

8. Ibrahim bin Walid - murdered by Uthmaniyyun 

9. Marwan I - murdered by Uthmaniyyun 

10. Umar bin Abdul Aziz - murdered by Uthmaniyyun 

Among the ten rulers murdered only one Khalifa was killed by a Kharijee 

who acted alone to avenge the death of 3000 innocent Khawary killed at 

Nahrawan. The last seven rulers were murdered by the Uthmaniyyun in the 

struggle for political power. But the sectarian fanatics when they read their 

gloomy side of Islamic history put on dark glasses so that they do not see 

anything as if nothing had happened, and then boast to their followers that 

they are the right ones (d=!) Jal). 
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In the case of the Caliph Uthman, there were no sects when he was 

murdered but there had been general complaints from all spectrum of 

society in the Islamic state, and the Ibadhi historians reiterated what those 

complaints were, which happened to be shared by many of the Sahabas. 

When we come to the Abbasid reign we will see almost the same number of 

tulers killed and their names will be given later. 

Before closing this section on the Umayyad rule it would be interesting to 

hear what a non-Ibadhi scholar Abu Ameena Bilal Philips, has to say about 

the Umayyad rulers in his book, “The Evolution of Fiqh” (p.46):- 

“The Umayyad Caliphs introduced a number of practices which were 

common in the non-Islamic states of that time, such as Byzantine, Persia and 

India. Many of these practices were in clear contradiction to the Fiqh of the 

earlier period. For example, the central treasury, the Bayt al-Maal, was 

turned into personal property of the Caliphs and their families, and taxes not 

sanctioned by Islam were introduced to further increase their fortunes. 

Music, dancing girls, magicians and astrologers were officially introduced 

as forms of amusement in the court of the Caliph. Furthermore, with the 

forced acceptance of Yazeed as crown prince imposed by Caliph Muawiya 

in the year 679 CE, the office of Caliph was converted into that of 

hereditary kingship”. 

Abu Hamza al-Mukhtar bin ‘Awf, one of the prominent Ibadhis of Basrah 

had this to say about the Umayyad rulers in general and Yazid in particular 

during a Friday sermon in Medina in the presence of Imam Malik ibn Anas:- 
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“There came Yazid, a libertine in religion and unmanly in behaviour, in 

whom was never perceived right guidance......... He would eat forbidden 

food, and drink wine, and wear a robe worth a thousand dinars, through 

which you could see his flesh so that the veil of modesty was rent, an 

unpardonable disrobe. And Hababa the singing-girl on his right, and Salama 

the singing-girl on his left, both singing — if you had taken drink away from 

him, he would rent his garments! And he would tur to one of them and say, 

Shall I fly? Aye, he flew. To God’s damnation, and the buming Fire, and a 

painful torment.! 

He then turns to the Umayyads:- 

“The sons of Umayyads are a party of error, and their strength is the 

strength of tyrants. They take conjecture for their guide, and judge as they 

please, and put men to death in anger, and govern by mediation and take the 

law out of context and distribute the public moneys to those not entitled to 

them for God has revealed those who are entitled, and they are eight classes 

of men, for He says:- 

“The freewill offerings are for (1) the poor and (2) the needy, (3) those who 

work to collect them, (4) those whose hearts are to be reconciled, and (5) 

slaves and (6) debtors, and (7) those in the way of God and (8) travelers 

(Suratu-Tawbah verse 60). They make themselves the ninth and take it all! 

Such are those who rule by what God has not sent down.”(John A. 

Williams, p.218). 

No wonder the Umayyad regimes did not last 100 years, and they had to flee 

to Spain. Thus the so-called Khawary did not break away from Islam as 
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their enemies accuse and condemn them but from morally depraved rulers 

who did not abide by the Islamic standards of morality and social justice. 

The Ibadhis had every nght in fighting and dissociating themselves from 

such corrupt regimes as the Umayyads and establishing their own separate 

Imamate. But the Uthmaniyyun (the Khawanyj No.1) supported them and 

continued to support them and must share the full responsibility for that 

disgraceful state of affairs. 
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The Abbasid Period 

Abu Abbas Abdullah bin Muhammad 132-136 Holy Prophet(750 — 756 CE) 

After the Umayyad rulers were driven out, Abdullah Abu Abbas took over 

as the leader of the Abbas family and as the “Khalifa” and moved his capital 

from Damascus to Kufa in Iraq. The Abbasids derive their family name 

from Abbas ibn Abdul Muttalib, the uncle of the Holy Prophet, and the 

father of Abdullah bin Abbas, the Sahaba from whom the Ibadhis collected 

many of the Prophet’s traditions. Abu Abbas brother, Ibrahim, had been 

killed by the Umayyad ruler, Marwan IZ. 

The beginning of the Abbasid era did not augur well for Muslims in general, 

for Abu Abbas after accession called himself Assaffah meaning a shedder of 

blood or killer. Imagine, a ruler of a Muslim state calling himself by such a 

title!! Professor Masud reports the following tragedy:- 

““Assaffah appointed his uncle Abdullah as the Govermor of Syria. 

Abdullah invited all the Umayyad princes in Damascus about eighty 

in numbers to a banquet. At a given signal, a band of executioners 

entered the banquet hall and clubbed all the Umayyad princes to 

death. Abdul Rahman a grandson of the Umayyad Caliph Hisham 

was the only Umayyad prince to escape from this massacre. He fled 

to Morocco, and the Abbasids broke open the graves of some of the 

Umayyad Caliphs and burnt their corpses”. 
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Naturally the Khawarij were one of the first people to revolt against such 

savage and brutal conduct of those who usurped Islamic leadership. 

Professor Masud continues:- 

“At the outset of their rule, the Abbasids had to face revolts in 

various parts of the country. These revolts were sponsored by the 

partisans of the Umayyads, by the partisans of the Shias, and by the 

Kharijites”. 

When Assaffah died after a rule of four years, he was succeeded by his 

brother Al Mansur in 754 CE. Al Mansur founded the city of Baghdad and 

moved his capital there. But like his brother, his rule was characterized by 

treachery and atrocities. He had Abu Muslim assassinated,. Abu Muslim 

was the Governor of Khurasan who a farmer slave of Ibrahim, Imam of the 

Hashimis (shi'as) who led a result against the Umayyad rule had made great 

contribution to the building of the Abbasid Empire. 

There was a struggle for power between Al Mansur and Muhammad, a great 

grandson of Imam Hassan over the office of Caliphate. Imam Muhammad 

was backed by the Shias. In the struggle for power Muhammad fled to 

Medina where the people offered him allegiance. What is interesting is that 

Imam Abu Hanifa and Imam Malik, the prominent jurists at the time 

supported him. Al Mansur sent a force to Medina, and in the battle that 

ensued Muhammad and his supporters were killed, and Medina was 

restored to Abbasid rule. Those who supported Muhammad and his brother 

Ibrahim were subjected to torture. In Medina Imam Malik was flogged, and 
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in Baghdad Imam Abu Hanifa was arrested and put in jail until he died. 

There again the Khawarij have been proved night in dissociating themselves 

from the Caliphate and establishing their own independent Imamate. But the 

Umayyads, Abbasids and their sectarian fanatics are not yet convinced even 

today!! They believe that the Khawarij seceded from Islam and if we go by 

their logic, so did Imam Malik and Imam Abu Hanifa who refused to 

support Al Mansur as the Khalifa. 

Harun Arrasheed (170 - 193 H ) (786 — 809 CE) 

Harun Arrasheed is the grandson of Al-Mansur; he was famous for his 

lavish style and splendour; he was the fifth Abbasid Caliph who ruled for 23 

years. His wife Zubeida is a legend of the Arabian Nights (4135 443 —all ) and 

is associated with the construction of a canal that supplied water to Makkah. 

Among the notable events of his rule was that he ordered the arrest of Imam 

Shafee accused of Shiite leanings while teaching in Yemen in the year 805 

CE. He was taken prisoner before Harun Arrasheed in Iraq but was soon 

released after extricating himself from the allegations (see Abu Ameena 

Bilal Philips pp.80-81). Before the Khalifa died, he willed that after his 

death his eldest son Al Amin should succeed him, and then his next son Al 

Ma’amun and after him his other son Mu’tasim. 

When Al Amin took over after the death of his father Harun, he wanted to 

change the line of succession in favour of his son instead of his brother Al 

Ma’amun who was then the governor of Khurasan in Persia. And so fighting 

broke out between the two brothers, but the fighting turned out into a racial 

conflict because Al-Amin’s mother Zubeida was an Arab while Ma’amun’s



mother was a Persian and so the whole of Persia rose in support of Al 

Ma’amun. Al Amin was defeated, captured and beheaded. So Al Ma’amun 

succeeded to the throne (813 — 833 CE) but the most significant thing that 

happened with him was that he adopted the doctrine of the Mu’tazila ( 4. 

41 jixall) as the official madh’hab. The doctrine was founded by Waasil bin 

Ataa and was based on rationalism. Abu Ameena Bilal Philips in his book, 

The Evolution of Figh has briefly explained it (p.150) as follows:- 

“Among its more notable principles were the belief that Allah was 

everywhere, the belief that the Qur’an was created and only its 

meanings were divine, that Allah would not be seen by the people of 

paradise, that man has free will without divine interference, and that 

one who commits a major sin enters a state between belief and 

disbelief”. 

Abu Ameena has also explained it as a philosophical school of thought 
commonly called rationalism. 

The Ibadhis have adopted some of its principles and we shall discuss them 
in greater detail later in this book. But Imam Ahmed b. Hanbal rejected 
them and for this reason he was imprisoned by the order of Al Maamun. 

Whether the Mutazalite doctrine was right or wrong, it was wrong for Al 
Maamun to force others to accept a religious doctrine against their will, and 

to imprison them if they did not. The Mutazalites continued to have the 
support of his brother Al Mu’tasim when he succeeded him and of his 

nephew Al Wathiq (842-847CE). But when his other nephew Al 
Mutawakkil succeeded to the throne (847-861CE) he banned the Mutazalite 

doctrine and fundamentalism was restored. Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal and 

other fundamentalist scholars were released from prison. The Mutazalites in 
turn were put in prison and their properties confiscated. 

But Mutawakkil did not live long. He only ruled for four years before he 
was murdered by his own disinherited son (Muntasir) and successor who in 
turn was murdered by poisoning six months later by a physician on bribery 
by Turkish generals. Al Mutawakkil pursued anti-Shia policies and 
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destroyed the mausoleum of Imam Hussein at Kerbala. All these series of 
murders were not committed by the Khawanj who are often accused of 
terrorism but the Abbasids themselves. 

Al Qahir who ruled for only two years from 933 — 934 CE was a cruel 

Abbasid monarch. His end has been described by Prof. Masud as follows:- 

“The army was won over by the conspirators. A detachment of the 
army assaulted the palace of the Caliph. With sword in hand Al Qahir 
defied the army. He was overpowered, and asked to abdicate. 

He refused to abdicate. Thereupon he was blinded and deposed. All his 
property was confiscated. He was lodged in prison for some years and 

then released. Deprived of all sources of income he was reduced to 
begging in the streets of Baghdad. It was a most pathetic sight, a 
peculiar revenge of nature for the depravities committed by him during 
the period of his Caliphate. Al] Qahir’s rule lasted hardly two years..... 
After his deposition, Al Qahir lived for sixteen years....... He was the 
first Abbasid ruler to be blinded and reduced to beggary’”. 

The Khawarij whom Prof. Masud often refers to as terrorists had nothing to 

do with this savagery. It was all the work of those Muslims who called 

themselves the righteous people (=! Jal ), 

Six years later in 940 CE, another Abbasid ruler Al Muttaqi succeeded the 

throne. In the ensuing period of coups and counter coups among Turkish 
generals, differences arose between Al Muttaqi and the Turkish General 

Tuzun whom he had appointed as Amir-Ul-Umaraa. After some fighting, Al 
Muttaqi sought shelter elsewhere. After some negotiations with Tuzun, he 

assured Al Muttaqi of his loyalty and asked him to return to Baghdad. On 

his return, Prof. Masud describes the following painful episode:- 

“The Caliph was received with all respect, and then escorted to the 
camp. In the camp, Tuzun went back on his promises. Al Muttaqi 

was placed under arrest and deposed. His eyes were seared (i.e. 

scorched) with a hot iron, and he was blinded. Al Muttaqi was led to 
an island in the Tigris where he remained in prison for twenty five 
years until he died”. 
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This is an unbelievable barbarity committed by Muslim Generals against 
Muslim rulers. But the sectarian fanatics continue to sing their national 
anthem that the Khawarij were the first to shed the blood of Muslims. Under 
the circumstances of Al Muttaqi it would have been better if his blood of 
Muslims. Under the circumstances of Al Muttaqi it would have been better 
if his blood had been shed instead of going through those terrible tortures. 

Al Muttaqi was succeeded by Al Mustakfi in 944 CE whose father al 
Muktafi had ruled for five years (902 — 907 CE). As was the case with rulers 
of this period, all the power were in the hands of army Generals who 

assumed the title of Amir-ul-Umaraa. This time the General was Ahmad 

Buwayh who belonged to the Shia faith. According to Prof. Masud, the 

General reduced the privileges of the Khalifa and allowed him only a small 
subsistence allowance and so the relation between them was bitter. One day 

Mustakfi was arrested, blinded and deposed and then put in prison. This is 

the third ruler to be blinded but this time by the order of a Shia General. It is 

said that Mustakfi adopted the Shia faith to please his master, but that did 
not help him in any way. 

Al-Musta’sim was the last Abbasid ruler whose reign lasted 14 years (1242- 

1256 CE). Prof. Masud gives the following account of his rule (p.307):- 

“At the outset of his reign, the country came to be rocked by Hanafi 
Hanbali and Shia-Sunni riots and disturbances. In these the Shias 
who were in a minority suffered most. Many Shias were killed and 

their quarter Karkh, a suburb of Baghdad, was destroyed. The 
Minister of Musta’sim, Muwayyid ud-Din Muhammad bin Al Kami 
was a Shia. He turned out to be a traitor, and entered into a secret 

correspondence with the Mongols inviting them to invade Baghdad”. 

The Mongol forces under General Hulaku besieged the city of Baghdad but 

the Baghdad forces were weak and so surrendered. Prof. Masud continues:- 

“The population of Baghdad was gathered on a plain outside the city. 

The Shias were spared and the rest of the population running into 
several Lakhs were mercilessly massacred. Hulaku (the General) had 

the Caliph Al-Musta’sim put in a sack, and then trampled under the 
hooves of the Mongol horses. The city of Baghdad was subjected to 
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plunder, and thereafter put to flames. The fire raged for several days 
and nights and the city of Baghdad, once the glory of the civilized 
world was no more. With the fall of Baghdad, and the tragic end of 
Musta’sim, the Abbasid rule was extinguished and they disappeared 
from political history after having ruled for over five hundred years 
from 750 to 1258 CE, one of the longest rule of any dynasty in 
history”. 

The lesson to be learnt from this tragic episode is that it is a 
repetition of the tragedy of Seyyidna Ali, the battle of Nahrawan and 
the Khawary. As a Khanji Abdul Rahman Muljam murdered 
Seyyidna Ali in revenge for several thousand innocent Khawany 

killed in the battle of Nahrawan, so Al-Musta’sim was brutally 

murdered in revenge for many Shias killed during the Shia-Sunni 
riots. The atrocious massacres of the Sunni population and the brutal 
murder of Al-Musta’sim were carried out by the Mongols on the 
invitation from his Shia Minister, Muawayyid-ud-Din Muhammad 
Al Kami. 

The list of Abbasid rulers who were murdered by their fellow 
Muslims (excluding the Khawarij ):- 

1) Al-Amin - 809 — 813 CE 

2) Al-Mutawakkil - 847 — 861 CE 

3) Al-Muntasir - 861 — 862 CE 

4) Al-Mu’tazz - 866 — 869 CE 

5) Al-Muhtadi - 869 — 870 CE 

6) Al-Raashid -1134- 1135 CE 

7) Al-Musta’sim -1242- 1258 CE 
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The following Abbasid rulers were tortured and made blind by their fellow 
Muslim (excluding the Khawarijj ):- 

1) Al-Qahir - 933 —-934 CE 

2) Al-Muttaqi - 940 —- 944 CE 

3) Al-Mustakfi - 944-945 CE 

Thus the Abbasid era, extended over a period of 500 years, was ruled by 37 

monarchs, It was a period of revolts and counter-revolts, characterized by 

anarchy, lawlessness and instability. In the end the rulers became puppets of 

their military Generals. Those who were subservient to them survived 

longer on the throne. Seven of those rulers were brutally assassinated and 

three others were tortured and blinded. The saddest thing is that these 

inhuman treatments were carried out by their fellow Muslims, sometimes in 

retaliation for similar treatments received from the Umayyad and Abbasid 

regimes and so they were not involved in any way in those barbaric 
activities. But for the sectarian fanatics, the only Islamic history they want 

to know and to tell their people about is that the Khawari criticized 
Seyyidna Uthman and killed Seyyidna Ali. 
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Chapter 5 

JIBADHI Imamate 

The institution of Imamate is a historical one; it no longer exists although 
the system, in its hereditary form, still continues among the Shia sects where 
Imams trace their ancestry back through Imam Ali to the Holy Prophet 
(Peace be upon him). For the Ibadhis the institution is essential if we are to 

implement Islamic laws as laid down in the Holy Quran and in the 
Traditions of the Holy messenger. There are attempts to revive the system, 

but it is doubtful they will ever succeed in view of the separatist tendencies 
of some fanatical sects which reject any efforts to unify Muslims of various 
schools. Islamic unity is a pre-requisite for the institution to function 
effectively. The reason why it broke down is partly due to the formation of 
dozens of sects each promoting its own religious doctrines some of which 
were hostile to the Caliphate. The Ibadhis’ views on the establishment of the: 
institution are at variance with those held by some other sects. For the 

Ibadhis, an Imam must have the following qualifications: - 

“The Imam must be a mature male of outstanding intelligence. He 
must not be blind, deaf senile, nor lack limbs which would prevent him from 

taking part in the obligation of war (jihad) ... He must not be mad, feeble 

minded, nor should he be envious, cowardly, mean, a liar, nor a man who 

fails to keep promises and agreements, nor indeed possess any other 
characteristic that causes concern. He must be a man of great learning, for 

without learning and perception how could he carry out his duties and 
interpret the laws, and ensure that his subordinates do”. 

In other words an Imam must be healthy, God-fearing and well versed in 

Islamic law. (Dr. Isam Al-Rawas p.104). 

So the Ibadhi’s ideas of Imam deffer from those of some other Islamic 
schools. We cannot find such a person if the institution is hereditary, the less 
so if he is expected actively to participate in jihad wars and at the same time 
be an impartial judge of legal disputes that arise among the Muslims in their 

daily lives. So the following questions arise: - 
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Must an Imam be a Quraishi or an Elected one? 

The first four successors to the Prophet (Peace be upon him) were Quraishis 

and so were Umayyad and Abbasid rulers who succeeded them. The first 

two were nominated by their predecessors before their deaths, while the 
latter two were appointed by Shura (i.e. consultation) with leading members 
of the Quraishi tribe. The Umayyad and Abbasid rulers who succeeded them 
were usurpers who took over the leadership initially by force and then 
passed it over to their offspring by inheritance. There are several of the 
Prophet’s hadiths on this issue but let us take only one of them narrated by 
both Al-Tirmidhi and Imam Ahmad: - 

“Sovereignty is (invested) in the Qureishis, administration of justice in the 

Medinites and (privilege of) making calls for prayers in the Habeshis”. 

The inference to be drawn from the hadith is that is gives the Quraishis 
preference to the Imamate; it does not necessarily prove that the 
appointments of other than Quraishis to the office would not be legitimate. 
The same is true of appointment of judges from Medina and of callers for 

prayers from among the Habeshis. The hadith 1s nowhere fully implemented 
today. 

The Ibadhis favour appointment of Imams by Shura as was done in the case 
of the latter two of the rightly — guided Khalifas (G2 24!_!! lilt! ), The choice 
of Imam should be done by consultation among religious scholars including 

tribal leaders in order to give added weight to his authority when he comes 
to power. This method should ensure that the candidate possesses the 
requisite attributes outlined above. 

The first Ibadhi Imam was appointed in Hadhramut in the year 129 H (747 
CE.); he was Abdullah bin Yahya Al-Kindi. This was followed by another 
appointment, five years later, of Julanda bin Masoud as Imam of Oman 
(134H). The third Imam was elected in Maghrib in North Africa and the 

choice fell on Abu-l- Khattab in 140 H. these appointments were made in 
co-ordination with the Ibadhi headquarters in Basra under the leadership of 
Abu Ubaida Muslim bin Abi Karima Al Tamimi, student and successor to 

Jabir bin Zayd, the spiritual founder of Ibadhism. 

The establishment of these imamates took place at a time when the 

Umayyad rule was collapsing and before the Abbasid dynasty was in full 

control of the State. The Ibadhis had been waiting for such an opportunity 
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and when it presented itself they grabbed it. They have however been 
criticized for allowing an establishment of three Imamates at about the same 
period, and we should reply that the Quraishis themselves at one time 
maintained three Khalifates: the Umayyad dynasty ruling in Spain, the 
Abassid family ruling from Baghdad and the Fatimids in Egypt and other 
parts of North Africa. The Fatimids were Ismailis who founded the city of 
Cairo and built the Al Azhar mosque which became a famous center of 
learning. 

Should Muslims revolt against a tyrant Imams? 

The Ibadhis do not encourage revolts against their Imams to avoid 
bloodshed. It is justifiable only as a last resort and in extreme circumstances. 
The history of Ibadhi Imamate in Oman speaks for itself as following list 
shows:- 

Name of Imam Period of Rule How he died 

1. Julanda Masoud Al-Ma'awaly 132-134H. Killed in fighting with 
Abbasid invaders. 

2. Rashid bin Nadhar Al Julandi 134-—177H. Overthrown (installed 

by Abbasids). 

3. Muhammad bin Affan 177-—179H.  Deposed. 

4. Al-Warith bin Ka’b 179-192H. Drowned in Wadi 

rescue operation. 

5. Ghassan bin Abdullah 192-—208H. Natural death. 

6. Abdul Malik Humaid 208 —226H. Natural death 

7. Muhanna bin Jayfar 226-—237H. Natural death 

8. Al-Salt bin Malik Al Kharusy 237-—273H. Deposed. 

9, Rashid bin Nadhar Al Yahmady 273 — 277H. _Deposed. 

10.Azzan bin Tamim Al-Kharusi 277-280H. Killed in fighting with 

Abbasid Aggressors. 
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From the above picture one can see that none of Ibadhi Imams was 
assassinated. The first and the last Imams were killed by Abbasid 
aggressors. The others died naturally or were deposed as a result of pressure 
from the people. Their rule extended over a total period of about 150 years. 
This is in contrast with the Umayyad rulers when seven of them were 

murdered, and during the Abbasid reign the same number of rulers were 
also killed and three others were torture and blinded under savage 
conditions. And yet some so-called Islamic scholars and historians have the 
impudence to say that Ibadhis are Khawari who are terrorists and shedders 
of blood. According to Dr. Amr Khalifa Ennami (Ibadhiyah, p.33), 
Abdullah bin Yahya Al-Kindi, the first Ibadhi Imam of Hadhramawt and 

Yemen, in the second century H, in his letter of commission to his 

Governor, Abd Al-Rahman bin Muhammad issued the following 
directions:- 

“We do not block people’s way and murder them on sight without 
inviting them first to realize the truth. But we invite them to the 

truth. He who accepts it enjoys all the rights that the Muslims enjoy, 

and is subject to all their obligations. He who denies the truth and 
fights us, we fight him and ask God to give us support against him”. 

Abdullah bin Yahya further writes:- 

“This is our policy. We do not punish the innocent for the guilty, the 
good for the evil, the woman for the man, or the young for the old. 
We do not slay people on sight without calling them to the truth, and 

making it clear to them”. (p.34). 

He continues:- 

“*..++...L4e Who fights us, we fight him back, and inspect his property 
in order to return it to its owners........ No booty or captives should 
be taken from the people of the Qiblah (i.e. Muslims), for they are 

not like polytheists whose property is to be despoiled and their 

women and children to be taken captives. But the people of Qiblah 
are two parties of which one summons to what is right, holding fast 
to it, and the other summons to injustice and persists in it”. (p.34). 

Dr. Amr further explains that the above statements describe Ibadhi policy 
throughout their history, whereas the policy of murdering opponents without 
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previous warning was the distinguishing mark of the Azragqis all times. It 
was also one of the main issues which made the Ibadhis oppose the Azraqis 

and other extreme Kharijites such as the Najdat and Sufriyah (p.28 — 30). 
And it should be added that the murdering of opponents was not just the 
distinguishing mark of the extreme Khawarij but also of the Umayyad. 

Abbasid and Fatimid rulers. 

When Imam Abdullah bin Yahya Al Kindy wrote that letter to his Governor 

he must have had in mind the atrocious activities of the notorious Al Hajjaj 
who had been the Governor of Basra during the reign of Umayyad ruler 
Abdul Malik bin Marwan (65 — 86 H.) and lived up to the reign of his son 

Al Walid (86 — 96 H.). According to Jalaluddin Assuyuti, in the year 74 H, 

Al-Hajjaj went to Medina and harassed its people there and looked down 
upon the surviving Sahabas like Anas, Jabir bin Abdullah and Sahl bin 
Sa’ad Al Sa’ady and sealed (stamped) them on their necks and hands, thus 
humiliating them (p.190). Assuyuti further reports (p.199) that among the 
prominent people who died during the reign of Al Walid bin Abdul Malik 
was:- 

ail dial last ais « laages (ile (gall) pare (yy dyeae 

“Said bin Jubair (who died a martyr) was killed by Al Hajjaj, may Allah 

damn him.” 

After the year 81 H. Al Hajjaj sent several military expeditions to subjugate 
the people of Oman and, after being twice defeated, they managed in the 

end to win a victory and humiliate its people. So Abdullah bin Yahya Al- 

Kindy did not want his governor to behave like Al-Hajjaj, the tyrant. Those 
were the kind of rulers who were terrorizing the Muslim population, and the 

Ibadhis were one of the groups which were fighting against them to 
establish a just and true Islamic society. 

Having said all that, it is worth remembering what has been stated before 
that although the Ibadhis consider the system of Imamate as essential in an 

Islamic society in order to implement Islamic sharia, for the majority of 
Muslims the institution has for all intents and purposes fallen into disuse. 

The subject has been brought up for discussion simply to defend the Ibadhi 
stand on the issue because other writes have raised it without explaining the 

reasons behind it so that non-Ibadhi readers are left wandering in the wild 

with biased views against the madh-hab. 
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Jan Skeet who stayed in Oman for two years from 1966 to 1968 in his book, 

Muscat & Oman, The End of an Era, made the following comments on the 

Ibadhi Imamate (p.92). 

“Ibadhi philosophy contains elements of democracy, although in 
practice it has turned out conservatively traditional to the point of 
being reactionary. Ibadhis believe, for instance, in the election of the 

Imam by the whole community that he should rule with the advice 
and consent of his people and that, if he loses popular support, he 

may be deposed. Ibadhis differ from most other Islamic 
communities, who have Imams or Caliphs within their system, in 
their belief that it is not necessary to have an uninterrupted 

succession of rulers; if there is no suitable candidate, then the office 

can remain vacant”. 

The history of Ibadhi Imams as summarized above in the Table of Imams in 

this chapter bears witness to Ian Skeet’s comments on the system. 
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Chapter 6 

Reference: - 

1. English translation of the Holy Qur'an by Ustadh Abdullah 
Yusuf Ali. 

2. English Translation of the Holy Qur'an (by Dr. Muhammad T. 

Al Hilali and Dr. Muhammad M. Khan. 

3. Spare pilus 95S all 4c Lic 

4, hee Cg Gils 1 giSill b_prccleal} wal pa 91g qudlally LY! ced B_papall AS gun gall 

(V4VY Gab) cipal 

5. cll cam (yp deal ced) Aaland) alall (gall 

6. Qur'anic studies, An Introduction by Dr Israr Ahmad Khan 

(Kuala Lumpur, 2000). 

7, Salen gual ay SN) tue yp Lee cell (AD Jari y Shall 
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ALLAH'S ATTRIBUTES & OTHER 
DOCTRINAL ISSVES 

In the previous section of this book we have seen how historical events have 

been misrepresented in order to put undue blame on one group of Muslims 

for mistakes committed by other groups. In this section we will deal with 
theological factors which brought about sectarian differences, namely, 

disagreements on the interpretation of certain Qur’anic verses which relate 
mainly on the following issues: - 

1. Whether the Qur'an is created or uncreated. 

2. Whether Allah will be seen on the Day of Judgment. 

3. Whether Allah is everywhere or only in the seventh Heaven. 

4 . Whether believers who enter Hell will remain there forever or 

transferred to Heaven after serving their term. 

5. Whether Allah has Hands, Legs, Eyes, and Face among His 

Attributes. 

6. Whether man has freewill, or are his actions predestined? 

We will examine in the following pages the relevant ayahs in the Qur'an 
which deal with each subject at issue. 

Is the Our'an Created or Uncreated? 

One of the sectarian differences among Muslims is whether the Qur'an is 

created or uncreated. For millions of Muslims it is the word of God and that 

is enough for them. But some factions of Muslim scholars treat this issue so 

seriously that they regard those who say that the Qur'an is a created word of 
God, like the Ibadhis, are heretics or unbelievers. Those who say that the 

Qur'an is uncreated mean that it is eternally pre-existent, that is, like God 

Himself, has no beginning whereas those who believe it is created imply 

that it did not exist before creation. For a Muslim Layman it is a controversy 

on semantics. 

Almighty God, in His infinite power, has created, out of nothing, matter and 

energy from which everything else in the universe is made of. He has 
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created millions of stars and solar systems and hundred of thousands of 
galaxies. He has created our solar system including the earth and the planets 
around it. He has created the animal and plant kingdoms in their infinite 

varieties; and air and water to sustain life; He has created angels, satans and 

men including prophets like Adam, Abraham, Moses, Jesus and 
Muhammad. The Almighty Allah has created holy books as guides to 
mankind, including the Tawrat, Bible and Zabur, and so He has created the 

Quran, the holiest book out of nothing. By believing in this we are 

recognizing God’s unlimited powers of creation. In Ayahs 101 and 102 of 
Suratul An’am (6) the Almighty describes Himself: 

AOD, epg US BUR y Aplin 4) SG aby aby Ad 9% coil ely Cal penal aaa? (06) UI 
My guicls es US sila ga Yad Y aSa5 ail aS" (1 Y) 

101 He is the Originator of the heavens and the earth. How can He 

have children when He has no wife? He created all things and He 

is the All — Knower of everything. (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan) 

102 That is Allah, your Lord! There is no god but He, The Creator of 
all things: then worship Him: And He has power to dispose 
of all affairs. (Abdullah Yusuf Ali). 

In the first Ayah, Allah has used the words ¢..“ JS 313 to mean He has 
created everything and in the second verse He has said «JSS SS ina 
comprehensive sense to mean He is the Creator of everything, including, by 

implication, the Qur'an. 

In the historical part of this book, we mentioned that the Abbasid ruler Al- 

Ma’amun (813 — 833 CE) adopted the Mut?’azilite doctrine which embodied, 

among other things, that the Qur'an is created. He declared it to be the State 

creed. The Ibadhis have adopted some, but not all, of the principles of this 

doctrine which is based on rationalism. On the other hand, Imam Ahmad bin 

Hanbal, the founder of the Hanbali Madh-hab which is prevalent in Saudi 
Arabia, did not agree and so was arrested and imprisoned on the orders of 
the ruler. Al Maamun quoted the following ayah in support of his arguments 
with Islamic scholars: - 

¥ 4sY) a 58 5M 8 gas (Cy slid aSlel Ly ye LIL olilea Ul) 

“We have made it (the Qur’an) in Arabic that you may be able to 

understand (it).” (S.43 verse 3). 
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In another Surah (Suratul An’am (6) Verse 1) Allah says: - 

silly LLB Samy 

Which has been translated, “and originated the darkness and the 

The crucial word here is Js. In the first verse above the word has been 

translated, “to make;” and in the second verse, “originate”, which means to 
create. 

When a man makes something, he does it out of other materials made by 

God. For example a carpenter who makes a table, he does not create it but 

he merely assembles and joins pieces of wood with nails and glue together. 
In other words he has made a table out of materials created by God. But 

when Allah makes something he does it out of nothing or out of other 

materials He has created out of nothing. 

In the second verse the word J*> has been interpreted as originate which 

means create. But the following convincing ayah seems to have escaped the 

attention of scholars: - 

(Ys auiy ela! 3) og eet US elull (ye Llea y 

Which has been translated as follows: - 

“And we have made from water every living thing”. 

Here the word ((Ul=)) means without a shadow of doubt “We have created” 

and the science of biology has confirmed that life originated from water, 
that is, created from it. 

This is again confirmed by verse 54 of chapter 25 (al Furqan) where Allah 

says: - 

welds eLall (ye GIS (galls 

“And it is He who has created man from water’. (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. 

Khan). 

  

In this ayah Allah has used the word 345 instead of J«> used in the earlier- 
quoted verse to explain that man has been created from water. In other 
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words the two words in this context are synonymous. 

Here is another interesting verse in chapter 7 (AL A’raf), verse 189: - 

gall Saal Lea y 5 Lge aay Broly Cpu Cpe pSald cc all ya 

“It is He who has created you from a single person (Adam), and 
(then) He has created from him his wife (Hawwa) in order that he 

might enjoy the pleasure of living with her’. (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. 
Khan). 

Thus Allah has used both words, Js» and _ .3)5 to mean to create. 

In suratu Nnisaa (verse 1) Allah says: - 

ve Mag) Updo BIS g Baal y cyait ye pSGIS Coll aSa y 1a} Quill Leal 

“O mankind! Fear your Lord who created you from a single person 
and created, out of him, his wife... 

In this verse Allah has used the word 313 twice and has not used the word 
Ja» as He has done in the previous ayahs, which shows that the two words 
convey the same meaning in this context. 

So taking into consideration all these Qur'an verses, the Ibadhis have come 
to the conclusion that when Allah says in chapter 43 (Az-Zukhruf), ayah 3: - 

Ogle Set Lye Lile 98 olilea Ll 

He meant: “Verily We have created the Qur'an in Arabic that you may 
be able to understand (it)”. 

The Abbasid Khalifa, Al Maamun, the son of Harun Rasheed, understood 

the ayah in the sense the Ibadhis have come to understand it. 

Whatever the case, the fierce arguments about its origin, whether the Qur'an 

is created or uncreated, should not distract Muslims from its contents which 

is the most important purpose of the Qur'an, and from obeying the Divine 

Commandments and avoiding the Injunctions enshrined in it. Whether the 

Qur'an was created 1400 years ago or 14 billion years before or has pre- 

existent eternity should not be the issue. What is important is that it is the 
word of Almighty God, and that is what millions of Muslims everywhere 
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understand; the philosophical side of it is the pastime of sectarian scholars. 
Before leaving the subject of the creation of the Qur'an it would be of 
interest to look into two other ayahs on the matter of creation. They are 
verses 71 and 72 of Surat Sad (38): - 

AVN gah ogy cpa Aad CaS y hs ya WME (VV) Carle Gye Hy SMS. 5 ASDA BL SUS 
(VY) cyrale 

See also 5.32 V.9 and 

5.58 V.22 

3.2. V.87 & V.253 and footnote No. 401 to V.62 of 5.3 

(Remember) when your Lord said to the angels “Truly I am going to create 
man from clay”. (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

The underlined words in verse 72 have however been given contradictory 

interpretation. Prof. Abdullah Yusuf Ali has translated them thus: - 

‘And I breathed unto him of My spirit” 

While Dr. Al Hilali and Dr. Khan have explained them this way:- 

“And I breathed into him (his) soul created by me”. 

In 5.54 (5-a!!) V.49 the translator comment in the trackets about Qadar that it 

is Pre ordaintments of all things leesome their creation as written in the 

Book of Decrecs — Al-Lawh Al Mahfough. See also Abdulla Yusuf Ali in 

Footnote S.54 V.50 

See also 5.54 V.53 and 5.57 V.22 

The implication of the first translation is that God has given part of His 
spirit and so man is the essence of God. This sounds very much like those 

who say the Qur'an is the essence of Allah. In the second translation by Dr. 

Al Hilali and Dr. Khan, it means that God created man’s soul and then 

breathed it into him. This interpretation agrees with those who say that the 
Qur'an is created. The two translations are contradictory and both have been 

endorsed by the Islamic authorities in Saudi Arabia. Fortunately neither of 

the translators is an Ibadhi nor a Khariji nor a Shia, so there has been no 
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sectarian uproar in the Islamic world!! 

See also V.30 5.2 : 4s xa yl 64 dele oil ASLAM SY, SE HN, 

I will create — Translation by Abdulla Yusuf Ali. 

Will Allah be Seen on the Day of Judgment? 

The Ibadhis do not believe that Allah will be seen on the Day of Judgment. 
Those who believe that Allah will be seen on the Day of Judgment rely on 
verse 15 of Suratul Muttaffifin (83): - 

Op gamal aq YE Steg ey We eel! WS 

It is translated thus: - 

“Verily, from (the Light of) their Lord, that Day, will they be veiled? ” 

(Abdullah Yousuf Ali). 

The word, “they”, in the verse refers to those who deny the Day of 
Judgment (verse 11), the sinners (verse 12) and those who deny the Qur'an 

as the word of God (verse 13). According to the translation, the sinners will 
be veiled from the Light of (not the sight of) their Lord. The translator 
explains it further in the footnote (No. 6018) as follows: - 

“At Judgment the true Light, the Glory of the Lord, the joy of the 
Righteous, will be hidden by veils from the eyes of the sinful. 
Instead, the Fire of Punishment will be to them the only reality 

which they will perceive.” 

In Suratul Shura (42) we also read the following verse (51):- 

veatellasm 6csl_yg (ye aay YI abil 44S ol peal IS Lay 

It is translated thus:- 

“It is not fitting for a man that Allah should speak to him except by 
inspiration or from behind a veil......... ” (Abdullah Yusuf Ali). 

The translator then quotes under footnote 4599 a Hadith recorded by 
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Muslim that the Prophet (Peace be upon him) said:- 

“His veil (God’s veil) is Light: were He to withdraw it, then would 
the august splendours of His Countenance surely consume 

everything that comes within His Sight”. 

In other words it would be impossible to see Allah, for to see Him is to be 
consumed or completely destroyed!!!! In the light of this Hadith, the only 
sensible translation of ayah 15 of suratul Mutaffifin is that the sinners will 
be veiled not from the sight of Allah but from His mercy. (see p.52 of G=I 

élati by Sheikh Ahmed Al Khalili). Those who believe they will see Allah 

on the Day of Judgment also rely on the following ayahs 22 and 23 of 

Suratul Qiyama (75):- 

(vY)3 a Ley col! (VY) d_pucali Xie gs 0 yay 

That means:- 

“Some faces that Day will be shining (22) looking towards their 
Lord (23)”. 

To understand the meaning of the word #554 we have to search for it in the 
Qur'an itself. Ayah 198 of Suratul A’araf (7) is interesting; it reads as 

follows. 

Cg non Y aly SLI yy plas pal jiy Iga Y srell coll at sei ols 

“And if you call them to guidance, they hear not and you will see 
them looking at you, yet they see not”. (Dr. Al Hilali and Dr. Khan). 

See also V.43 of 5.10 (U4) 

Also in verse 83-85 of Suratul Waqi’a (56) Allah says:- 

Cameo Y GSN 5 Sie al} coil aay (AL) cy plait Sttse ail, (AT) o sila! catly 13 Y 
(A°) 

“Then why do you not (intervene) when (the soul of a dying person) 

reaches the throat? (83) And you at the moment are looking on (84). But we 

(our angels who take the soul) are nearer to him than you! But you see not 

(85) (Dr. M. T. Al Hilali and Dr. M.M.Khan). 
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These ayahs very clearly show the difference between the word 55 “to 
look at” and the word _»~< “to see” in that you can look at something 

without seeing it, and it does not necessarily mean you will see it. So the 
ayah quoted before this: s>44 lz) ../! does not mean that Allah will be seen 
on the Day of Judgment. 

When we have been saved from an accident or some other misfortune or we 
have recovered from an illness, we pray to God and raise our hands and look 

upwards towards the heaven in expression of our joy and gratitude for His 
mercy and grace. That does not mean in this process that we are seeing the 
Almighty. Therefore Ibadhi scholars interpret the word *>54 to mean 
waiting for God’s mercy and entry to Paradise, and this is confirmed by 

Suratu Zzumar (39), Ayah 68:- 

Mey y lay ald aa 1d gyal ad Ai 3" 

“Then it (the Trumpet) will be blown a second time, and behold they 

will be standing, looking on (waiting)”. (Translators Dr. Al Hilali 
and Dr. Khan). 

Taking all these ayahs into consideration, we believe that Allah will not be 

seen, neither in this world nor in the Hereafter and this belief is supported 
by the following Quranic verse: (v.103 s.6) 

(als) "ya Call yay Slur ya yay Glia aS sty 

“No vision can grasp Him, But His grasp is over all vision; He 1s 
subtle well aware”. (Translation by Abdullah Yusuf Alli). 

In other words none can see Him but He sees everything however fine or 
minute. The verse is short and clear, free from any ambiguities; it is not 
clouded with any uncertainties. 

In the English translation of the Qur'an by Dr. Muhammad T. AlI-Hilali & 

Dr. Muhammad M.Khan, there is a Prophet’s Hadith narrated by Abu Said 
Al-Khudri quoted under footnote 1 © to Ayah 42 of Suratul Qalam (68) in 

which the Prophet (Peace be upon him) is asked whether our Lord shall be 

seen on the Day of Resurrection. He is alleged to have replied, 

“Do you have any difficulty in seeing the sun at midday when it 1s 

bright and the moon when the sky is clear?” The reply was “No”. He 
then said “So you will have no difficulty in seeing your Lord on that 
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day as you have no difficulty in seeing the sun and the moon (in a 
clear sky.) 

If you scrutinize this Hadith thoroughly and objectively, you will suspect 
that it is fabricated. First of all who can see the sun on a clear day in the 

Arabian sky? If you try to do it you will be blinded. During a solar eclipse 

when the sun is not so bright and is under the shadow of the moon, doctors 

advise us to use special glasses to look at the sun. this Hadith narrates 
several other events which will take place on the Day of Resurrection and is 
so long that one doubts that it could have been orally transmitted intact 
through a period of over 200 years without being distorted in the process 
before it was recorded by Bukhari. It is about one and half pages in small 
print or 66 lines long. 

In Suratu An-Nisaa (4), Allah says in ayah 153:- 

aqallas Miatall agZinld 5 ygm abl Lyf | slid AMS Gye Sl pas ge | pth aiid 

“Indeed they (The Jews) asked Moses for even greater that that when 
they said: “Show us Allah in public” but they were struck by thunder and 
lightning for their wrong doing.....”. 

Thus Allah has described the Jew’s request to see Him as a ‘wrong doing’ 
and so punished them by striking them by thunder and lightning because 
they have asked for something that was impossible to get. In Suratul-A’raf 
(7), verse 143 prophet Musa (Moses) said to Allah:- 

* sigh de al) al 
“Show me (Yourself), that I may look upon You” Allah said, “You: 

cannot see Me”,..... (Translation by Dr. Al Hilali and Dr. Khan). 

The Al Ash’ari contend that if Moses’s request to see God was wrong, he 

would not have asked for it because he was a prophet, and so he was free 
from sins. But let us see what the Holy Quran says. 

In Suratul-Qasas (S.28), verse 15 — 16 it is narrated that Moses struck and 

killed a non-Jew who was fighting a Jew. 

Moses said to Allah: 

“My lord! Verily, I have wronged myself, so forgive me” Then He 
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(Allah) forgave him. (verse 16). 

So the Ash’aris contention is groundless because Moses did commit a sin 
but was forgiven. Ibadhi scholars, on the other hand, explain that Moses’ s 
request to see Allah was made, not for his own sake, but to prove to his 
people, the Jews, that it was impossible to see Him. 

See also V.121 of S.20 (44) in which Allah says: 

58495 pal tats 

Thus Adam disobeyed his Lord and strayed into error. 

See also V.21 S.87 and V.48-49 S.68 

Allah’s Omnipresence 

Is Allah in the seventh Heaven or everywhere? Ayah 5 of Suratu Taha (20) 
reads as follows:- 

5 ginal (yall gle Cyan ll" 

Abdullah Yusuf Ali has translated it thus:- 

“The Most Gracious is firmly established on the Throne”. 

Dr. Muhammad T. Al Hilali and Dr. Muhammad M. Khan, in the Appendix 
II of their translation of the Qur'an, have explained it as follows:- 

“The most Gracious (Allah) rose over (Istawa) the (Mighty) Throne (in a 

manner that suits His Majesty)”, over the seventh heaven; and He comes 

down over the first (nearest) heaven to us on the day of ‘ Arafah (i.e. the 9g 

of Dhul-Hijja), and also during the last third part of the night as mentioned 
by the Prophet (Peace be upon him), but He is with us by His Knowledge, 

not by His Personal-Self (bi-Dhatihi). (it is not as some people think that 
Allah is present everywhere — here, there and even inside the breasts of 
men)”. 

The latter two translators’ comments have very serious implications. Does it 
mean that at other times of the day and night, the Almighty has no 
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knowledge of what is going on on the earth? We know today that the earth 
is round and so time is not the same everywhere. When it is the last third 
part of the night in the Arabian peninsular, it is morning in the Indian 
subcontinent and it is evening in some parts of Africa. So the third part of 
the night keeps on rotating westwards with Allah’s knowledge rotating with 

it! It is obvious that this interpretation of the Qur’anic verse leads to 
preposterous conclusions. Those who fabricated hadiths 1200 years ago did 

not have modern knowledge of geography and so did not think they would 
be found out!. 

Those who share the belief of the two translators should bear in mind what 

Allah Himself said about His Knowledge in Suratul Mujadalah (58) Atah 7:- 

Vig eeenaly gh YI AG 65 935 (ye 982 Le aU cg Lag Cl paral (gi Le ley abl Gf 5 all 

MY gAlS Lada age ga YI AST Wy AUS Gye ctl Ys pquctlan yh Y} daned 

gle 1) gelall 6 yea Cunt dy 8 18 Bie coabe alu, 

V.18 of S.2 

The two translators have interpreted the ayah as follows:- 

“Have you not seen that Allah know whatsoever is in the heavens 

and whatsoever is on the earth? There is no Najwa (secret counsel) 

of three but He is their fourth (with His knowledge, while He 

Himself is over the Throne, over the seventh heaven), nor of five but 

He is their sixth (with His Knowledge), nor of less than that or more 
but He is with them (with His Knowledge) where so ever they may 
be”. 

See also V.59 S.6 gales Y) 4555 Ca dile, 

See also V.4 of S.57 ais Le Gil Sea 3h 

(ie by His knowledge) 

The ayah contradicts the Hadith quoted by the two translators. God’s 

knowledge as described by the ayah is universal and comprehensive 
regardless of time and place, whereas according to the Hadith quoted by the 

translators it is restrictive of time (The last third part of the night) and place 
(Arafat). This is sheer contradiction and no fabricated Hadith will be 
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consistent with the Qur'an. 

Abdullah Yousuf Ali in his translation of ayah 255 of suratul Baqara 
appends a footnote No.297 in which he says:- 

Allah’s knowledge is absolute, and is not conditioned by time or 
place. His Knowledge and our knowledge are therefore in different 
categories. 

In the ayah No.115 of suratul-Baqara (2) Allah says:- 

Madde qual y atl 6 ail day pl I pl yi Letts Gaal, 5 pall ab, 

“To Allah belong the east and the west; and wherever you turn there is 
Allah’s Countenance. For Allah is all — embracing. All-knowing” (Dr. Israr 
Ahmed Khan). 

According to Dr. Israr Ahmed Khan in his book Quranic studies, An 
Introduction (p.175), the ayah “simply expresses the omnipresence of 
Allah”. 

He further explains that the ayah was revealed to show that when a person, 
on a journey, does not know the direction of Qibla, he can pray in any 

direction. 

In the Hadith No.848 of Musnad Imam Rabi’i it is narrated that Seyyidna 
Umar heard a man saying: 

CNS Cus ail, 

“Allah is where he was” 

Seyyidna Umar said: 

So JSa atl Cy) dwell SHS lary 

“Woe to you! It 1s as if you are looking for Him. Verily Allah is 
everywhere”. 

Abdul Qahir Tahir Al Baghdady Al Tamimy in his book Al Farq Baina Al 

Firaq (G54) o4 Goill)has quoted the following statement by Seyyidna Ali 
(p.333). 
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NASA y MS ahs Lazal May 6 ASR) GAS Yad Hla G8 yell SIS. Td al Gy 

MAS Le gle YI yay 

  

Indeed Allah the Exalted created the Throne as a 

Manifestation of His Power, not a place for Himself. 

Seyyidna Ali added:- 

(Allah) was where He was without a (particular) place and He is now 
where He was. 

The Ibadhi position on this issue has been explained by Sheikh Ahmed B. 

Hamed Al Khalily, Al Mufti-I-‘Aam for the Sultanate of Oman in his 
booklet, a2 5S! Gia 4 oll GLY! (Ambiguous verses in the Holy 
Qur'an) as follows:- (p.38) 

gl dade Vlas ad 6 tS aude Le cle GV gp gd (lly gle pM GE SS GIS ey al (IL abl I 

That Allah the Exalted has not changed from Where He was before the 

creation of Time and Space, so He is now where He was, no change has 

taken place (in His position). (Translation by the Author). 

In other words, where was Allah before the creation of the Universe? He 

must have been somewhere. So He is still there where He was, His position 

has not changed. 

Here again Ibadhis have adopted Seyyidna Ali’s view on the issue, which is 
another proof that they had no quarrel with him with regard to matters of 

religion; their differences with him relate to political affairs only, contrary to 

what enemies of Islamic unity have been maliciously preaching to their 

followers. 

See editional observation to Mardudi's on footnote 283 P.197 on the 

meaning of the word Kursi and see how Mrudui translated Kursi in vese 255 

of S.2 
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Would Believers who enter Hell remain there forever? 

On the Day of Judgment there will be three classes of people:- 

1) Those who had full faith in Allah, in the Prophet Muhammad (Peace 
be upon him), His other Prophets, the Qur'an and His other books 

and angels, in the Hereafter and have fulfilled Allah’s 
Commandments and avoided His Prohibitions in life. Paradise is 

their destination. 

2) Those who had no belief in one God, Allah, and in the Prophet 
Muhammad (Peace be upon him) etc. their abode will be Hell. 

3) Then there is a third group which comprises the believers who failed 
to comply with God’s Commandments and avoid His Prohibitions 

and then again failed to ask for Allah’s forgiveness before their 
deaths. 

There is no controversy with regard to the fate of the first two groups but 

there is a disagreement on the last group due to differences in the 
interpretation of some ayahs in the Qur'an. Islamic scholars of some other 

sects hold the view that the third group will enter Hell and remain there for a 
period commensurate to the degree or gravity of sins they had committed in 
this life, and then with God’s mercy, will be taken out of it even if they had 
not repented for their sins in their lifetime. 

The Ibadhis, on the other hand, believe that those who commit grave sins 
and have not repented before their deaths will enter Hell and remain there 

forever. They hold this view on the authority of verse 14 of Suratu Nnisaa 

(4):- 

Myge Caldc 4], Ugad lalla 1G ality 0d pam ands g 4) gis yg abil (pres Cyey " 

“And whosoever disobeys Allah and his Messenger and transgresses His 
limits will be put into the Fire to abide therein forever, and he shall have a 
humiliating punishment”, and again in Suratu-1- Muuminuun (23), ayah 103 
Allah says:- 

vba: 

See also S.73 (Ga!) verse 23 

Mey gM aig cg agaadil Ig pnd Cyill AM [8 4a jl ge Odd Gay" 
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“And those whose scales (of good deeds) are light, they are those who lose 
their own selves, in Hell will they abide” (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

See also V.65 of S.25 (Si!) Ue GIS ll G! permanent ? 

But those who say that sinners will be released from Hell after serving their 
terms rely on ayah 128 of Suratul An’am (6) to support their belief:- 

Mahl LS Le YI Ugad yaalls aS) gua ll Sli 

Which means:- 

(Allah) says (to the assemble of Jinns and men): 

“The Fire will be your dwelling — place, you will dwell therein 
forever, except as Allah may will”: (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

The ayah contains an exceptional clause, ail eLiteY! “except as Allah may 
will” which, they say, means that sinners will be released from Hell after 
completing their terms of punishment. 

But Sheikh Ahmed bin Hamed AI Khalily, the Grand Mufti of the Sultanate 
of Oman in his book (The Irrefutable Truth) does not agree with this 
interpretation, and has cited several other ayahs which contain the 

exceptional clause but do not admit to the same explanation. For example in 

Suratul A’ala (87) Ayahs 6 and 7 Allah address Prophet Muhammad (Peace 

be upon him) 

CM) sone LS La YI" ("V) gait Db eli a 

Which translates thus:- 

(6) ‘We shall make you (O Muhammad SAW) Recite (the Qur'an), 

so you shall no forget (it). 

(7) “Except what Allah may will........ ” (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

Sheikh Ahmed Al Khalili argues that if Allah wants to make the Prophet 
(Peace be upon him) recite the Qur’an without forgetting it, the exceptional 

clause cannot be construed to mean that if He wishes He will make him 

forget it. That would be contradictory and defeat the whole purpose of the 
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passage. 

Allah’s will is not like man’s will. If a man wills something today he may 
change his mind tomorrow, and when tomorrow comes he may again adopt 

a completely different idea. But if Allah wills something, it means He has 
made a decision regarding it. There is no question of changing His mind 
because Allah is well aware of all the circumstances before and after he 
made the decision. 

In Suratu Yunus (10), verse 64 Allah says 

ail LIS) Ob ag Y 

“There is no changing in the words of Allah” 

See also V.34 S.6 (clay!) ail GLASS JY, 

And none can alter the words of Allah 

In other words God does not change His mind as men do. 

In chapter 48 (Suratul Fat’h) ayah 27 Allah assures His Messenger thus: 

(.....Caial ail Lo Gf el pall annual! (lo ail) 

“Certainly, you shall enter the sacred Mosque, if Allah wills, 

In the ayah above Allah has used the word (15 +) which has been translated 

“certainly you shall enter’. The word has started with a prefix eY (or L) 

which is known in Arabic grammar as a letter of swearing (<All eY) . At the 
same time the word has ended with a suffix ©» (or N) and is known in the 
grammar as a letter of emphasis (22S! 453) .So when Allah said, oi. it 
meant that He swore and stated emphatically to His Messenger that he shall 
enter the sacred Mosque.” So the subsequent clauses, “if Allah wills”, which 
appears in the same verse cannot be construed then to mean that He will 
change His mind, because He has already made a decision on the matter. 
Thus when Allah said, 

“The fire will be your dwelling place, you will dwell therein forever, 

except as Allah may will” (S.6.V.128). 
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See also V.115 S.6 (alu!) 

The exceptional clause could not be interpreted to alter or reduce the 
permanent nature of the punishment as decreed by Allah Himself. In Suratu 
Hud (11), the following verses (106 — 108) recount the facts about the Day 
of Judgment:- 

(1+) "Saget 28) lead ag) OUI! gd ya Gu all LAG" 

(106) “Those who are wretched shall be in the Fire: There will be for them 

therein (nothing) but the heaving of sighs and sobs”. 

(VV) Maggy Lad Shed chy y oh chy ch Le YI ya Vy Cl paul aad Le Lad Qualls" 

(107) “They will dwell therein so long as the heavens and the earth endure, 
except as thy Lord wills, for thy Lord is the (sure) Accomplisher of what He 
plans. 

oat elas Shy y Lh Le VI 2 Vlg Cal paul Cusla Le Ugad Qualls Ziad) pid | ganas Quill Lily 
(\ +A) Md 9 dan" 

(108) “And those who are blessed shall be in the Heaven they will dwell 

therein so long as the heavens and the earth endure. Except as thy Lord 

wills; a gift without a break. 

In both ayahs 107 and 108 there is a conditional clause “so long as the 
heavens and the earth endure” (U2) ¥! 5 Gl paul! Cuslsls) and there is an 
exceptional clause, “except as thy Lord wills” (yest). The 
exceptional clause has already been explained above when discussing verses 

6 and 7 Suratul A’ala (87). 

With regard to the conditional clause, Sheikh Ahmed Al Khalily has 

explained that the heavens and the earth mentioned in the two verses are not 

the existing ones in which we live because these will disappear before the 
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Day of Judgment. But the ayahs refer to the earth and heavens which will 
replace the present ones as mentioned in Suratul Ibrahim (14), ayah 48:- 

W heall ant Ml ab 152g Sl paul 5 Gad Ge Gayl Jad oy" 

“On the Day when the earth will be changed to another earth and so 
will be the heavens, and they (all creatures) will appear before Allah, 
the One, the Irresistible” (Dr. Al Hilali & Khan). 

Abdullah Yusuf Ali has explained in the footnote No.1608 in his translation 
of ayah 107 the meaning of the word oss 

“Khalidun 1s the word which is usually translated ‘dwell forever’....... Here 
it is definitely connected with the two conditions, viz (1) as long as the 
heavens and the earth endure, and (2) except as Allah wills. Some Muslims 

theologians deduce from this the conclusion that the penalties referred to are 
not eternal, because the heavens and the earth as we see them are not 

eternal, and the punishments for the deeds of life that will end should not be 
such as will never end. The majority of Muslim theologians reject this view. 
They hold that the heavens and the earth here referred to are not those we 

see now, but others that will be eternal. They agree that Allah’s Will is 
unlimited in scope and power, but it has willed that the rewards and 
punishments of the Day of Judgment will be eternal”’. 

In other words the views of Sheikh Ahmed bin Hamed Al Khalili on the 
issue of eternal punishment conform with the view of the majority of 
Muslim scholars as pointed out above. It is worth mentioning that Abdullah 
Yusuf is not an Ibadhi and his translation of the Qur'an was approved by 
Muslim authorities in Saudi Arabia. 

With regard to those who will be blessed with the Garden or Heaven (4+!) 

mentioned in ayah 108 above, the conditional clause and the exceptional 

clause have been clarified by Allah Himself at the end of the ayah when He 
says that the Garden (i.e. Heaven) is “‘a gift without a break” or without end 

(55 das 5 elbc), In other words those who will be admitted to Heaven will 
dwell there forever, despite the exceptional clause and the conditional 
clause. 

Those who believe that Muslim sinners who enter Hell will eventually come 

out of it claim to have the authority of the Holy Prophet’s Hadiths which say 
that He will intercede with Allah for them, that is, on their behalf. Dr. 

Mustafa Mahmoud, a well-known Egyptian scholar has a different opinion 
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on the subject and casts doubts on the authenticity of some of these Hadiths. 
In his booklet, 4lii! (The Intercession) he points out that Allah inverse 
44 of Surah 39 (+ 5!! 3,50) says that, “All intercession belongs to Allah” 4) 
( lesa 4clicll, He quotes several other verses to the same effect:- 

(VV Ag CagSI 5) yen) Marl eS pb Dts Vig colly cys 4592 Cpe agile 

“They have no protector other than Him (Allah) and He makes none 
to share in His Decision” (V.26.S.18) 

(OV Agf alaa¥) 5) yes) Masts Vy gly 352 Cre ped Gaull! 

“They will have neither protector nor_an_ intercessor beside Him 
(Allah)” (V.51 S.6) 

"gata ny oLity cyl al Gly gf aes cye Y] Und ago lsh iti Y cil paul gb tlle Gy Sy" 
(v1 4) aaill 3) gus) 

“And there are many angels in the Heavens, whose intercession will 
avail nothing except after Allah has given leave for whom He wills 
and is pleased with.” (V.26 S.53) (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan) 

Bolas Yy US Vy 4k acs Y ant tle cl ad (oe pSLE jy Les I il I pile Guill Ly Ls" 
(roo 4.) 3_yall 3_) gual) "Cy galldall am (yy 5iSIl 

“O you who believe! Spend of that with which we have provided 

you, before a day comes when there will be no bargaining, nor 

friendship, nor intercession. And it is the disbelievers who are the 
wrong doers.” (V254 S.2) (Dr Al Hilali & Dr Khan). 

See also V.19 of S.82 (¢Uaiy!) 

(V8) at Sia gs Sail Cand pil Guid US Y 655 

"when no person shak haven power" (to do) anything for another and 

the Decision that Day, will be (toholy) with Allah" 

The Qur'an mentions at same time that intercession will be available on the 

Day of Judgment but with the permission of Allah as in the following 
verses:- 
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(YOO 43) 8 alll 3) yas) Aid: YI onic: aids coll 13 Ga" 

“Who is he that can intercede with Him except with His 
permission?” (V.255 S.2) (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

CV 4b yak 2 5) yee) AG) ae ye YI aad Ge a" 

“No intercessor (can plead with Him) except after His leave” 
(Abdullah Yusuf Al1). 

On that Day no intercession shall avail except the one for whom permission 
has been granted by the most Gracious and whose word is acceptable. But 
this intercession will not be available to everybody and it is not known in 
what circumstances it will be given. There might be Muslims who 
committed grave sins in extenuating or mitigating circumstances who would 
deserve intercession but this is a divine secret which nobody knows. Dr. 
Mustafa Mahmoud in his booklet on Intercession (p.5 Para 2) makes the 
following comment on this issue:- 

cg Lathes gl gain ob gd ind agit y UU Cpe Guta eI Aly Cur yalill aaa (piney de Lill Lil 

seceees Laiall 54 Led pa 

ABY odin «58 Sl Sree 4 gill Carsley) (8 ginall fags cla Le Sy... 98 a Ld ogay Vy 
. Bill a ne Lilly 

“As for intercession in the sense of breaking the rule and discharging sinners 
from Hell and admitting them into Heaven is the chaos of mediators which 

we know in this world; it does not exist in the Hereafter. And whatever has 

come in the Holy Prophet’s Hadiths in this sense is doubtful in its 
authenticity because it contradicts what has been clearly stated in the 
Qur'an”. (Translation by the Author) 

The Ibadhis believe that for the sinners to be forgiven for their sins, they 
must repent before their deaths not just in words but also in deeds. For 
example if a sinner who had the habit of stealing public funds or other forms 
of public property seeks Allah’s pardon, he must not only stop doing it but 
he must refund the public property to the nghtful owner, that is the State. It 

is not enough for him to say after his obligatory prayers, “O Allah Forgive 
me! I will never do it again” while he continues to enjoy what he had 
illegally acquired before repenting. And so the angels will be asking 
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forgiveness for the faithful who repented as follows:- 

5) 4) Masmall ilde ag, Mars | get g 1G Cal) ae ld Lille 9 dary oc gt JS Cin y Lin)" 

(¥ 4,1 pile 

“Our Lord! You comprehend all things in mercy and knowledge, so forgive 
those_who repented and follow your Way, and save them from the 

punishment of the blazing Fire.” (V.7 S.40) (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

See also V.26 of S.53 (a>i!) 

See also AlMacdudi's comments on intecesion on P.228 V.110 Footnote 86 

In other words intercession 4¢\i!! by angels will not be for all and sundry 
but only for ‘those who repented and followed Your path”, that is, those 
who repented and reformed, and then again it must be with the prior 
permission of our Lord. 

Even Allah’s forgiveness is not automatic but is granted subject to certain 
conditions Thus in verse 82 of Chapter 20 (Taha) Allah tells the Israelis 
through Prophet Moses (Nabii Musa):- 

GGA a Lala ae y Cred 9 ol Cyad lid (gil s 

See also V.39 of S.5 (stall) 

(14) fans Sie ail Saale Ca snail O38 lta yall oe Se CG Sa 
See also V.54 S.6 (elaiY!) 

And verily, I am indeed forgiving to him who repents, believes in Allah 

and does righteous deeds, and then keeps on following the right way 

(reformed). 

And in verse 17 of Chapter 4 (An Nisaa) Allah says:- 

wow ett il a gis Aid gl§ ay 8 Cys yy gy ooh Algae ec gedll Gy glany Gail abl (gle 4p gill Lail 

Allah accepts the repentance of those who do evil in ignorance and 
repent soon afterwards, to them will Allah tum in mercy.....(Abdullah 
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Yusuf Al) 

And in the next verse, Allah continues:- 

SEN g GY) 5 il C9 gall pean! jos 1 te SL Gy glans Gall 4 I} Gud, 

And of no effect is the repentance of those who continue to do evil, until 

death faces one of them, and he says, “Now I have repented indeed,” nor of 

those who die while they are disbelievers. For them we have prepared a 
painful torment. (D. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

Thus in brief Allah’s forgiveness will only be granted to those who repent 
and believe in him and do righteous deeds and then reform after repentance. 

It will also be granted to those who do evil acts out of ignorance but then 
repent soon after. 

It will however not be granted to those who do evil deeds (sins) but do not 

repent until they find death approaching them, nor to disbelievers when they 

are on the verge of death. And so the believers as well as disbelievers who 

delay repenting until when they are about to die will not be pardoned for 
their rebellion or disbelief. 

Hence if those who repent and do not fulfill the condition required will not 
have their repentance accepted, how can those who have not repented at all 
in their lifetime expect Allah’s mercy on the Day of Judgment? Just as there 

are conditions for repentance, so there are conditions for intercession 
(Acli!l ) as well, namely, Allah’s prior permission and consent and then for 
those who repented soon after and reformed, and then long before their 

deaths. 

See AlMacodudi's footnote No. 135 and 136 to veres 213-216 of Chapter 26 

(ely!) where the Prophet is quoted as disclaiming responsibility for 
wrong-doers. 

See also V.19 of S.39 (45!) 

TN gd Gye Sas Cull otal AS ale (5S Sail 
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In the book @noleall Gl jal y Galaally GLOY! (£43 puuall de ys gall published in 
Riyadh under the supervision of Dr. Maani’i bin Hammaad Al-Juhany, the 
following passage appears on p.64:- 

DS Vda 6 OG Geel 5 MOMS " Abd ale ( gol! cs) y silly ILS Gye BS GSS» gl 
C96 GB gauill gf Glacoadl LS deleall y dill Sal aule Sis Lain Abe SY (Gli aS gf dad 
esim Abrar arte old Oly de Sra) pie CLS yf abl Vande gi gg Sl Sal bs 8 ull le aL, 

UI (4 abs Qpuclell Gs oy sl shad Saco! Lal ¢ Gia! gl Siti ab diloe (ye gly 

Translation:- 

“He who commits one of the grave sins, they (the Ibadhis) apply to him the 

term “ungrateful” claiming that this is ingratitude of (Allah’s) blessings of 

hypocrisy, not infidelity, whereas the Sunnis apply to him the term 

disobedience (rebellion) or wickedness, and whoever dies in that (state), in 

the vies of the Sunnis, with Allah’s Will, He pardons him by His 

Magnanimity (Generosity), and, if He wells, He punishes him with His 

Justice until he is purified of his sins, then he is transferred to paradise. As 
for the Ibadhis, they say that a sinner (of a grave sin) remains in Hell for 
ever’. (Translation by the Author). 

But let us see what Allah Himself says in verse 14 of chapter 4 (An-Nisaa):- 

Mcpqee Gilde 4d.y Ugad Dalle 1s alday 0a yaa satis y 4) puny y abil pers Cpe" 

See footnote to V.31 of S.1 where Hadith by Bukhari explains how 

intercesion Will be done by the Prophet 

If stated there would be no intercession for those whom the Quran says: 

They will be abride lie Hell for ever And whosever disobeys Allah and His 
Messenger and transgresses His limits, He will cast him into the Fire, to 

abide therein; and he shall have a disgraceful torment. (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. 

Khan). 

The term Ja!& used in the above — cited verse means, “Lasting or remaining 

for ever”. 

In other words such sinners will remain in Hell forever, and so the Ibadhi’s 
belief is consistent with the Quran. If Muslims were given the choice 
between the interpretations of Sunnis and that of Ibadhis everyone will opt 
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for the former for two reasons:- 

(1) Nobody is certain that he will not enter Hell. We all pray and work 
hard in our lifetime to avoid that destination. 

(2) But if he were to enter Hell he would still want to get out of it —- 

nobody would like to be there forever!! 

So we pray that the Sunnis’ interpretation turns out to be nght. But are we 
to interpret the Qur'an according to our convenience or choice? It would 

have been different if the Ibadhis were sure to go to Heaven and others to 
Hell. But this is Allah’s secret which nobody knows, and so we cannot be 

accused of selfishness or meanness for wishing to remain in Heaven alone 
to the exclusion of others. It is apparent that these liberal interpretations of 
relevant Qur'anic verses were made to placate feelings of guilty conscience 
or allay the fears suffered by many of the Umayyad, Abbasid and Fitimid 
rulers for atrocities committed on their directions and in their names against 
innocent fellow Muslims. 

God’s Attributes (ai! cliic) 

Does God have anthropomorphic attributes (human features)? The Ibadhi’s 

reply is negative. Their understanding of the attributes of God differ from 

that of some other Islamic schools, again, due to the difference in the 

methods of interpretation of certain Qur'anic verses. Some of the other sects 
apply literal interpretation in cases where figurative method is suitable as 

we shall see. Thus in Suratu Taha (20), ayah 39, Allah after relating to 

Nabii Musa (Moses) the story of how, when he was a baby, he was placed 

in a chest and the chest was put in a river, ended by saying:- 

pe gle aimailly (ie Mane hie Cully 

The verse has been literally translated as follows:- 

“And I endued you with love from me, in order that you may be 

brought up under My Eye”. Sight (see Abd Ala Mawdudi) (Dr. Al 

Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

Ustadh Abdullah Yusuf Ali after translation the ayah in the same way as 
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above went on to explain it further in the footnote no.2560 that “Allah’s 
special providence (i.e. God’s special care) looked after him (Nabii Musa) 

in bringing his mother to him”. In other words, Abdullah Yusuf Ali 

interprets the phrase, “under my eyes” in the verse to mean, “under God’s 
special care”. We must not forget that the Pharaoh had issued instruction for 
all male Israel babies born in Egypt to be killed, so for Nabii Musa to 
survive or be saved, he needed God’s special providence and protection. 
The Ibadhis agree with Abdullah Yusuf Ali’s interpretation but some 

Islamic sects construe the phrase “under my eyes” literally to mean that God 
has eyes (though not like human eyes) which interpretation we totally reject. 

Again in Suratul Qamar (54) Ayah 14, Allah talks about Noah’s Ark (Nabii 
Nuh’s ship) 

JS IS Gal ela Wael yg ya 

Dg Gaal 593 Gl ye A jai — Lely bias 

“(The Ship) floating under Our Eyes: a reward for him who had been 

rejected”! (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

But Abdullah Yusuf Ali has explained it this way:- 

“She floats under Our Eyes (and care): a recompense to one who had 

been rejected”. 

The latter translation conforms with the Ibadhi’s understanding that Allah’s 
eye means His care. This metaphorical translation is based on the opinions 
of such Sahabas and Tabi’in as Ibn Abbas, Al-Hassan, Al-Dhahak and 

others (See part I], Section 30 of Musnad Rabi’1). Now let us see how the 
word 2 which has appeared in several verses in the Qur'an has been 
literally and wrongly interpreted as “hand”. In Suratul Fat’h (48), verse 10 
reads as under:- 

Las cob gh yey dani (gle CS iy LL E355 Cyad pg andl 5 gd al ay abl Gy gests Leif bi gst Gl G " 
" Lagbe Iyal acyl ail ale ale 

Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan have translated the verse as follows:- 

“Verily those who give pledge to you (O Muhammad SAW) they are giving 
pledge to Allah. The Hand of Allah is over their hands. Then whosoever 

breaks his pledge, breaks it only to his own harm and whosoever fulfils 
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what he has covenanted with Allah, He will bestow on him a great reward”. 

The Almighty after using the clause, “The Hand of Allah is over their 
hands”, metaphorically He then goes on to explain it at the end of the same 
ayah to mean, “and whosoever fulfils what he had covenanted with Allah, 

He will bestow on him a great reward”. 

See also V.17 and V.45 of S.38 (U2 255) where 229! |3 is translated as "with 
power" or 
3 gall 13 

Therefore the original words in the verse. 

ets oul 598 atl y 

Do not prove that God has a hand but mean He will bestow a great reward 
to those who fulfill their pledge to the Prophet. Further details of the great 
reward which Allah would bestow on those who would fulfill their pledges 
are given in ayahs 18-20 of the same Sura, that is, Suratul Fat’h (48). In 

Suratu Sad (38) we come to the following verse (75):- 

" cgous Cals Lal aed of cledele cyaslal by li" 

(Allah) said: “O Iblis what prevents you from prostrating yourself to one 
whom I have created with Both My Hands”. (Dr. See also V.47 8.51 (#55 

v2) Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). “One”, in the verse, refers to Adam. 

See V.47 S.51 (OL Nall 3) 5), 

The Ibadhis have adopted the interpretation given by the Sahaba, Ibn Abbas 
to the word (5. in the ayah, to mean with My Power and Skill and have 

rejected the literal interpretation of the word in the sense of with Both My 
Hands. The Ibadhi’s figurative interpretation is supported by ayah 59 of 

Suratul Imran (3) where Allah says 

See also V.45 S.38 translation by Dr. Al Hilaly. See also V.17 S.38 (*59 
v=) as translated by Dr. Al Hilaly & Dr. Khan and also ols 3G, 

MSA OS AT SE OIG Gye aad pal SAS abil ate ne Sie O" 

“Verily the likeness of Isa before Allah is the likeness of Adam. He 
created him from dust, then (He) said to him: 'Be!' and he was'.(Dr. 
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Al Hilaly & Dr. Khan) 

See also V.64 S.5 (satu!) 0... 4S glie ail 3: 3 ygall culls, 

In other words God created Prophet Isa (Jesus) in the same way as He 
created Adam. He created him from dust and then said to him: 'Be' and he 

was. Allah did not say that He created him with both His Hands as was 
alleged in S.38 V.75 above. So when Allah wants to create something He 
does not create it with both his Hands as a potter does. He merely says ‘Be! 
and it is. Allah has said the same thing in Ayah 40 Suratu An-Nahl (16):- 

" 988 OS 43 J 583 Gt oli I KY) egal Lil 8 Lal" 

“Verily! Our word unto a thing when We intend it, is only that We say unto 

it: ‘Be' — and it is”. (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

In Arabic, as in other languages, a word may have several meanings, some 

of them literal, others metaphorical. For example the word 2: means 
“hand”, but it also means power, control or help. Thus the Arabs say:- 

How long a person would live is in the power of God = ail ay jee VI 

Under his control = 0» 5 

God’s help goes with the group (instead of individuals) = 4clLeal! a+ ail y 

The matter is not in my authority = soz 4«¥! oul 

In S.2 V.195 the word eS! has been interpreted "yourselves" by Dr. Al 
Hilali & Dr. Khan. 

In all these examples, and there are several others, the word 2 has not been 
used to mean ‘hand’ in its literal sense. In the same way, in the Qur'an some 

words like 4a sy sly cre (eye, leg, face) have been applied in their 
figurative meanings. It is also alleged that Allah has legs and the following 

verse no.42 of Suratul Qalam (68) is presented as a proof of it:- 

MC grpbatingy WS 2 youll Coll yang Gls GE CRASS 0 93” 

Which is literally translated as follows:- 

“(Remember) the Day when the Shin shall be laid bare (1.e. the Day 
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of Resurrection) and they shall be called to prostrate themselves (to Allah), 
but they (hypocrites) shall not be able to do so”. (Translation by Dr. Al 
Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

See also V.64 S.5 (sutbdl) ........ Al glee ail A: 3 ggull culld,y 

Allah's Hand is tied up. 

ie He does not give and spend of His Bounty. 

Abdullah Yusuf Ali after translating Gls Oc -t4% e532 as “The Day that the 
Shin shall be laid bare” he explains it further to mean “when men are 
confronted with the stark reality of the Day of Judgment”. In other words he 
does not seem to agree with the literal translation. The literal interpretation 
is strange because the words Gl» Y& -2“S:e52 form an Arabic expression 
(Anal syle) which is employed in the following contexts: 

  

To mean the war was violent or flared up; it has nothing to do with legs. Ibn 
Abbas, the Holy Prophet’s cousin is reported to have explained the 
expression: 

Bl yal Ge pyieg Gla Ye RES » 9) 

“The Day when things will be difficult”. 

These interpretations of Ibn Abbas agree with the explanation given by 
Abdullah Yusuf Ali above. It is also alleged that Allah has a Face and the 
following verses are cited in support of the claim:- 

(110 agl 5 ial) abl day oid Ig) gi Levi Gs peal y pall ait, 

Which Is translated literally as follows:- 

“And to Allah belong the east and the west, so wherever you tum 

there is Allah’s Face”. (Abdullah Yusuf Ali). 

Translated as — Direction (See Mawdudi) 

And in Ayah 88 of Suratul Qassas (28) Allah says:- 
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4gay Y! ullla 6% JS 

Which Dr. Hilal and Dr. Khan have translated this way:- 

“Everything will perish save His Face”. 

Translated as "He" by Al Mawdudi. 

If we are to accept these literal translations as right, one might as well ask, 
if “everything will perish except Allah’s Face”, then what about His Hands 

and Legs? Will they also perish since only the Face will remain? There is no 
doubt that these literal translations lead us to blasphemous conclusions. So 

the Ibadhis reject _them_and_ construe the word “Face” to mean God 

Himself.(See Mawdudi's translation of this ayah which agrees with Ibadhi's) 

The Ibadhi interpretation of the word 4¢>»5 to mean “himself” has been 
unwittingly supported by the above — mentioned translators when they came 
to translate ayah 125 of Suratu Nnisaa (S.4) figuratively as follows:- 

MLigin abl ysl Abe ail y Cpuma gig all dg abel yaa Lisa cual Gay" 

“Who can be better in religion than one who submits his whole self to 
Allah, does good, and follows the way of Abraham the true in faith?” 
(Abdullah Yusuf Ali). 

See also V.22 S.31 

See also V.112 of S.2 and V.19 S.3 

While Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan translate 442» to mean “his face 

(himself). Thus the translators have thus interpreted the word 4¢>5 
metaphorically in the same way as the Ibadhis have done in previous ayahs. 

This is the explanation given by Ibn Abbas when he was asked about the 
following verse:- 

(vY a oe) (a _zil 3) 0) Nal S¥ly Jrall_ Sh) 4>5 cgay" 

He explained that everything will perish except Allah Himself. (See Hadith 

873 of Musnad al-Rabi’1). 

To say that Almighty Allah has hands, legs, eyes and face, etc. and then add 

a statement that there is nothing like Him is to contradict oneself. Suppose a 
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person were to say that God has branches, leaves, flowers and roots, our 
immediate reaction would be, He must be like a tree or plant, and if the 

person were further to add: But He is not like anything. (¢.. 4S Ut) we 

would say this person is inconsistent with himself in his description of God. 

See P.253 of Mawdudi's translation of Surat-Al-Nur and also P.255 of the 

same. 

Some of these words have been used in the Quran in their functional rather 

than ordinary senses. For the function of a hand is to work or control. A 

farmer works with his hand and owner of an animal (be it horse, dog or 

cow) controls it from straying by holding firm the rope with which it is tied 

round its neck. The same is true of an eye; the mother’s or nurse’s eye is a 
protection for a child against potential danger. Nobody, in his senses, would 
leave a child under the care of a blind man. 

In Suratul Baqara (Ayah 272) Allah Says:- 

(ail amy cladl Y) cy sii Ley) 

Which Abdullah Yusuf Ali, after translating it literally, ‘and you shall only 

do so (i.e. spend) seeking the Face of Allah,” goes on to explain, in the 

footnote, the word, Face, to mean Favour or Glory. So the ayah would 
translate as follows:- 

And you shall only spend seeking Allah’s Favour. 

Similarly in Suratul A’Raf (Ayah 29) Allah has commanded: 

Meall A} Gamaliue o gal y dauue JS ric aSa gag | pail 5" 

Which has been interpreted by the same translator as follows:- 

"And that ye set your whole selves (or Him) at every time and place 
of prayer, and call upon Him, making your devoting sincere". 

In Suratul Imran (3), Ayah 20 Allah says to His Messenger. 

Meyesil Cyey al gay Crab (Jad od yale Ql" 

Which means: 
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“So if they dispute with you say: “ I have submitted myself to Allah 

and so have those who follow me”. 

In all these Qur’anic Verses, and there are many others, Allah has used the 

word 4» in its figurative sense to mean “self” and not “face”. 

In the same way, in Chapter 14 (Ibrahim) Allah has said in verse 4: 

Mag) Cyaal da gd Gla Y! J yury Cpe Liha yf Le 5" 

And we sent not a messenger except with the language of his people, in 

order that he might make (the Message) clear for them. (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. 
Khan). 

Here the translators have interpreted the word GW to mean, language, not 

“tongue”. In other words they have explained the word GMS. in its 
functional or figurative sense rather than its literal meaning. 

Similarly in verse 14 of chapter 32 (As — Sajdah) Allah says:- 

pSlinai Li 1a Sez ell aisad Ley | gl gad 

Then taste you (the tournament of the Fire) because of your forgetting 

the Meeting of this Day of yours. Surely We too will forget you. (Dr. Al 

Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

Ustadh Abdullah Yusuf Ali after translating the word, eS4+ in the same 

way as above went on to explain in the footnote that “forget” has been used 
in the sense of “to ignore deliberately” because Allah does not forget as 

Prophet Moses (Nabii Musa) said in reply to the Pharaoh in chapter 20 

(Taha), verse 52:- 

ett Vy gst Jnr ¥ 

My Lord neither errs nor forgets (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

See also S.19 (2) V.64 — Gud Shy glS Ly, And your Lord never forgets. 

Thus it can be seen the danger of literal interpretation in that it might lead to 
contradictions. So the Ibadhis have resorted to allegorical interpretation in 
such circumstances in order to reconcile what appears to be contradictory 

verses. It should also be remembered that forgetfulness is a human, not 
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divine attribute. 

see P.3-4 of Mawdudi's translation of the Qur'an on the matter of literal 

translation. 

In the interpretation of the Qur'an, it is important to bear in mind that certain 
fundamental principles laid down in the Qur'an itself must not be violated. 
For example in Suratul Ikhlas, the basic principle of faith have been 
described as follows:- 

(1) Allah 1s One. 

(2) He is Independent and Self —Sufficient. 

(3) He begets not, nor was He begotten. 

(4) There is none like unto him (or comparable to Him). 

So any interpretation of the Qur'an that even remotely suggests, for 
example, that there is more than one God, or that He begets or was 
begotten, or that He resembles or compares with, in any way, one of His 
creatures, must be rejected. To resort to Hadiths to support literal 
interpretation of the Qur'an in such cases is inappropriate because Hadith 
cannot validate what is contrary to the principles of faith enshrined in the 
Holy Book. The Qur'an is the Basic Law of Islam, and Hadiths are its 

supplementary or subsidiary legislation which is intended to explain the 

Basic Law but it cannot be applied to alter it. A genuine or authentic Hadith 
should not contradict the Qur'an, if it does then it must be fabricated or 

invented. 

Advocates of literal interpretation of the Qur'an sometimes bend the rule to 
support their beliefs as in Verse 26 of Chapter 10 (Suratul — Yunus) where 

Allah says:- 

BML jy cgteaall |yiaal oil 

To those who do nght is a goodly (reward) and “more”. 

They interpret “more” figuratively to mean “to see Allah’s Face” on the 

Day of Judgment and have tried to support the interpretation by weak 
Hadiths. 
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On the other hand, Ibadhis interpret “more” in the light of Verse 160 of 
Chapter 6 (Suratul An’am):- 

See P.308 —aylall Os sbi! by. sitll ewe 

Lhual wie 418 dial cla cp 

‘Whoever brings a good deed shall have ten times the like thereof to his 
credit” (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

Thus there is not one particular rule for interpreting all the Verses of the 
Qur'an, but the sectarian fanatics are bent on condemning and apostatizing 
others for allegorical method of interpretation which they themselves 
indulge in when it is convenient for them to do so. 

Dr. Israr Ahmed Khan in his Quranic studies, An introduction (p.143), after 
commenting that scholars have subscribed to three different views on the 
interpretation of Allah’s attributes, the first two being literal forms, 
explains:- 

“And thirdly, the attributes of Allah, particularly those depicted 
through the words denoting human organs such as ‘hand’ and ‘eye’ 

are all allegorical, hence interpretation in the light of popular usage, 
i.e. ‘Allah’s hand’ signifies His authority, and ‘Allah’s eyes’ mean 
His all-awareness. 

Literal explanation of these statements enshrined in the previous 
heavenly-Books has already led individuals and_nations to the 

development of an anthropomorphic concept of God and thereby to 

the growth of the divine-idol sculpture”. 

  

In other words, Dr. Israr A. Khan explains the reasons why God is depicted 

in human form in some religions is because their scholars have applied 
literal methods in interpreting their Scriptures. 

Ibadhis have been accused of having adopted through the Mu’ tazilites 

certain ideas of Allah’s attributes as a result of contact with and influence of 

the Roman, Greek and Indian cultures and religions. But anyone who has 

been to Greece and visited their museums in Athens would have seen 

exhibitions of statues of Roman and Greek gods with hands, legs, and eyes. 

So one wonders who have adopted Greek ideas of God, we or those who 
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say that God has limbs! 

In the matter of the attributes of Allah (4! —li.s) the Ibadhis are guided by 
the following Hadith of the Holy Prophet narrated by Ibn Abbas and Abu 
Dhar: 

adsrcots Y) Sh yay Y ald GMM 3 1) Sa Vy GAN (3 1g Si 

"Think of the creation but do not think of the Creator for He is 
incomprehensible except by belief in Him”. (See Hadith 823 of Musnad 
Imam Rabi’i’’). Then what are Allah’s attmbutes? These have been 

expressed in His beautiful ninety nine names such as:- 

GUN a eld eal clad op SSI giitll call oan yl pea oil 

“The Merciful, the Compassionate, the Mighty, the Forgiving, the 
Benefactor, the Supreme, the All-Knowing, the Omnipotent, the Well 
Aware, etc”. 

In verse 22, 23 & 24 of Suratul Hashar (59), some of these attributes have 
been expressed as follows:- 

(VV asa ll Crea ll ge Bags y cual alle ga Y) 43) Y call ail a 

“He is Allah beside whom there is no god but He. He is Omniscient of what 
is invisible and what is visible. He is the Most Gracious, the Most 

Merciful”. 

abt ylaes Shall slat 5a jell Crergeall (ye 'gell sal Cys gall SULA ga YE ad) Y (gall ail a " 

(VY) "Oo sS py Lee 

“He is Allah beside whom there is no god but He, the King, the Holy, the 
Source of Peace and Perfection, the Guardian of Faith (and Provider of 
Security), the Preserver of Safety, the All-Mighty (the Omnipotent), the 
Compeller, the justly Proud, Glory be to Allah! (High is he) above all that 
they attribute to Him as partners.” 

(YE )cpiawal claw) 4} ) gucaall ig Lull (SIAN ait ya 

“He is Allah, the Creator, the Originator, the Creator of all Forms and 

Shapes, To Him belong the Beautiful Names.” 
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These are only a few of Allah’s attributes, but while probably all Islamic 
schools are agreed as to their close association with Allah, there are 
however differences as to the exact nature of their relationship with Him. 
The so-called Orthodox and the Ash’aris hold the belief that Allah 
possesses these qualities which are in His essence whereas the Ibadhis and 
the Mu’tazilites believe they are His essence (*45> ) . We may however 
understand these conflicting conceptions if we examine man’s relation with 
his knowledge. We acquire knowledge from the moment we are born, from 
our parents when we are babies, from teachers when we go to school and 
generally from our environment, physical as well as social. Our behaviour is 
considerably influenced by these external sources of knowledge and 
experience. This process of gaining knowledge is continuous throughout our 
lives and knowledge so gained becomes part of us in an extraneous sense. 
Knowledge thus gained may also be lost throught, say, mental illness or 
infirmity or through old age by forgetting some or all of what we know. 
Allah has said in chapter 16 (An-Nahl), verse 70:- 

Lass ale any ales YS) peal Ja) coll 22 cys pSiny 

“And of you there are some who are sent back to senility (feeble age) so 

that they know nothing after having known (much)”: (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. 

Khan). But in the case of Allah, His knowledge is His. He has not acquired 
it from outside sources and then become part of Him nor is He ever going to 
lose it as in the case of man, nor is His knowledge increasing or decreasing. 

The same is true of other attributes and so the Ibadhis believe that they are 

His essence (43/3 (ze) or (#452) or All that make Him what He is. This will 
be even more clear if we were to explain ayah 23 of (5=!! 5 ) in this 

way:- 

yeaa ga, 52 jal ge cregell gh cee gall gh Dll yh cys pill ya celal 5 all 5 
cell... :Siall_ ya 

In other words Allah is The Total Combination of all His attributes. In a 

booklet 42 Y! rel sill, oll by 2,40 Jyue¥l by the late Sheikh 

Muhammad bin Abdul-Wahhaab (the founder of Wahhaabism) (p.15), he 

has quoted the following Hadith narrated by Ibn masoud:- 

AY pbeny Ale al gan gail My. cle (ye all gle Dll! sagtill Luke (ya pis Ol UU) yt US 
Staab g Cah glacall y ahh Claall gh pb Shy pall ga ail Gd 6 calc cya ail (gle pDLull I 585 

GEM ATS yay alll Lamy y gall Ul chile Lull 
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What Ibn Masoud narrates is that they used to say in prayers while kneeling 

(Stade) att be 2L! but Allah is Salaam, so atl le Lull would mean 
aruull le aut! so the Holy Prophet forbade them to pray like that and 
instructed them to say like this:- 

ll gall gle pDLull 

By saying that pull ,s «i! the Prophet (Peace be upon him) has meant to 
explain the attribute of pul! as Allah’s essence, not in His essence. The 

same is equally true of His other attributes. 

Thus man has these qualities in an extraneous, possessive sense and so we 
say, Man has knowledge or has power. But with respect to God, He is 
knowledge and He is Power, (that is, He is the source of all knowledge and 
all power) as these qualities are His Essence (44/2 (2c) they are part of Him, 
not apart from Him. 

Freewill and Predestination 

Does man have freewill to do what he likes or are his actions predestined 
before their occurrence? A debate on this issue has been going on since the 
first century of Islam when the Umayyad dynasty was ruling the Islamic 
State. Because of the abuse of power exercised by the ruling family, people 
began to wonder whether their misconduct was permissible under Islamic 
justice. The State officials defended the policy by saying that they were not 
personally responsible for what they did. On the contrary their actions were 

governed by God who was the power for everything-for good and for evil 
alike. A man by the name of Ma’bad al-Juhany started to oppose this policy 

by preaching openly the doctrine known as Qadariya in which man is made 

accountable for his wrong doings- they should not be ascribed to God. The 

implication of this doctrine is that it made rulers also accountable for their 
wrong actions — and so it did not find favour with them. Ma’bad al-Juhani 
was therefore executed by Hajjaj, the Governor of Basra, in 80 H. under the 

orders of the ruler, Abdul Malik bin Marwan. Ghaylan al-Dimashqi, a 
student of al-Juhani continued with the campaign and added it was 
incumbent on every Muslim to urge people to do right actions and to forbid 

them from committing wrong deeds (Sia Ge (pill, a, aa >I), But he 

too was put to death on the orders of the ruler Hisham Abdul Malik after 

his accession to the throne in 105 H. 
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It was not long before a new movement under Wasil bin Ata’ (80 — 131 H.) 
and Amr bin Ubayd was formed in the name of Mu’ tazila after they broke 

away from their teacher, the famous scholar Hasan Al-Basri. The two were 
his pupils who had attended his lectures in the great mosque of Basra. The 
adherents of this movement, the Mutazilites, adopted the doctrine of 
freewill (qadariya) advocate by Ma’bad al-Juhani by which man was to be 
made accountable for his wrong actions otherwise it would be unjustified to 
punish him either in this life or in the Hereafter. The antithesis of Qadariya 
is Jabariya, a doctrine which explains that man’s actions are the results of 
compulsions from God and that if He did not wish he (the man) would not 
have committed sin. The first person to advocate it publicly was al-Juhani 
bin Safwani, a pupil of Ja’ad bin Dirham. The movement started in Tirmidh 
(Khurasan) in the beginning of the second century H. 

On the other hand, Abu al-Hasan Ash’ari (270 — 330 H.) explained that 
man’s deeds were created by God but acquired by man. The Ibadhis have 
adopted the Al-Ash’ari’s approach to explain the relation between man’s 
actions and his Creator. The Sunni’s view or stand in this regard has been 

expressed by @pwsll 4c 0 ya/I (p.36) as follows:- 

Lgacans 5h pide y GLE cprans (gh juan 6 aga ll Ve gd 5 gli abl ase QL! 

“And man is Allah’s slave created in this existence, controlled in some 

matters and free in others”. 

Let us now see what the Prophet’s Tradition say in this regard. The Prophet 
was asked by Jibril, what is Faith? He replied:- 

ail (ya Ail 0 yey o pad pill y AVI o gall y Abas yy AGS y 4581DLe y ati C093 

“To believe in Allah and His angels, His books, His Messengers, the 

Hereafter and in the predestination (Fate) that good and evil are 

from Allah” — Hadith No.769 (Musnad Imam Rabi’1). The Hadith 

has been confirmed by other collectors — Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal, 

Muslim, Al Tirmidhi and others. 

In the Holy Qur'an there are number of verses which appear to support both 

views. For example:- 
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(VY 41 OV ausatty Lal ol Dad ye GUS (8 YI aSuadil 8 Vy Gel gf dues Ye Gilead Le 

“No calamity befalls on the earth or in yourselves but it is inscribed 
in the Book of Decrees (Al-Lauh Al-Mahfudh) before We bring it 
into existence.” (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

In another chapter (Suratu Nnisaa, verse 78), Allah says:- 

ail aie Cpe SS JH Aric cya oda |g! sy Mites agent (5) y abil tic (ye ode | o) gly dium agra Wy! 5 

“And if some good reaches them they say, “This is from Allah’, but 
if some evil befalls them, they say, “This is from you 
(Muhammad)”. Say “All things are from Allah”’. 

There are many examples of calamities which befall us for which we have 
no control: earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods, tornadoes, drought or 

lack of rains and other so-called natural disasters. On the other hand we get 
moderate rains, fine weather, as examples of blessings from Allah without 

any efforts on our part. 

But there are other Qur’anic verses which put the blame on man for evils 
suffered by him, 

(£ ehasdll 3) gun V9 41) MsLudd Cpa Vises Cpe ShiLaal Leg all yal Aue ye EhLool Le" 

“Whatever of good reaches you is from Allah, but whatever evil 
befalls you is from yourself . (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

And in another verse, Allah says:- 

Boy gee VU AI)" phat ois 13) ag and Cras Ley Aine agumcl cil'y Lge Iga pd Seay Kalil LS 13d, " 
(Fs asl 

“And when we cause mankind to taste of mercy, they rejoice therein; but 
when some evil afflicts them because of (evil deeds and sins) that their own 

hands have sent forth, behold, they are in despair!”. (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. 
Khan). 

There are several other Qur'anic verses which put the responsibility for 
wrong doing on the culprit himself but the following is more emphatic:- 
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MEY Gy gill 5 y gua Vo al) © 8S ye Uginry Saad CausS Leed Lean Cpe pSilual Lay" 

“And whatever misfortune befalls you, it is because of what your hands 
have earned. And He pardons much”. (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

See also V.9S.30:- pally agauil LytS OSI, aqallad abt GIS Lad 

Let us now see the practical application of these ayahs. Strange as it may 
seem, man has no control over what is going on inside his body; he cannot, 

for example, regulate the circulation of his blood, nor his digestive or 
respiratory system. Once he swallows food through his alimentary canal it 
goes through a digestive process over which he has no control, and the same 
is true of the respiratory system by which oxygen is inhaled into the lungs 
and then absorbed in the blood stream. These various systems in our bodies 
have been set up by Allah Himself as part of His creation of man. He has 
also created substances which are poisonous to the systems in our bodies. 
For example if a person drinks liquor over a long period of time, he may get 
cancer of the liver. Similarly a habit of cigarette smoking leads to cancer of 
the lungs. Therefore if a man is addicted to liquor or cigarette smoking and 
consequently suffers from cancer of the liver or the lung, he should not say 
that God inflicted him with the disease since He has created good and evil. 
It is true that He created man with all the systems inside him as well as the 

substances which are poisonous and harmful to them. But man has brought 
the affliction on himself by acquisition, that is acquisition of poisons into 
his body. And so the Ibadhis believe that Allah has created evils but man 
acquires them. 

Similarly if a man, while intoxicated, drives a car and meets with an 
accident, he should not say that God caused the accident when in fact he is 
personally responsible for it. Otherwise all criminals who are caught will 

plead that God caused them to commit the crimes for which they are 
charged and will demand acquittal. 

The learned Ibadhi scholar, the late Sheikh Abdullah bin Humaid Al Salmy 
has summarized poetically Allah’s relationship with man’s actions in the 
following verse:- 
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reSa y §glie Gaal! Lail, 

Med Gal Gully ds GLI 

His knowledge precedes every act of His creation yet action is created as 
well as acquired So creation is Divine, and acquisition is human 

(Translation by the Author). 

The term ‘qadariya’ in the sense of freewill is confusing because it comes 
from the word ‘qadar’ meaning predestination or fate which is the opposite 
of freewill. But it has been explained in the 3_-u«ll 4 yy! (p.1125 vol.2) 
that the term ‘qadariya’ 1s applied both to those who deny “qadar’ as well as 
to those who assert it. In the studies in Ibadhism by Dr. Amr Khalifa 
Ennami, the term Qadariya has been used in the sense of predestination 
(p.146), and also in the Hadith No.806 of Musnad Rabi’i the term has been 
applied in the same sense. 

In the theological issues that have been discussed in this chapter there are, 

in general, two schools of thought; (1) Mu’tazilism and (2) Ash’arism. 

The Mu’tazila School (or The Rational School) 

It started in the first century of the Hijra in protest against the arbitrary 
exercise of power during the Umayyad regime. The state officials defended 
their tyrannical conduct by saying that they were not responsible for what 
policy and started preaching publicly the doctrine that man, including the 
Caliph, was accountable for his own evil conduct; it should not be ascribed 

to God. Hence Caliph ‘Abdul Malik ibn Marwan ordered his execution in 

the year 80H. (699CE). After the death of Al Juhany, Ghailan al-Dimashqi 

continued the campaign and added that is was the duty of every Muslim to 

order the performance of good deeds and to forbid committing evil actions. 

This was interpreted as a campaign to overthrow the Umayyad rule and so 
he too was executed under the order of Caliph Hisham ibn Abdul Malik in 
the year 105H (724CE). But the real founder of the school was Wasil ibn 

‘Atta who lived in 80-131H. 

Among its notable principles are: 

(1) That the Qur'an is a created word of Allah. 
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(2) That Allah will not be seen by the people of Paradise. 

(3) That Allah is everywhere. 

(4) That those who commit grave sins are neither believers nor non- 
believers, they are between the two states and are destined to Hell 
unless they repent before their deaths. 

(5) That the Qur'an verses relating to anthropomorphic expressions 
should be interpreted allegorically to avoid any resemblance of 
Allah to his creatures. That Allah’s attributes are part of His essence, 
not apart from Him. So they say Allah is powerful instead of He has 
power. In the latter expression, it means that power is a separate 
entity from its Possessor, Allah, whereas according to the 

Mu’ tazilites the two are one entity. 

(6) That it is the duty of a Muslim to order the performance of good 
deeds and to forbid wrongdoing. Thus it is incumbent on every 
individual to implement the doctrine according to his capacity. 

Thus:- 

A ruler to his subjects, 

A Governor to the people of his district, 

A preacher or Imam to his parishioners, 

A teacher to his students, 

A father to members of his household etc. 

(7) That man created his own actions, and so has complete freedom in, 

and full responsibility for, his conduct (whether good or bad) 

otherwise he could not be rewarded for good deeds nor punished for 

his sins. 

(8) That rational interpretation of the Qur'an and Hadiths be applied 

where appropriate. 

With the exception of the principles No.3 and 7, the Ibadhis share common 
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ground with the Mu’tazila doctrine. 

In section 5 of chapter 3 of @pll 4c 5.4 94/1 (p.76) it is stated that Mutazila’s 
conception of God’s attributes and their relation with Him has been 
influenced by a Greek philosopher, Anbaduqles and a statement by him has 
been quoted from a book Jl, Ji) by Shahrastani, a Shafi’i scholar who 
lived 479-548H. According to the statement, Anbaduqles says that God’s 

attributes are His essence that is part of His nature. This 1s also the view of 
Mutazila. If we refer to Jail, Jail (Al Milal wa Nihal p.67) we learn that 
Anbaduqles went to Nabi (Prophet) Daud and studied under him; he also 

frequently visited Luqman, the sage, and acquired knowledge from him and 
then returned to Greece. It should be remembered that both Nabii Daud and 
Luqman were Muslims. Nabii Daud was a prophet and, like all prophets 
who came before and after him, was a Muslim — they all preached on e 
religion, namely, Islam. Likewise Luqman was a Muslim, and there is a 

chapter in the Holy Qur'an named after him — Suratu Luqman (31). In verse 

13, Allah says:- 

eabe alle) cll oy) ail ht Y ul alas gay RY Gaal SIS ly 

And (remember) when Luqman said to his son when he was advising 

him: ‘O my son! Join not in worship others with Allah. Verily joining 
others in worship with Allah is a great wrong indeed. (Dr. Al Hilali & 
Dr. Khan). 

Here Luqman was teaching his son the first fundamental principle of Islam. 
Then in verse 17, Luqman continues, 

O my son! Perform prayers....... 

Thus Luqman taught his son the second pillar of Islam. So it is obvious that 

when the Greek philosopher went to Nabii Daud (AS) and the Wiseman 

Luqman to acquire knowledge, he must have learnt a great deal about Islam 

and so his philosophical principles which he formulated when he returned 

home to Greece must have been influenced considerably by what he learnt 

from them. Hence it is not correct to deduce that whenever Islamic 
principles happen to agree with Greek philosophy, the former have been 

necessarily influenced by the latter, because the common religion of Islam, 
as taught by previous prophets, came much earlier than Greek philosophy. 

And Greek philosophers visited various parts of the Middle East especially 
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at the time when they ruled that region. So the Mutazila principles are not 
the result of the influence of Greek philosophy; on the contrary it is the 
Greek philosophy which has been influenced by Islam as taught by 
Luqman, Nabii Daud and other prophets who came before Nabii 

Muhammad (Peace be upon him). This is not to say that everything that is 

in Greek philosophy constitutes Islam — but there are traces of Islamic 
principles in it which have been later modified. (See, for example, the 

philosophy of Pythagoras on p.72 of Jal, Jil) . 

The Al-Ash’ ary School 

It 1s so-called after Abul Hassan Al Ash’ari, a descendant of Abu Musa al 

Ash’ari who represented Seyyidna Ali in the Arbitration. He lived 270 — 
330H. He studied in the Mu’tazila School and was its adherent for forty 

years, then abandoned it. According to Prof. Saeed Sheikh in his book, 

Studies in Muslim Philosophy (published in Lahore), the following are 
among the principles of Ash’arism:- 

(1) That the Qur'an is uncreated, and so it is pre-eternal with no 
beginning, and part of the essence of Allah. 

(2) That Allah will be seen by the people of Paradise, 

(3) That Allah has attributes but have no resemblance to human 

attributes, and they are not part of His essence. 

(4) That he who committed a grave sin, even if he did not ask for 
forgiveness before his death, will be granted pardon with Allah’s 
mercy or with the Prophet’s intercession (p.92  ¢ppall 4e 510 pall, 
Simplified Encyclopedia). 

(5) Allah creates actions and man acquires them. 

The Ibadhis do not agree with the above principles except the last one 

(No.5). 
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Chapter 7 
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1. English Translation of the Qur'an by Dr. M.T. Al Hilali and Dr. 
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Hadiths 

Hadiths (or Sunna or Traditions) 

There are the Holy Prophet’s narratives and practices made or performed 

during his lifetime. They include actions of the Sahabas performed in the 

presence of the Prophet (Peace be upon him) and he did not object to them. 

The Hadiths are the second important source of authority after the Holy 

Qur'an. The Holy Book consists of Allah’s General Commandments and 

Prohibitions while the Hadiths contain detailed explanation or instructions 

on how to perform these commandments and to avoid the prohibitions. 

For example, the Holy Qur'an enjoins us to pray but does not tell us in detail 

how to say our prayers. So we have to resort to the Sunna for guidance and 

detailed instructions, for example, as to how many prostrations, (or raka’a) 

we have to perform in each prayer and what chapter of the Qur'an we have 
to recite and so on. The same is true of the pilgrimage. Before his death the 
Prophet (Peace be upon him) made a farewell journey to Makkah to show 

the faithful how to perform the pilgrimage, and it is on the basis of the 
procedures of rites that he followed in each stage that millions of Muslims 

today perform the different rites (manasik) of the pilgrimage. 

Unfortunately these hadiths were not all recorded immediately during the 
Holy Prophet’s lifetime but came to be collected many years later long after 

the deaths of his Companions (Sahabas) who had actually heard or saw him. 

The more commonly known compilations of Hadiths are:- 

1) Bukharee 2) Muslim 

3) Abu Dawood 4) Al Tirmidhi 

5) An-Nasaaee 6) Ibn-Maajah 

But there is another, most authentic collection of hadiths which is never 

mentioned by members of other sects out of prejudice; it is Musnad Ar- 
Rabii. It is one of the earliest, if not the earliest, collection made before the 

Six Compilations referred to above. It was compiled in the second century 

of Hijra while the others were collected 100 years later, that is, in the third 

century Hijra. It comprises about 700 hadiths, but they say that they are 

based on hearsay. But the truth is, all hadiths relied on by other sects are 
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also hearsay. None of the collectors lived during the Prophet’s lifetime, the 
traditions being handed down by word of mouth from one person to another 

over a period of more than 200 years. Later collectors like Imam Ahmad, 
Bukhari, Abu Dawood and others have confirmed many of the hadiths in 
the Musnad Ar-Rabii which Ibadhis rely on. The Ibadhis recognize that the 
Musnad does not contain all the hadiths for it is estimated there are about 

4000 of them and so they sometimes refer to other collections of hadiths 

when they are looking for a solution to a religious issue. 

The problem about these hadiths 1s that they are not all-genuine or authentic 
(q~2 ) . Some of them were fabricated in order to support a certain view or 
dogma, and some have been distorted in the process of transmission, not 
necessarily intentionally. For this reason Ibadhis have refused to accept 

some of them particularly those hadiths dealing with theological questions 
and the events in the Hereafter. 

A scholar interested in the study of oral transmission of messages conducted 
a trial involving about twenty students standing in a row, each student being 

some distance apart from another. The first student in the row was given a 
short secret verbal message to convey to the second student and the second 

to the third and so on until the last student. When the message reached the 
last student it was found to be completely different or totally distorted from 
the original one, and that was in a matter of less than ten minutes. It follows 

that the longer the message and the wider the interval of time, the greater is 

the like hood of the message being distorted. This is a simple experiment 
that people should try to check for themselves the unreliability of oral 

transmission of messages or hadiths. Many of the Holy Prophet’s traditions 
were compiled about 200 years after his death and some of them are so long 

that it is impossible to have been remembered in such great detail over such 
a long period of time. The shorter the hadith the more likely it is to be 
accurate, and those involving actions or deeds like performance of prayers 

and pilgrimage are even less likely to get misrepresented with the passage 
of time. 

With regard to Sunnahs involving action, the people of Medina, where the 
Holy Prophet lived for ten years, are better qualified to know how the God’s 

messenger, for example, used to say his prayers and though, in general, all 
Muslims pray practically in the same way, yet there are some minor 

differences that again some people tend to magnify. For example followers 

of Shafii, Hanafi and Hanbali fold their arms when standing in prayers 
while Malkis, Shias and Ibadhis let them straight down. The latter three 
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pray the way their Imams used to do. Imam Malik was born and lived in 
Medina all his life, and Imam Ali (and his two sons) lived with the Holy 
Prophet all his life and he was the best to know how his cousin and father- 
in-law used to conduct his prayers. But the sectarian fanatics are not to be 
defeated!! They say that Imam Malik used to let his arms hanging while 

praying because he was unable to fold them as a result of injuries inflicted 
by the order of the Governor of Medina. The story of his injury 1s true but 

the inference made from it is doubtful. People with injured arms generally 
cannot let them hanging down but normally keep them folded. Anyone who 
has visited an orthopedic hospital will have noticed that those with injured 
arms have their arms bent and supported by a bandage from around the neck 

and if he is not cured completely, they will remain bent forever. The 
inference is concocted in order to prove that those who fold their arms are 
right and those who don’t are wrong. Those fanatic scholars who fabricate 

stories take undue advantage of the incredulity of their adherents, and do 

not realize that someone, one day, will find them out!! 

If Imam Malik could not clasp his arms while praying because of injures, 
one might as well ask how could he perform prostrations (2»+ ), because 
prostrations involve the bending of arms and it is more painful to bend 
injured arms during prostrations due to the weight of the body on them. The 
truth is, Imam Malik used to conduct his prayers with his arms down, not as 

aresult of injuries but because that is how the people of Medina used to 
pray and the people of Medina were best qualified to know how the Prophet 
(Peace be upon him) was conducting his prayers. 

Sheikh Muhammad bin Abdul Wahhab (founder of the Wahhabi sect) of 

Saudi Arabia in his book 42:)Y! a1 silly 3Luall bey 2, UU J 0¥! published 
in Medina laid down fourteen principles of prayers and each is based on an 

ayah in the Qur'an or Hadith. But he did not mention that folding arms or 

letting them down was one of them. He has quoted, however, a Hadith 

narrated by Abu Huraira relating to a man who was taught by the Prophet 

(Peace be upon him) how to pray after failing three times to say his prayers 

properly. The Holy Prophet said:- 

con Ab! ab ASI) Cybele cg aS) a Tal (ye tee peas Le [it 5 baal (gt cued 131) 
(LglS Sidhu 8 US Sail ob Lalla (ahi 

‘When you stand for prayers, Say ‘Allah Akbar’ (God is greatest), then 

read a section of the Qur'an, Then bow completely; Then stand up straight; 

Then prostrate to the ground completely; Then get up and kneel 
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completely; Then repeat that in all your prayers’. 

If you go through the Hadith carefully you will not fail to notice that the 
Prophet (Peace be upon him) has mentioned all the important movements or 
gestures involved in the prayers but has not mentioned at all about raising or 
clasping of arms. So the clasping of arms is not as important as some people 
try to exaggerate it; a few of them are so fanatic about it that when they see 

a person praying with his arms down they interrupt him in the middle of his 

prayers, thus displaying complete ignorance of Islam and lack of good 

manners. They should remember what Allah said to the Holy Prophet in 
ayah 84 of Suratul Isra’ (17):- 

" Sus gaal ye Gay ale! S14 auISLS (le Clary JS Ji" 

“Say (O Muhammad to mankind): Each one does according to his 

way (or his religion) and your Lord knows best who follows the nght 

path (or religion)” (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

There 1s also a difference of opinion as to whether the Holy Prophet (Peace 
be upon him) used to raise his hands before and after bowing (rukoo) during 

prayers. Abu Haneefa (the first of the four Orthodox Imams) and his two 

students Imam Muhammad ibn Hassan and Abu Yusuf ruled against the 

practice whereas Imam ‘Isaam Yousuf al-Balakhee, a student of Imam 

Muhammad Hassan found evidence of an authentic Hadith that supported 

the raising of hands (Abu Ameena Bilal Philips, p.126). But proof in such 
cases where the Sunna involves action should come not from oral Hadeeth 

but from the practice of the people of Medina where the Prophet (Peace be 
upon him) spent the last ten years of his life. Imam Muhammad Hassan had 

gone to Medina to study under Imam Malik for three years and must have 
seen how the people there were performing their prayers. It is therefore 
something of a surprise that his student who came a generation later after 
him should support the practice from evidence of an oral Hadeeth. 

Dr. Mustafa Mahmoud, the Egyptian scholar referred to in the previous 

chapter made the following comments in his pamphlet entitle, 4<te-Jl 
(Intercession): - 

olay Cs 2 935 ye 6545 a Dull BLL! ale alll Gf gle Cala YI als) eel ad, -1 

Gp PSN anes coals CU Gy aay pe Op all ge y BA gt Cann Coe ISI 54 (paul 10 
Linke ES): cual ais Y Sask 8 J phy 3 yah opel CLUS (4, ad pd yD yrane Cy alll ue 

Ly cia Ugrnad Cotta!) UN (( fey yGS5 gall ae Le )) :Jldd ( Aislal QGS5 Gai y Spal 
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o( tilly OLE pal y oii Le Linea) 5 ya ye gl pis (12ail UES ue Cutis!) -E ( ail gery 

denad Cutal IS a8 Ltd of ail J gary Ale) dT Cune 6§ MM oll ga dud 3p we gilly -Y 
Wgie Sept DAI ONS Cpa tis Lil Lad} $a0S oh Si] (tly (ll GSN ode La) sly pall 

(uN, olif jal O35 Le Lineal) + 3250 gl sip (Ug ob 

HS Cay OI a oie Ng Y ) 2 oils le Giiall Cys! Cilio dui gay -7 
(Araald lil 2 oie 

Asda S| Cyl pDlually dla! Ale atl gan CaisLaaal jz ME cg 2d ayes lV Alyy Gis -¢ 

Co C5 ol ld 

6 Fai (AN CutlaYh pale dads gl): ME cemeal Lali 1S Galt AL) Gd 6 Cun Glad 

© ye) @ “blastl 3S ill wba (Ugd yal y oUy lead: lg Adin’ 

Caray Gl pat Cagd Sy. Ui pal 5 Igread lbs yy pac Quad lt elit a Lal 1 
og sl LE AY gag ot Ob gl a J yatad 6 ag eS Gantt cL) alls Gye GUS Ja Gs Le 

Ae gaia gall CustaY! ye SY) a gl GS 25 sR GLO! (gd Cars LS 6 a gig all 
YI Ugeee Case Call 45 Lats Cpe Cy gt al g Lal Goh ype Ua gS Nha (gle Sal Cully da paral y 
50 WI oa ceca al call Aisin coal al 58 GIS Goll Ca gl Cad gay Ji Cte GAY das I 

a WY) Sle Gye Cte pic de 

1. ‘The narrators of Hadiths were agreed that the Holy Messenger had 

forbidden recording of Hadiths. This prohibition came in more than 
one Hadith by Abu Huraira, Abdullah bin Umar, Zaid bin Thabit, 

Abu Said al Khudary, Abdullah bin Masoud and others. And in the 
words of Abu Huraira he says emphatically and without ambiguity:- 

“The Messenger came upon us while we were recording his Hadith’ 

He said, ‘what is this you are writing? 

We said, ‘Hadiths we have heard from you, O Allah’s Messenger’ 

He said, ‘(Are you writing) a book other than Allah’s book?’ 

Abu Huraira said, ‘So we collected what we had wnitten and burnt it 

in the fire’. 

2. Abu Huraira is also the narrator of (the following) authentic Hadith. 
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‘It came to the ears of the Allah’s Messenger that people had 
recorded his Hadiths’. 

He went up the pulpit and said 

“What are these books which, I hear, you have written? 

I am a mere human being, if anyone has any of them bring them to 
me. 

So we collected what we had recorded and burnt them in the fire’. 

. Ina still another authentic Hadith narrated by Abu Huraira, the Holy 
Messenger said, 

‘Do not write (statements) from me except the Qur'an and he who 

writes (statements) from me other than Qur'an let him wipe it off’. 

. And ina narrative by Abu Saeed Al Khudary, he said, 

‘I asked the permission of Allah’s Messenger (Peace be upon him) 
to record his Hadith but he refused to allow me’. 

. Sayyida Aisha narrates a hadith about her father Abu Bakr, the first 

rightly-guided Khalifa:- 

‘My father collected 500 hadiths and went to bed at night turning 
over many times, and when he woke up in the moming he said to 
me, ‘Bring me the Hadiths which you have,’ I gave them to him and 
he asked for fire and burnt them’. 

. As for Umar bin Khattab, he is also reported to have called for all 
the Hadiths, collected them and burnt them. 

Seyyidna Umar feared that they might lead to the deification of the 

Holy Prophet, as happened with the people of the Book and their 

prophets, and regarded his words as sacrosanct which with the 

passage of time would come to be considered as divine revelation. 

And the greatest fear of all was that of fabricated hadiths. 

And what was the greater proof of this fear then that Bukhary 

recorded only 4000 out of 600,000 Hadiths and Abu Hanifa found 
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only 17 Hadiths as authentic (Sahih) out of hundreds of thousands of 
them (Translation by the Author). 

It is the adoption of hundreds of Hadiths (so-called Sahih) that has 
led to the differences between religious sects (madhahib) is Islam. 
As a result, two Islamic schools of jurisprudence appeared, one in 
Iraq and the other in Hejaz with their different approaches to 

Hadiths. The first relied heavily on individual judgment (-4—!) and 
less on Hadiths that they used sparingly and under stringent 
circumstances. To this school belonged the Sahaba Abullah b. 
Masoud and Imam Abu Hanifa who both lived in Iraq. On the other 
hand, the Hejaz school laid greater emphasis and importance to the 
Prophet’s Hadiths in formulating their judgments (fatwas). The 

Sahaba Abdullah b. Umar and Imams Malik, Shafi’1 and Hanbaly 

were adherents of the latter school. As for the Ibadhis they adopted 

both methods in their fiqh. It is of interest to note that Seyyidna 
‘Umar b. Khattab forbade excessive quotation of Hadiths and 

ordered the Sahabas to concentrate on the narration and study of the 

Qur'an’ (Abu Ameena Bilal Philips p.41). 

Sheikh Ali b. Muhammad b. Amir Al Hijry in his book Al Ibadhi 
(p.79) quotes from Ibn-l-Araby’s book el sill 4 analyst! (p.370) the 
following passage: - 

cgi Capra cya cemmcall Lal y 6 58S 44 ULM GS SS (ye Cura 4s 5» Sait Ys 
gh Ma ab pg ald Be gM cll patty Grey 6 yall iS pinay 6 yay (ys Abii Y} 

waded preiy 6 Quady als y dale ail clic abil J gary (gle SII 

‘One should not busy oneself with Hadiths from every book 
because there are a lot of lies in it. And what is genuine of the 

Prophet’s Hadiths is like a drop in the ocean. And one should be 
aware of books of the devout and of those concerned with giving 

admonition because they are not free from falsehood against 

Allah’s Messenger (Peace be upon him) either intentionally or 
unintentionally....” 

Thus while there is no doubt that the Prophet’s Hadiths constitute the 
second most important source of authority, there are however in it a large 

number of hadiths fabricated to support a certain dogma or doctrine 

especially if it is against another Islamic sect.... 
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Chapter 8 

  

SECTS (MADHAHIB) 
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SECTS OR MADHAAHIB 

The origin of madhahib was not always religious. In some cases there were 
social or political factors which brought about the rise of certain movements 
in the name of religion. For example during the period of Umayyad and 
Abbasid rulers, many countries were conquered and so considerable wealth 
was acquired. As a result, Muslim ruling classes led a life-style of luxury, 

pomp and affluence in sharp contrast to the austere way of living led by the 

Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) and his Companions. This brought about 
resentment and revolt especially among those of older generations who still 
remembered the simple life of Allah’s Messenger. And so started the 
adoption of the doctrine of Sufism with its teachings of ascetism, self-denial 

and unworldliness. 

Likewise Mu’tazilism came into existence to protest against the exercise of 
arbitrary and despotic powers by the Umayyad rulers. Their officials 
defended them by saying that the rulers were not responsible for what they 
did- it is God who causes everything, whether it is good or bad: 

aly oof ded Gye GUS 8 YI Saal AY 9 U2 VI cd Ateene Oye Glial Le 

(verse 22 of Suratul Hadeed) 

‘No calamity befalls on the earth or in yourselves but it is inscribed 

in the Book of Decrees (Al-Lawhul Mahfudh) before we bring it 
into existence)” (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

Or as the Holy Prophet said, 

ele rinwe ) abil Gye Ail opty o pd prilly Cpe gS (pie GLY! Atta Aid y Ge Gly a0 GS uli} 
(YY Eads aul 
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“You will not find nor believe and reach the true faith until you believe in 

the Divine Predestination (Fate), its good and its evil are (all) from Allah” 

(Hadith 72 of Musnad Imam Rab!) 

Because of the misapplication of the doctrine of Fatalism the idea of 
Freewill arose in which man including a ruler is made accountable for his 
actions (Studies in Muslim Philosophy by Saeed Sheikh, Lahore, 1962). 
Similarly, the formation of Shia and Khawari was the result of the political 
Crisis surrounding Seyyidna Ali and Muawiyah over the office of 

Caliphate. The Shias were all along on the side of Seyyidna Ali whereas the 
Khawarl, although at first supported him, eventually extricated themselves 

from both contenders. Thenceforward each party went its own way. 

And so Islam like all other religions started as one undivided unit during the 
lifetime of the Holy Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him) and 
continued to be so for the next 24 years after his death. But during the 
second half of the third Caliphate of Uthman, troubles and discontent began 

to simmer underground until violence erupted on his 12" year of office 
when he was murdered by a group of Muslims from Egypt and Iraq in 

conspiracy with some Companions. (Sahabas) from Medina. When Seyyidna 

Ali took over as Khalifa, the Uthman supporters directed their anger at him 
for failing to punish the culprits. A rebellion broke out led by Muawiya, the 
Governor of Syria and distant cousin of Uthman who refused to recognize 

Seyyidna Ali as Khalifa. As we saw when we were tracing the tragic events 
during Seyyidna Ali’s Caliphate the first group to break away from him 
were the Uthmaniyyun. They were thus the first group of seceders. Then 
when an arbitration committee was later proposed to settle the dispute 
between Ali and Muawiya another faction from among Ali’s supporters also 
seceded- they became the second group of Khawarij. But the Khawarij No.1 
(the Uthmaniyyun) became the rulers of the Islamic State after the death of 

Ali. Hence nobody dared call them Khawarij, and so the label Khawarij has 
remained stuck to the second group until today. If Khawarij means breaking 
away from Imam Ali and from the mainstream of Islam, then the only 

religious group that remains is the Shia because they have not withdrawn 
their allegiance from him nor from his descendants up to the present time. 
This is the inevitable conclusion to be drawn from the logic of the sectarian 
fanatics. The succeeding generations witnessed continuous bloody conflicts 
between the first group of Khawarij as rulers and the second group as rebels 
fighting against corruption and tyranny which characterized, with few 

exceptions, the Umayyad and Abbasid rules. The Uthmaniyyun usurped the 

Caliphate from its rightful incumbent, Seyyidna Ali. When a group of 
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people seizes power wrongfully they should not expect others will stand 
idly by without armed rebellion. 

On the question of calling each other by labels like Khawarij, the Holy 
Qur'an has this to say in ayah 11 of Suratul Hujuraat (49):- 

oh lid Lb ats al rey GL YY ans GB guall mash yada UML 1 LY g Seal 1 pal Vy " 
my ajl |; i 

Its translation runs as follows:- 

“Nor defame one another, nor insult one another by 

nicknames. How bad to insult one’s brother after having faith [i.e. to 

call your Muslim brother (a faithful believer) as sinner or wicked]. 

And whosever does not repent, then such are indeed wrongdoers” 
(Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

In other words, Allah has forbidden Muslims to call one another by bad 

names (like Khawarij) after becoming believers. The two translators of the 
Qur'an (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan) in spite of the above ayah have appended 

a footnote to ayah 115 of Suratu Tawba (9) as follows:- 

“Killing the Khawarij (people who dissented from the religion and 
disagreed with the rest of the Muslims), and the Mulhidun (heretics) after 

establishment of firm proof against them”. 

The statement in the footnote contradicts what Seyyidna Ali said about the 
Khawarij. He said:- 

48 yal Stal calls (yaS colbsld fall cule Cys Cyl (gdes gy! all | bus Y 

Do not fight the Khawarij after me, for those who sought for a nght and 
missed it are not like those who sought for a wrong and attained it (Dr. 

Hussein A. Ghabbash quoting from Nahji — 1- Balaaghah by Imam All) 

Here Seyyidna Ali was comparing two groups — the Khawary and the 

Uthmaniyyun. The former fought for a right which they failed to achieve 
namely the establishment and the general recognition of Seyyidna Ali’s 

lawful Caliphate; whereas the latter group fought for a wrong which they 

won, to wit, the establishment of an unlawful Caliphate of Muawiyah. 

Hence Seyyidna Ali’s statement, do not fight the Khawari henceforth’. 
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So the inflammable statement quoted in the footnote to verse 115 of Chapter 
9 of the Holy Quran by the two translators 1s intended to create sectarian 
friction and dissension among Muslims. 

The footnote continues 

"And Ibn Umar used to consider them the worst of Allah’s creatures" 

‘Them’ here refers to the Khawarij and the Mulhidun. 

Dr. Hussein A. Ghabbash in his book ot (Oman p.56) makes the 
following comments on Seyyidna Ali’s statement quoted above:- 

Lisl yS1" sis LS lp (yun yf GS pia dic Cuil pitas al Lile of ga ¢ lin hail Gale , 
" aaLibili Lisle | pis 

And what really draws (one’s) attention is that (Seyyidna) Ali did not 

consider those who seceded from him polytheists or hypocrites but, as he 
said, “They are our brothers who wronged us and we fought them’. 
(Seyyidna Ali’s statement has been quoted from Ibn Katheer’s Al-Bidaayah 
Wa Nnoihaayah). 

Note the contradictions between Ibn Umar’s alleged statement and 
Seyyidna Ali’s. Ibn Umar referred to the Khawarij as ‘the worst of Allah’s 
creatures’, that is, worse than the infidels or polytheists whereas Seyyidna 
Ali considered them as ‘our brothers who wronged us’. Ibn Umar’s alleged 

statement is again intended to create discord among Muslims. Seyyidna Ali 

knew the Khawarij more than any other Muslim leader. They fought for him 

in two battles and they wanted to continue fighting for him to the end, and 

so rejected the arbitration, and it proved they were right because the 
arbitration tured out to be a fraud. 

The two translators have moreover exhibited complete misunderstanding of 
this aspect of Islamic history. If they had studied it objectively, without 

bias, they would have learnt that the Khawarij were a group of people who 
broke away from Imam Ali for political rather than religious reasons. Dr. 
Majid Ali Khan in his book, The Pious Caliphs published in Kuwait (p.209) 

says:- 

‘The Khawarij were more a political group than theological..... in the 

later period this group became almost extinct’. 
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The Khawarij as a group of Islamic sects (Azraqis, Najdat, Sufriya) no 
longer exists. 

The Khawarij were not the only ones to secede. The Uthmaniyyun and their 
leader Muawiyah were the first Khawarij to break away from Imam Ali and 
refused from the beginning to pledge allegiance to him as the legitimate 
Khalifa of all Muslims, while the so-called Khawarij accepted and 

recognized him and fought on his side all along against the Khawarij — 
Uthmaniyyun. It is only later when an arbitration was proposed that they 

seceded and rejected the proposal, and it turned out they were right because 
the arbitration proved to be a deceit against Imam Ali, and the deceit was 
perpetrated by Muawiyah and his followers. 

The two learned translators also write about ‘Killing the Khawarij’. It is 
very regrettable that they have chosen Allah’s Holy Book as a forum to 

formant terrorism against fellow Muslims. Every Muslim should know that 

Islam today is accused of supporting terrorism. Hence the translators have 
supplied the enemies of Islam a firm proof that it is a religion of terrorism. 

In the current world situation, human rights issues are given great 

prominence and one of the fundamental rights of man is his Freedom of 

Worship. Not only has man the right to belong to any religious sect, he also 
has the right to belong to any faith he chooses, and no civilized society 
would permit the killing of a man for his religious beliefs. It might have 
been accepted in the first and second millennium in some societies but is 
certainly not acceptable in any society in the third millennium. The footnote 
continues:- 

‘And Ibn Umar used to consider them (the Khawarij and the 

Mulhidun) the worst of Allah’s creatures and said, ‘These people took 
some verses that had been revealed concerning the disbelievers and 

interpreted them as describing the believers’. 

The two translators have not mentioned what those verses are which have 

been misinterpreted. With regard to Ibn Umar, the Ibadhis have respect for 
him, first, because he was one of the Sahabas and, secondly, he was the son 

of Seyyidna Umar whom the Ibadhis have the greatest admiration for his 
just administration. But Ibn Umar was not a prophet, his opinion in one way 

or another would not entitle a Muslim to go to Heaven nor would it help 
him on the Day of Judgment. It is his private opinion which can be taken at 

face value — it carries no weight. 
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The Khawarij are not the only ones whose interpretation of some Qur’anic 
verses differ from others. 

The following are examples of Ayahs which have been given different 
meanings by two different translators, the differences being fundamental, 
not merely superficial:- 

A) 

B) 

Verse | of Suratul Qalam (68) 

Moy y_plauez Ley alally " 

Dr. Al-Hilali and Dr. Khan translate it as follows:- 

“By the Pen and by what they (the angles) wnte (in the records of men)” 

Ustadh Abdullah Yusuf Ali on the other hand explains it this way:- 

  

“By the Pen and by the (record) which (men) write”, 

The reader will thus notice that the first translation of Os 2s means 

“and by what the angels write.....” Whereas the second translator 

understands it in the sense of ....” And the (record) which men 
write”...... totally different interpretation!! 

In verse 7 of Suratul Jinn (72) 

food it Cina cy) (yb aii LS | pile gil 

Dr. Al-Hilali with Dr. Khan interpret it thus:- 

“And they thought as you thought, that Allah will not send any 

messenger (to mankind or jinn)” 

while Ustadh Abdullah Yusuf Ali translates it as follows:- 

“And they (came to) think as you thought, that Allah would not 

raise up anyone (to Judgment)” 

C) 

One has translated the word “22 to mean “to send” and the other in 
the sense of “to raise up” (i.e. resurrect). There is obviously a stark 
difference in the two interpretations. 

In Suratul-Jinn again, verse 28 has been translated differently by the 
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D) 

E) 

two translators:- 

ety YL I yall a8 of ala 

Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan explain it as follows:- 

“(Allah protects the Messengers), till He sees that they (the 
Messengers) have conveyed the message of their Lord (Allah)”. 

Thus they have translated the word:- ak to mean “till God 
sees”..... whereas Ustadh Abdullah Yusuf Ali understood it to mean, 

“that the Holy Prophet may know....... ” 

The best example in this connection is ayah 29 of Suratul-Hijr (15): 

Mcypralen 4] bya pa yy Cpe Aad Casal y 4d gas (Ld 

Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan’s interpretation of the ayah is as follows: 

“So when I have fashioned him completely and breathed into him 

(Adam) the soul which I created for him, then fall (you) down 

prostrating yourselves unto him”. 

Ustadh Abdullah Yusuf Ali explains it this way: 

“When I have fashioned him (in due proportion) and breathed into 
him of My spirit fall you down in obeisance unto him”. 

Thus one has translated the words (>5) + 425 4455) to mean I 
breathed into him (Adam) the soul which I created for him whereas 

the other interpreted the clause to mean, “and breathed into him 
(Adam) of My spirit”: There is a world of difference between the 
two translations. If the second translation is correct 1t means man’s 

soul specially created for him, separate from the Soul of Allah and 

then breathed into him. 

In verse 15 of Suratu Ibrahim Allah says: 

sic la JS GIS 5 | paiitiaal y 

Which has been explained to mean: 

“But they sought victory and decision, and frustration was the lot of every 
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powerful obstinate transgressor”’. 

Ustadh Abdullah Yusuf has explained that “they” refers to the ungodly 

(Kuffars) whereas Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan say it means the Messengers 
(that is the Prophets). The two interpretations are totally contradictory. 

See alaso V.3 S.85 (¢ 3 !! 3) 

In all the five examples given above there are serious differences in the 

translations and one of them must be right and the other wrong, although 
both translations have been approved by Islamic Authorities in Saudi 
Arabia. But then can we describe the translator who is wrong (whoever he 
may be) as “the worst of Allah’s creatures” as Ibn Umar is alleged to have 
described the Khawarij because they have been wrongly accused of 
misinterpreting some Qur’anic verse? These differences are common among 

scholars of all Islamic sects; they are only magnified and exaggerated when 
they involve scholars among the Khawary or Ibadhis. Every scholar makes 
an honest attempt to translate the Qur'an to the best of his knowledge and 

ability, but there are some Qur'an verses which are not clear (Glggbeis Gly!) 
and as Allah Himself has said in ayah 7 of suratul-Imran (3), “no one knows 
its true meaning except Allah”. 

Among the Quranic verse which are ambiguous are those dealing with 

theological issues and that is why they have brought about differences 
among the madhahib. To the Ibadhis these issues are not so important; what 

is important is that we should obey and worship our Lord in this life 
according to what are commonly accepted as His Commandments and 
Injunctions as prescribed in the Qur'an and the Holy Prophet’s Sunnas. But 

to the others these controversial side issues are more important than the 
fundamental principles of Islam itself and those who disagree with them are 

branded as heretics. 

Dr. Israr Ahmed Khan in the Introduction to Qur’anic studies (Kuala 

Lumpur, 200 p.305) refers to Dr. Muhammad Hussein Al Dhahabi who 

emphasize that the Prophet (Peace be upon him) elaborated a great portion 

of the Qur'an to his companions (Sahaba) but not the entire book. He 

presents two arguments supporting his opinion. 

a) According to Abdullah bin Abbas, Tafsir (interpretation of the Holy 
Qur’an) has four dimensions:- 
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1) Tafsir based on the Arabs’ understanding of the language. 

2) Tafsir of those parts of the Qur'an that are easily comprehensible 
even by an ignorant person; 

3) Tafsir known to ‘Ulama’ (Scholars); and 

4) Tafsir which is known to Allah alone for example the occurrence 

of the Last Day and the reality of the Spirit are beyond human 

perception and are known to Allah alone. (This also seems to be 
the opinion of Al Tabari). 

b) Had the Prophet (Peace be upon him) explained to his adherents the 
whole Qur'an, there would not have been controversy among them 

over the meaning of certain Qur'anic verses. 

With regard to the opinion no.4 about ‘ayahs’ the 
interpretation of which is known to Allah alone, it is 

supported by verse no.7 of Suratul Imran (3) which reads as 

follows: 

“He (Allah) it is who has sent down to you (Muhammad) 

the Book (the Qur'an). In it, are verses fundamental that 

are clear (in meaning); they are the foundation of the 

Book, others are not entirely clear. But those in whose 

hearts is perversity follow the part thereof that is not 

entirely clear, seeking discord, and searching for its 
interpretation. But no one knows its true meaning except 

Allah” (Abdullah Yusuf Ali). 

Seee P P. 28-30 of Translation of The Qur'an by Mawdudi 

and P.3-4 of the same translation. 

In man-made law, disagreements in their interpretation are very common 

among lawyers, even though they were prepared by well-trained legal 

draftsmen, and passed by Parliament which consists of members, many of 
whom are lawyers. When disputes go to courts of law, parties to the 
disputes as represented by their advocates argue fiercely about the meanings 

to be attached to the wording of the enactments in front of a bench of judges 

who are highly qualified and experience. And yet the decision arrived at is 
not unanimous, some of the judges decide one way, and the others the other 

way. When the matter is appealed to the Higher Court, the Appeal Court 
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sometimes overturns the majority opinion of the lower Court. The point 
worthy of note here is that if we cannot agree on the interpretation of laws 
enacted by ourselves, how can we unanimously agree on those laws made 

by Allah in the Qur'an. Indeed some of them have been explained by the 
Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) in his lifetime, but there is still a body of 
Quranic verses which have remained unclear and each school tries to 

interpret them as best as it can in the way 1ts members understand them. The 
only difference is that some of them take a tolerant view towards their 
opponents while others assume an aggressive position against anyone who 

does not agree with them. This is not Islam, it is religious dictatorship since 
they regard those who do not conform to their dogmas as heretic and Hell 1s 
their destination. 

The Ibadhis strongly object to being classified in the same group as the 
Khawarlj especially in the distorted sense of breaking away from Islam. It 1s 

true that during Seyyidna Ali’s crisis there was a political group which 
opposed the truce and arbitration between Muawiyah and Seyyidna Ali. The 
group came to be known as the Khawarij which afterwards disintegrated 

into various factions and were as poles apart as the heavens and the earth. 
The only thing in common between the Ibadhis and the Khawarij was their 
opposition to the truce, arbitration and usurpation of the throne of Caliphate 
by members of the Umayyad family. Their initial alliance had nothing o de 

with the essence of Islam. If the office of the Caliphate is so important to 
Islam, then today the religion of Islam does not exist because there is no 
longer Khalifa or Imam of all Muslims as was before. 

Abdullah bin Ibadh was not the only one in Islamic history who had 
seceded from a creed. All Sahabas were at one time pagans (Kufar) and 
some of them were fierce opponents of Islam. Should we not recognize 

them as Muslims because they had once been pagans? Imam AlI-Ghazali 
was first a Sufist and then reverted to Orthodoxy. Abu-I-Hassan Al-Ash’ary 

was once a Mutazilite but later became a bitter opponent of the Rational 
school. Ibn Hazm was initially a Shafi, then he changed to Dhahirii. It 
seems that all religious thinkers and leaders had a freedom to change their 

minds except Abdulla bin Ibadh, his prejudiced opponents still maintain that 

his followers are Khawary. 

The Ibadhis share common beliefs with many other Islamic schools — with 
the Sunnis in the fundamental principles of Islam, with the Shias and the 

Mutazilites in the subsidiary issues relating to certain events expected to 

happen on the Day of Judgment. They also have differences with all of 
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them, just as there are differences within each sect, among the Sunnis, the 
Shias, the Mutazilites and the Sufists. Within each group there are factions 
and each one holds religious views which distinguish it from others. 

During the reigns of the Umayyad and Abassid dynasties, it was a fashion 

for some Islamic scholars, in order to win favour from the rulers, to criticize 

the Khawarij in the same way as Muawiyah used to curse Seyyidna Ali in 

his sermons before Friday prayers until it was abolished by Umar bin Abdul 
Aziz when he acceded to the throne. Unfortunately this practice is still 

continued to some extent today by some of those so-called Imams paid by 
conveniently wealthy patrons to create division in the Islamic community, 
forgetting or deliberately ignoring what Allah says in Ayah 107 of Suratul 
Tawba (9):- 

C94 A gas yy atl or shea (yal Valea yy te pall uy Lig IS g Il aco Naan 12851 Gilly " 
Mey USI agit agutiy abil y gins YI Golo! vila J 

“And there are those who put up a mosque by way of mischief and 
infidelity to disunite the believers and in preparation for one who warred 
against Allah and His Messenger aforetime. They will indeed swear that 
their intention is nothing but good, by Allah does declare that they are 
certainly liars” (Translation by Abullah Yusuf Alli). 

Although the ayah refers specifically to a rival mosque which the hypocrites 

wanted to build at Qubaa outside Medina, it applies generally to those who 

want to use a mosque as a forum to create dissension among Muslims, for 
Allah’s words have wider and far reaching applications than the occasion 

for which they were revealed. And yet some Imams (hypocrites and paid 
agents) instead of preaching to the worshippers during Friday prayers on 

Islamic unity resort to controversial issues in order to cause inter-sectanian 
dissension. And in Ayah 108 of Suratul An’am (6) Allah says:- 

MW ade pana | gre abil | guard abil Cy 99 Cpe Cy 962 Call I pai Vy" 

“And do not insult (or Abuse or call names) those whom they call upon 

besides Allah, lest out of spite they insult Allah in ignorance” 

If Allah has forbidden Muslims to abuse false gods whom disbelievers 
worship, how can they stand on the pulpit of a mosque during Friday 

sermons and abuse their fellow believers because of sectarian differences 
which exist not only between one sect and another but also within each 

sect? At this juncture it is worth quoting from a book, Should a Muslim 
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Follow a Particular Madhhab? By Sheikh Muhammad Sultan Al-Ma’soomi 
of Azerbaijan who lived in Saudi Arabia and died 40 years ago. He says 
(p.16):- 

“Different Madhahib are personal and private opinions, judgments and 
interpretation of legal points according to religious scholars and jurists. 

Allah and the Prophet have not ordered us to follow these opinions and 
interpretations. There 1s a possibility of being correct or incorrect in their 
Opinions and interpretations. There are many issues on which Imams had 

different views and they explained them according to their own reasons and 
speculation”. 

Since this is the position, one wonders why scholars of some sects hold 
extreme views against other sects and launch malicious campaigns against 
those who disagree with them on certain religious issues and on 
interpretations of certain Qur’anic verses. Sheikh Al-Ma’soomi is not a 

Kharijee but he is trying to defend a minority sect (not Ibadhis) within a 

group of sects. But his learned observations are most interesting. On p.21 of 

his book he says:- 

“The entire Muslim Ummah is divided into different sects...every sect 

condemns the others in foul and abusive language. Everybody claims: ‘our 
faith and our views are the best and the rest is rubbish. Hanafi took Shafi as 

his rival and vice versa. Sometimes the followers of the same sect are bitter 

opponents and fight with each other as they are fighting against non- 

Muslims. For example, Hanafi Barailvi is harsh against Hanafi Deobandi” 

But the Muslim laity are told by their sectarian fanatics that it is only the 

Khawarlj who are condemning other sects. On the matter of blind following 

of Imams, Sheikh Al-Ma’soomi (p.20) has the following to say: 

“Later religious leaders and intellectuals wrote volumes over volumes and 

thousands of pages and the masses took those writers as jurists, whereas 

their knowledge about Islam was shallow. The so-called scholars made it 

incumbent on people to follow one of the four Imams and prohibited them 

from following another at the same time. In other words, they raised up the 

Imams to the level of Prophets to whom scriptures are revealed and made it 

obligatory to obey every word of the Imam”’. 

Worse still some sectarian fanatics not only blindly follow the Imam of their 

madhhab but even idolize some of their scholars within the madhahab and 
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call them reformers and in all their writings they would quote more often 
from them than from the Qur'an itself. The more extreme a sectarian scholar 

is, the less educated he is and the more shallow is his knowledge of Islam. 
A true scholar must have a wider view of Islam and not concentrate on 
minute irrelevant or unimportant details, whether historical or theological, 

which artificially divide the Muslim Ummah. On page 32 of his book, 
Sheikh Al-Ma’soomi has quoted a statement made by Sheikh-ul-Islam Ibn 
Taymiya below:- 

“Anyone who makes it obligatory to blindly follow a specific Imam should 
be asked to repent and give up fixated (obsessive) following and if he is not 
prepared for it, he should be executed, since this is associating partners with 

Allah in setting down Sharee’ah, which is one of the unique rights of the 
Lord”. 

While we agree with Ibn Taymiya’s ideas on blind following, we disagree 

that hose who follow a specific Imam blindly he should be executed as he 

has so ruled above. Fortunately several important Muslim countries have 
not yet complied with his ruling or ‘fatwa’ because Saudi Arabia (where he 
has many followers) has codified Islamic law according to the Hanbalee 

madhhab, Pakistan and Turkey according to the Hanafie madhhab, Egypt 

based it on the Shafii madhhab and Iran based on the Jaafary madhhab (The 

Evolution of Fiqh by Abu Ameena Bilal Philips p.111). in other words by 

codifying the legal rulings of their respective madhhab, it means they have 
made it obligatory to follow the rulings of their specific Imam. To apply Ibn 

Taymiya’s ruling would mean executing all those responsible for codifying 

sectarian law within the legal system of the country concerned and even 
judges who administer the code. 

For those not familiar with court procedures, the implications of the 

codified law needs further elucidation. Suppose a Turkish magistrate 1s 

presented with a case involving Islamic Sharia and finds that the subject of 

contention can be resolved equitably and fairly by the application of the 

Hanbali code. If he does so, his decision would be overturned by the Appeal 

Court because he has not complied with the law of the country which in this 

case is the Hanafi Code. So he will have to apply the Hanafie Code even if, 

in his opinion, it does not provide in the circumstances of the case a 

satisfactory solution. 

Similar situations would arise in other Islamic countries which have 

codified their legislation according to the legal rulings of Imam of their 
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respective particular mayhap. On the other hand, magistrates in countries 
which have not codified according to a particular madhhab have a wider 
discretion to apply legal opinions of any of the Imams which seem to them 
most appropriate in the circumstances. 

Thus the countries which have incorporated the legal rulings of a madh-hab 
into their legal system are the ones which have tied themselves to a 

particular Imam. But let us see what Sheikh Al-Ma’soomi has to say on this 
issue on page 31 of his book:- 

“He who deviates from the right way of Tabe’in (J-2=4) and sticks to one 
specific Imam and is prejudiced in his favor, is similar to one who leaves 

aside all Companions of the Prophet and follow one only, as the Shias and 
Khawarij do. This is the way of heretics and apostates. Qur'an, Hadith and 
Ijma denounce them”. 

The Khawarij have not stuck on one specific Imam. But the people who 
have stuck to one specific Imam are those who have codified or 

incorporated the legal rulings of their madh-hab into their country’s legal 

system, and they are the people of Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Pakistan, Turkey 

and Iran. However we would never call them heretics and apostates, let 

alone advocate their Islamic law according to the legal opinions of their 
Imam. They follow the Qur'an and the Sunna as they understand them. 
Nonetheless we would still continue to refer to Sheikh Ma’soomi. On page 

28 of his book, he makes the following observations:- 

“Research proves that these madhahibs and sects were propagated by 

power-hungry rulers with the help of knavish (unprincipled) scholars. This 
is how the Muslim Ummah was disunited and sects were initiated in (the) 

interest of these power-mongers”. 

Sheikh Ma’soomi’s observations were not only true during the periods of 
Umayyad and Abbasid rulers, but are applicable even today when some 
power-hungry scholars in some countries are trying very hard to isolate 

Ibadhis from the mainstream of Islam because historically and politically 
Ibadhis have refused to be subservient to any but Divine authority. 

One more quotation from Sheikh Al-Ma’soom’s book (p.68):- 

“Sectarian following brings nothing but destruction, and it is an innovation 

in religion. This heresy (of sectarianism) was introduced by kings and rulers 
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to attain their political ends and save themselves and their empire”. 

As we have seen, the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) knew that there 
would arise numerous sects, hence the Hadith that there would be 73 sects 
after his death. This is something natural and to be expected, for there are as 
many differences between men as there are things in common among them, 
and that is what makes life interesting and worth living. Everybody is 
entitled to cherish the beliefs which he thinks are right and not be forced to 
accept the dogmas of other people even if they are wrong. What then is to 
be done? The solution is to iron out these differences by friendly 
discussions, in an atmosphere of mutual respect for our respective points of 
view instead of hurling insults at each other in the mosques or inciting 
Muslims of Different sects to fight one another as is happening in some 

Muslim countries even today. If we cannot solve these problems peacefully, 

the least we can do is to comply with Allah’s instructions as laid down in 
the following chapters of the Qur'an. In verse 10 of Suratu-Sshura (42), He 
has said, 

Wahl ll AeSad oooh Ga Ae aii Lay" 

“And whatever it be wherein ye differ, the decision thereof is with Allah”. 
(Abdullah Yusuf Ali). 

But the translator’s comments in the footnote are more clarifying, 

“If their differences arise merely from selfish motives, or narrowness of 

vision, they are sinning against their own souls. If their differences arise 
from sincere but mistaken notions, their proper course is not to form 
divisions and sects, or to increase contention and hatred among men but to 

leave all things to Allah, trusting in Him and tuming to Him in all 

difficulties. The final decision in all things is with Him”. 

In chapter 16 (AN-Nahl), verse 125 Allah addresses His Prophet as 
follows:- 

coe ale ga thay ooh Casal (od ceils agliley discal Abe sally AeSaTh ch y uae gl! Gal" 
Noadigalls alel yay abun Ge dae 

Invite (all) to the Way of thy Lord with wisdom and beautiful preaching, 

and argue with them in ways that are best and most gracious for thy Lord 
knows best, who have strayed from His path, and who receive guidance 
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(Abdullah Yusuf Ali). 

Thus Allah instructed His messenger to preach Islam with wisdom and good 
advice, and argue in a gracious manner. He did not tell him to spread the 
holy message by violent means. So where is the justification or the authority 

for spreading sectarian dogmas by bloodshed and abuses? 

In Suratul-An’am, aya 117 Allah says:- 

Moatigalls ale] ya y dbus Ge Sees Gye ale ya thy of 

“Your Lord knows best who strays from His way, and knows best who 

are rightly guided”. (Ustadh Abdullah Yusuf Alli). 

The leading scholars of each Islamic school claim that the tenets of their 

sects are correct, and others are wrong, but the above ayah is a reminder that 
only Allah knows best who are right and who are wrong. So they should not 
be overconfident, it may turn out on the Day of Judgment that they are 
wrong and those whom they assume to be wrong are right. Religion is not 

like trade where each trader claims that his goods are the best. In business 
every consumer is a judge but in religion Allah alone is the Judge. So who 

gave the sectarians the authority to assert that their madh-habs are right? 

The ill wishers of the madh-hab of Ibadhi say that Imam Jabir bin Zaid the 

founder of the Ibadhi sect, was not an Ibadhi. They say that Jabir denied, 
when asked, whether he belonged to this sect. That was natural because, at 

that time, Ibadhism was an underground movement rebelling against the 

Umayyad rulers; it was a political faction in a way fighting against the 

corruption of the ruling regimes, and if Jabir denied he was Ibadhi, he was 

naturally trying to save his own skin otherwise he would have been arrested 

and imprisoned, and in fact he was for a short period of time and then 
released. He was later exiled to Oman. But that is not the point. The 

important thing is that Ibadhis follow his teachings. The Prophet’s Hadiths 

which they rely on were transmitted through him from Ibn Abbas and other 

recognized narrators. Shias follow Seyyidna Ali but he was not a Shia nor 

belonged to any sect. This is true of all Imams; Muslims identify themselves 
with one or the other of the Imams, not in their lifetime but long after their 

deaths. 

In their own frantic effort to disparage Ibadhism, they say it is a small sect 

only. Since when does righteousness necessarily go with numerical 

strength? Islam is the second largest religion after Christianity. So those 
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who go after big numbers, they might as well join Christianity. On the 
question of numbers, let us see what Sheikh Al-Ma’soomi says in his book 
(p.64):- 

‘Those who do not follow the right path may be grater in number but 
are worthless before Allah’. 

Former righteous and nobles have said: 

“Choose the right path and do not feel lonesome in this path due to your 

smallness in number. Keep away from the wrong way and do not be 

taken in by the majority — certainly they are approaching their 
destruction’. 

In religion, unlike politics, numerical strength is irrelevant. Remember you 

are worshipping God, and that is what matters, even if you are alone. Imam 
Auzai is reported to have said:- 

‘Follow the pious predecessors of the early period of Islam even if you 

are left alone; do not pay any heed to later views and opinions 

because most of these are just adorned with high sounding words 

and phrases....’ 

Dr. Mustafa Mahmoud, an Egyptian scholar in his treatise on Intercession 
(Aclicll) has this to say on the question of majority:- 

Gtmclially 5985 iM ge Ande YI cl jal 6 ech SS 5 sill gl lle yy Aue YL 5 sill Lilia 4 
Oly... lua} SY, Yao SY) pail Gilgen y Sad cill gy SF cael Shad gill gas 
BS YI gd Lal Lita la Naa. 3 ylacall Sal aay Gall ee cy 9S pol alin Aude YI ae (9S 

sabes Y lal (58 alll isla, alge 64 ISN Gly, Decal (gle Ayle Y! Gof Ly Lakes 
Jy alesis YI aa ol cy sling Y Galil Sly 6 Cy giega Y Oalill UiST sy « Gy sed Y Galil isl, « 

Og 6S ad y Leila SLM pple aed OLN Y) Gye of. GISYI Ge Lay Joss... Jacl aa 
AY) Y} Catal) 5a) (4 dial! dau oly... ball Spb gle 

‘In our world, victory by majority leads you to success in everything. The 
majority parties are the ones which win (high) positions, and they are more 

representative of the people, and they represent more fair and just points of 

view. And to be with the majority means to be on the side of right and to be 
with those in the from place. This is the position of this world. As for the 

Hereafter, our Lord instructs us that the majority are astray (in error) and the 
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majority are in Hell. In the Qur'an it is mentioned, most of the people are 
ignorant, most of the people do not understand,, most of the people do not 
believe, and most of the people are unreasonable; they are but like cattle and 
more astray. Our Lord says about the majority: they follow nothing but 
conjecture, they are always wrong, they are the losers all along, and in the 

end they will not enter Heaven except the minority’. (Translation by the 
author). 

There are a number of ayahs in the Qur'an which support Dr. Mustafa’s 
statement above b I will quote only two of them. In Suratul An’am (6), 
verse 116 says:- 

ee 82 YI abd Ohy GUM YE cy gets Ol atl as ye I glues (ya Wl od Ge DiS! ahi Gly 

“And 1f you obey most of those on earth, they will lead you astray, far away 
from Allah’s Way. They follow nothing but conjecture and they do nothing 

but lie". And in the same Surah (el=3¥! ), verse 119, Allah says:- 

Meyptianll ale! ya chy ol ale yay agil wl cy sla IAS oly" 

“And surely many do lead (mankind) astray by their own desires without 

knowledge. Certainly your Lord knows best the transgressors”. (Dr. Al 
Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

See also V.179 S.7 

So if someone invites you to join his religion or sect because they are the 
majority, there is no better advice to take than that given in the above verses 
by Allah Himself. 

One of the factors which contributed to the numerical strength and survival 

of some madh-habs is the support they received from the State of 
government. State support is the most important deciding factor for the 
survival of a madh-hab. 

According to Abu Ameena Bilal Philips, there were other madhhabs with 
outstanding scholars but they disappeared for political reasons. Now let us 

see how these major madhbhabs came to flourish and spread to other 
countries. 

5 glad a) y8 3 LAS 5 SLAM ALeLall Lie yall AGN TL pall cae Cue og 
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See V.24 (U2 3594), V.13 (+3) 90), V.26 (SLEY!), V.116 (254). Quoted from 
(Aiuull 485 P.43 by 5 slo all Loup 2) 

HANAFEE MADH-HAB 

When Abu Yusuf, a student of Abu Hanifa was appointed chief judge 
during the second half of the 8" Century (CE) of the Abbasid rule, he used 
to appoint judges for various cities, and all his appointments were followers 
of the Hanafee madh-hab. Thus he was instrumental in the spread of this 

school throughout the Muslim empire. 

When Ottoman rulers codified Islamic law according to the Hanafi madh- 
hab in the 19" century CE and made it state law, any scholar who aspired to 
be a judge was obliged to learn it. As a result, the madh-hab spread 
throughout the Ottoman Islamic State during the last part of 19" century. As 

a result the Hanafee madh-hab spread to Iraq, Syria, India, Afghanistan, 

Pakistan, Guyana, Trinidad, throughout Turkey itself and to some extents 

Egypt. (Abu Ameena Bilal Philiphs p.68). 

MALKI MADH-HAB 

In his closing chapter, on the Causes of Madha-hib, Sheikh Al-Ma’soomi 

(p.77) quotes from a book by Ahmad bin Muhammed Muqgnri the following 
passage:- 

“Previously the people of Morocco and Andalus followed the method of 
Imam Auzai but afterwards they adopted the method of Imam Malik 
because Hakam bin Hisham Abdul Rahman Al-Dakhil, the third Omayyah 

(Umayyad) ruler of Andaluus ordered them to pass judgment according to 

the views and words of Imam Malik and people of Medina. This had 

happened for political considerations by orders of (the ruler) Hakam”. 

One of the political considerations is that Imam Malik admired the ruler of 
Andalus and said to a man from Andalus, 

“May your ruler take over the charge of our Haram (masjid) and may Allah 

bless him”. 

The man narrated this incident to the ruler Hakam who urged the people of 
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Andalus to adopt the madh-hab of Imam Malik 

SHAFEE MADH-HAB 

Until the tenth century, the Madh-hab of Imam Awzaa’ee was the dominant 
creed in Syria, Jordan, Palestine and Lebanon as well as in Spain. But when 

Abu Zar’ah Muhammad ibn Uthman of the Shaafi’ee madhhab was 
appointed judge of Damascus, he began the practice of giving a prize of 100 
dinars to any student who memorized the book, Mukhtasar al-Muuzanee (a 

basic book of Shaafi’ee Fiqh). Naturally this practice caused the Shafi’ee 
Madh-hab to spread rapidly in Syria. (Abu Ameena Bilal Philips p.69). 

HANBALEE MADH-HAB 

The majority of the followers of this Madh-hab can now be found in 

Palestine and Saudi Arabia. Its survival in Saudi Arabia, after almost 

completely dying out elsewhere in the Muslim world, is due to the fact that 

the founder of the so-called Wahhabee revivalist movement, Muhammad 

ibn Abdul Wahhab, had studied under the scholars of the Hanbalee madh- 

hab, and thus it unofficially became the fiqh madh-hab of the movement. 
When Abdul-Azeez ibn Saud captured most of the Arabiina peninsula and 
established the Saudi dynasty, he made the Hanbalee madh-hab the basis of 
the kingdom’s legal system. (Abu Ameena Bilal Philips p.86-87). 

SHIA MADH-HAB 

“One of the kings of Iran, Khudaa Bandah (¢!a4 1.4) belonged to one of the 
Sunni sects. One day he was angry with his wife and divorced her three 

times. Then he wanted to revoke the divorce and take his wife again. But 

the Sunni scholars told him that there was no way until she married 
someone else and get divorced. The king found that difficult, so he sought 

the legal opinion of Ibnul-Mutahhar (>¢4!! o!) , one of the Shia scholars 
in jurisprudence (fiqh) who decided that there had been no divorce because 

not all the conditions of divorce had been fulfilled and so the king could 

take back his wife. The king was pleased with this legal opinion and 

decided to appoint him as his adviser, and this had an effect of influencing 
the king to become a Shia and his people followed suit’. (p.143 4¢ pl! 
3_»aall ), Translation by the Author). 

Thus the dominance of a madh-hab in any particular country is the result of 
having been imposed by the political authorities in power, it has nothing to 

do with its genuiness or otherwise. When Western powers ruled Africa they 
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brought their religion with them and so Christianity flourished there and 
became the largest religion in the continent, south of the Sahara but that is 
not to say that it is the best of all other religions prevailing there. 

Unitarianism is one of the smallest, if not the smallest, sects in Christianity. 
Its followers adhere to the original teachings of Jesus Christ and believe in 
one God, and reject the doctrine of Trinity. They are nearest to Islam, but, 
like the Khawarij, they suffered persecution under the ecclesiastical 
hierarchy in Europe. Michael Servetus (1511-1553 CE) who was born in 
Spain was a great advocate of Unitarianism; he was a physician as well as 
geographer. Because of his religious belief, there was an attempt on his life 

and so he fled to France and then to Switzerland. He was considered a 

heretic by other Christian denominations, like the Khawarij by some other 
Islamic sects. 

Muhammad Ata-ur-Rahim, in his book, “Jesus, A Prophet of Islam” (p.115) 

writes the following account of Servetus attempt to spread the doctrine of 
Unitarianism:- 

“Since all his attempts to influence people by personal contact failed, 

Servetus published two books, one was called “The Errors of Trinity” 

and the other “Two Dialogues on Trinity”. The result was that the 

Church hounded Servetus from one place to another. Servetus was 

_ forced to change his name, but not his views. From 1532 until his death 

he lived under an assumed name”. 

Calvin, his Protestant opponent had him arrested by the Roman Catholics 
and thrown into prison on a charge of heresy” (a very popular charge among 

religious, including Muslim, scholars when they differ from one another). 

He tried to escape in disguise from prison but was again arrested and 

prosecuted. At his trial he was found guilty of heresy. On 26" October 1553 

Servetus was burnt alive with a copy of his book, The Errors of Trinity, tied 
with him. In later years the people of Geneva in remorse erected a statue in 
his memory, not of his opponent Calvin who was supposed to be a reformer. 
Castillo, one of the followers of Servetus, said:- 

“To burn a man is not to prove a doctrine” (i.e. The Trinity Doctrine). 

The sect of Unitarianism still survives, 450 years after his death. Similarly, 

the Ibadhi madhhab survives after more than 1350 years of the massacre of 

the innocent people of Nahrawan. People may be buried to extinction but 
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not the truth. 

IBADHI MADH-HAB 

In the battle of the Camel between Seyyidna Ali and Muawitya , there were 
a number of Companions (Sahabas) among the forces of the former. Dr. 

Majid Ali Khan in his book, The Pious Caliphs (p.186) describes the 
composition of Seyyidna Ali’s army as follows:- 

“This could be noticed with the fact that in the first battle which took 

place between Hadhrat Ali and Hadhrat Aisha (and her group) about 

800 of those Companions who had participated in the Treaty of 

Hudaibiyah were with Hadhrat Ali besides other Companions”. 

And so when a faction of Seyyidna Ali’s army broke away and formed a 
separate independent group which later came to be known as the Khawarjj, 

there were a number of Companions among them. Later the group decided 
to appoint one of them as their Imam and the choice fell on Abdullah bin 

Wahab Al-Rasby who was one of the Sahabas who had originally joined 

Seyyidna Ali. He was the first non-Quraish Imam. Hence when the battle of 

Nahrawan broke out, it was not meant just to crush the rebellion of the 
Khawar but was also to overthrow Abdullah bin Wahab Al-Rasby from an 

office, which had hitherto been reserved for the Quraishis only. The battle 
ended with the killing of Abdullah bin Wahab. 

Abdullah bin Ibadh Al-Tamimy after whose name the sect is known was not 

yet born. He was born later during the reign of Muawiyah (40-60H) and 

grew up at a time when the political atmosphere was highly charged. It 
seems he did not live long, for he died during the rule of Abdul-Malik bin 
Marwan (65-86H) the 5" Umayyad ruler and so his life span stretched out 
to about 45 years only if not lee. He came from the Najd Region of what is 

now known as Saudi Arabia. 

Abdullah bin Ibadhi was politically active against the Umayyads and used 

to propagate the views of his movement openly. He was its spokesman and 

ardent activist. He is reported to have written to Khalifa/Abdul Malik bin 
Marwan in which he refuted allegations of religious extremism. He opposed 

the views of various other movements especially the followers of Al- 
Azraqi, an extreme wing of the Khawarij. Because of his open activities, 

the movement was named after him. 

But the real founder of the Ibadhi School was Imam Jabir bin Zaid leading it 
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behind the scene; he was its spiritual leader and had his own group of 
students who were receiving religious teachings on the basis of the Qur'an, 
the Holy Prophet’s traditions and the judicial rulings of the rightly guided 
Caliphs. Prominent among his students was Abu Ubeida Muslim bin Abi 
Karima Al-Tamimy who took over the leadership of the movement after his 

death. The latter was responsible for spreading Ibadhism and establishing 

the first Ibadhi Imamates in Hadhramawt, Oman and North A frica. 

The Ibadhis broke away from other Khawarij factions because of the latter’s 
extremist views towards their fellow Muslim opponents. The Azraqis, one 

of such factions regarded their Muslim opponents as ‘Kuffar’ in the sense of 

polytheists or idolaters and justified killing their women and children or 
take them as prisoners and plunder their property. They made it obligatory 

to fight them as jihad and those who stayed behind were regarded as 
idolaters. The Ibadhis rejected this views, and their policy on the relations 
with fellow Muslims was expressed by Abdullah bin Ibadh as follows:- 

“We do not regard our Muslim opponents (Mukhalifun) as idolaters, 

for they believe in the unity of God, the Book, and the Messenger. But 

they are ‘infidels-ingrate’ (42) (Lis ) . We hold it lawful to inherit from 

them, and live among them. The faith of Islam unites them (with us)”. 

[Studies in Ibadhism p.33]. 

Not only did the Ibadhis dissociate themselves from the un-Islamic war 

policies of the Khawarij, they also had to fight against them in self-defence. 

Dr. Muhammad Rashid Al-‘Ugaily in his booklet, a+ ilies ye .,4 Ano! 
SW! a prac (4 dutlell 45a! (published by the Ministry of National Heritage 
and Culture of the Sultanate of Oman) reports that the Khawarij Najdat 

(another extremist wing) under the leadership of Najdah bin Amir Al- 

Hanafy, imposed their authority on the eastern part of the Arabian peninsula 

and Bahrain and wanted to extend it to Oman. They sent an army under the 

command of ‘Atayah bin Al-Aswad Al-Hanafy, seized it and murdered its 

ruler ‘Abbad Al-Julandy. He stayed there for a month, then left after 

appointing Abu Qassim as his deputy. But the restored Al-Julandi rule over 
Oman. The Omanis warded off another attempt by Najdat to seize the 

country again, which proves without doubt Ibadhis’ utter refusal to the 
principles of the extremist factions of the Khawarij like Azariqas and 

Najdat. Another occasion when Ibadhis fought the Khawarjj, this time the 

Sufriyyah faction, has been reported by Dr. Isam Al-Rawas of the Sultan 
Qaboos University in his book, Oman in Early Islamic History (P.117):- 
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“After the Sufriyyah, under the command of Shayban Al-Yashkuri, 

arrived in Julfar, they were met by the Ibadhiyyah, who refused them 

access to the town. The Imam, Al-Julanda bin Masud, who was thus 

faced with the dual challenge of the Sufriyah and the Abbasid army, 

sent Hilal bin Attyyah Al-Khurrasani and Yahya bin Najih to fight 

them. According to Ibadhi sources, the Imam’s army refused to give 

Suffriyyah shelter. Instead they asked them to accept the Ibadhi 

doctrine or else leave the town peacefully. The Sufriyyah chose to 

fight...... The two parties then met in battle and the Sufriyyah were 

defeated”. 

The events narrated above gives us the following clear picture. From the 
policy declarations made by Abdullah bin Ibadh and Abdullah bin Yahya 

al-Kindi regarding their treatment of Muslim opponents in times of war, and 
the two battles which took place first with the Najdat and then with the 
Sufriyyah, showed clearly that the Ibadhis had nothing in common with the 
Khawarij apart from the Muhakkimah when a faction of Seyyidna Ali’s 
army defected when he accepted arbitration with Muawiyah. After that, the 
faction split up into different groups and each one of them went its own 

way, pursuing separate policies. So those who group together the Ibadhis 
with other extremist splinter groups are distorting history, and aim to 
perpetuate division among the Islamic ummah especially bearing in mind 
that the other splinter groups no longer exist today. 

Ibadhism is one of the oldest, if not the oldest school of Islam. In history it 

has been associated with various groups fighting against the tyranny and 
injustices of the Umayyad and Abbasid rulers. Its followers have lived, by 
and large in remote areas of North Africa. At the same time Oman was for 

centuries isolated from the rest of the world. That is why many Muslims of 
other countries have heard little, if at all, of the sect. It is only in the last 

thirty years that Oman and Ibadhism in the dark. We do not pursue a 

vigorous propaganda campaign as our rivals do; and nowadays you cannot 

sell without advertisement, and bad goods sell better with it than high 
quality ones without it. 

We need to publish more Ibadhi literature and translate it into other 
languages so that Muslims of other sects and nationalities become 

acquainted with and educated about it. We should not try to convert them; if 
they join us, well and good; if they don’t, it is their free choice! We should 

adopt the policy of our forefathers of not imposing our creed on others as 

some other sects are vigorously attempting to d: "U2! .,-4 ol_S! Y — there is no 
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compulsion in religion” (Verse 256 of Suratul Baqara). But we ought to try 

to enlighten them on what Ibadhism Is all about, so that they are cleansed of 

their ignorance, fanaticism and prejudices which they have acquired for 
centuries from their parents, religious teachers and enemies of Islamic unity. 

Islam is a universal religion in the sense that it has been brought for the 
benefit of all mankind, not just for people of a particular race or country, 
and the way it has spread to other regions of the world proves its 
cosmopolitan character. It was born in the village of Mecca in the midst of 

paganism in the year 610 CE when the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) 

received his first divine inspiration. Twelve years later it fled from the 
pagans’ persecution and sought refuge in Medina where the Prophet was 

given warm welcome. The tender seedling of Islam was nurtured in that city 

until it was firmly rooted, and by the time the Prophet died in 632 CE it was 

fully grown up at the matured age of twenty-two. At this time there were 
only three countries in the world which had embraced Islam, namely, Hiyaz, 

Oman and Yemen (see map attached) The rest of what is not the Moslem 

world was either under Christianity, Judaism, Zoroastrianism, Hinduism, 

Buddhism or paganism. A large part of the Arabian peninsula too was still 

under paganism (see map in the appendix). Oman like Medina, but unlike 
Mecca, accepted Islam peacefully. Mecca after many years of armed 
confrontation surrendered to Islam in 630 CE. On the other hand Oman 
responded positively after the Prophet (Peace be upon him) sent a special 

emissary, Amr bin Al-‘As with a letter calling upon the rulers of Oman to 
accept Islam about the year 629 CE. Thus Oman and Mecca entered Islam 

at about the same time. The Prophet’s emissary remained in Oman for some 

time to teach its people the Qur'an and what Islam is. 

And yet when Omani students meet Muslim students from some other 

countries abroad, the latter ask the former to testify to the two articles of 

faith: 

BN S gece y Lamas ih og aS} ANY of Bald 

Implying that the Ibadhis are not Muslims!! It is a shame that these 

misguided students do not know the history, the essence and principles of 

Islam. But they are not to be blamed because they had been subjected to 

indoctrination under a wrongs system of religious education based on an 

arrogant maxim: 
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“We only are right, the rest are wrong!! 

In the next twenty-eight years, Islam continued to thrive in Medina, in spite 
of internal pressures, producing seeds which spread far and wide, both 
eastwards and westwards. At the age of fifty 1t moved to Damascus where it 
established its capital and lasted for nearly a century. However as a result of 
a bloody struggle for power among the Quraishis, the Islamic empire was 
split up, one part of it under the Umayyad family establishing its 
headquarters in Spain, and the other part under the Abbasid House settled in 
Iraq. Iraq developed into a thriving cultural center of the Islamic world. 

It had contacts with and was influenced by Greek, Persian and Indian 
civilizations. Many books from those countries were translated into Arabic, 

and Muslims who studied the translated works developed interest in 
mathematics, science, astronomy, literature and medicine. Parallel 

developments in these fields were taking place in the western part of the 
Islamic State, that 1s Spain. The Abbasid rule continued for the next 500 

years until its collapse in the middle of the 13" century. After that it 
transferred its metropolis to Constantinople in Turkey in the beginning of 
the 14" century with the rise of the Ottoman Empire during which time 
Islam was able to penetrate into the heart of Europe as well as Asia. 
Constantinople remained the religion’s stronghold for a period of more than 
half a millennium leaving a permanent impact on some parts of Europe and 
in many parts of Asia. These achievements, intellectual as well as spiritual, 

have been the results of valuable joint contributions and concerted efforts 
exerted by multifarious people of different parts or regions of the world. 
Thus the Islamic torch moved from one country to another like a relay race, 
the first runner hands over the torch to the next until the last runner, and 
when the race is won, the credit goes to all who participated in the race, not 
just to the last or the first runner. Thus Islam belongs to all Muslims; it does 

not belong to any group of them or to any particular country. For those who 
are not familiar with Ibadhi contribution to the spread of Islam, the 

following are brief accounts. Dr. Issam Al-Rawas in his book, Oman in 

early Islamic History (p.50-51), quoting from al-Awtabi, writes as follows:- 

“Thus the Omanis played a major role in the conquest of Persia. They had 

joined with the rest of the Arab tribes in the war from Iraq, where they 

were center in Basra, while others crossed the sea from Oman to the 

Persian coast, being skilful navigators, where they succeeded in encircling 

the Persians along with their fellow soldiers. As a result, many Omani 
tribes, after completing the mission of conquering Persia, either returned 
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to or emigrated and settled in Basra”. 

Another occasion in which Ibadhis made a contribution in the defence of 
Islam presented itself in the second half of the 17" century. After expelling 
the Portuguese from the coast of Oman in January 1650, the Ibadhi Imam, 

Sultan bin Seif Al-Yaaruby received a request from the Muslims of East 
Africa to assist them in ousting the Portuguese colonizers from their 
territories. Apart from levying heavy taxes on the local Muslim population, 
there was evidence that the Portuguese were trying to impose Christianity 
on them as they did in Goa in India, East Timor in Indonesia and Macao in 
China. Norman R. Bennet in his book, A History of the Arab State in 

Zanzibar (p.10 — 13), describes the situation in Mombasa, Pemba and 
Zanzibar as follows:- 

“Prior to falling under the sway of Mombasa the usual four or five separate 
rulers resident upon Pemba apparently had been supplanted during the 
course of the sixteenth century by one ruler, including one individual whom 
the Portuguese had sent to India for education. He also married a 
Portuguese subject. On his return however he failed to receive the 

acceptance of Pemba inhabitants, the affair dragging on unresolved into the 

seventeenth century”. 

“In Mombasa, following the death of the first ruler of the Malindi dynasty, 

relations between the inhabitants and the Portuguese progressively 

deteriorated. An attempted solution to the problem was the sending of a 
future ruler, Yusuf bin Hassan, to India where he accepted Christianity and 

was educated in Portuguese ways before returning to assume his position in 
Mombasa. Yusuf, however, became increasingly dissatisfied with his 

foreign masters and, fearful of his own future, seized control of Mombasa in 

1631”. 

“Answering requests for aid from a Pemba delegation to Muscat, an Omani 
expedition, with support from Pemba (unsuccessfully) raided in 1652 the 

Portuguese establishment in Zanzibar.” 

“in the following decades Zanzibar remained quiet, but Pemba consistently 

supported Omani ventures against the Portuguese. Final Omani triumph 
came following an epic siege of Mombasa... With Mombassa’s fall, 

Zanzibar briefly remained the only Portuguese occupied center north of 

Mozambique until the Omanis seized it...” 
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Had it not been for Ibadhi’s military intervention, these three places would 
have been Catholic enclaves and would have remained so until today just 
like Goa, East Timor and Macao. The important thing to bear in mind 1s that 
the Muslims of East Africa belong to the Shafii madh-hab but did not 
request military aid from the Muslim Khalifa (G2«lu«ll 44:15) in Istanbul or his 
Governor in Mecca or Medina but chose to seek assistance from the Ibadhi 
Imam in Oman, or as the sectarian fanatics would call him Imam of the 

Khawarij (¢ !s5! ell). 

Another striking point on the part of Ibadhis, they did not impose their 
madh-hab on the people of that region as others would have done in the 
circumstances in the belief that all madhahib constitute the same religion- 
they worship the same one God and believe that Muhammad is His last 

Messenger and that the Qur'an is the word of Allah. Oman was and still is a 

relatively poor country and war costs money and manpower especially 
when the battlefield is many thousand miles away across the sea. But this 
was a war of ‘jihad’ and it was their duty to respond to the call and fight a 
ruthless enemy in defence of Islam and their Muslim brethren. So one 

would expect that the Islamic world would appreciate the sacrifice made for 
the cause of Islam. 

But, No! That was not so. From the year 1800 onwards, Oman was subject 

to a series of raids and invasions from some neighbouring Muslim country 
in varying degrees of force over a period of seventy years. The purpose of 

these aggressions was the propagation of a new brand of Islam and 
extortionate plundering in the name of Zakaat (See Ian Skeet p.138 — 139). 

But why was Oman, and not any other neighbouring country, chosen as the 
target of these “missionary campaigns”? The reason is simple, because 
Ibadhis believe in the following fundamental principles of Islam:- 

A. 1. (a) That Allah is one only and has no partner and that they 
believe in His Angels, Messengers, Books in the Hereafter 
and in Predestination. 

(b) That Muhammad (Peace be upon him) is His last Messenger. 

2. That it is obligatory to say daily prayers, five times. 

3. That it is obligatory to pay Zakaat. 

4. That it is obligatory to fast during the month of Ramadhan. 
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5. That it is obligatory to perform pilgrimage in Mecca once in 
one’s lifetime for those who are capable. 

6. That certain acts of behaviour or conduct are sins as prescribed 
by the Qur'an and are punishable in this world and in the 
Hereafter. 

B. But Ibadhis also believe in the following:- 

1. That Almighty God will not be seen in the Hereafter. 

2. That those who will enter Hell for committing grave sins will not get 
out of it. 

3. That the Qur'an is not part of essence of Allah though they believe it 

is the word of God. 

4. That Allah has no limbs. 

3. That Allah is not in a particular place, the seventh Heaven. 

The second (B) group of beliefs is regarded by Jbadhis as secondary, not 
fundamental, theological issues which have arisen as a result of sectarian 
disagreements in the interpretation of certain Qur’anic verses. These issues 
have been discussed in detail in the previous chapter. 

The result of these raids have left, in their wake, wounds and tensions in 

some areas between neighbouring villages and it is only in the last thirty 
years that they have started gradually to heal and abate. 

If the conflict arose as a result of doctrinal disagreements, one might as well 
ask ‘what is then Islam?’ The question was answered by the Holy Prophet 
(Peace be upon him) when it was put to him by Angel Gabriel (Jibreel) as 

follows: - 

See footnote (a-b) of the translation of Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan to Vepe 

No. 85 of S.3 (Al-Imam) P.84 

a sacaiig BLS HM 5} 3g Bacall ssh g 6 abil CS gun y dare cyl y ail YI al Y ool ag. oly) 
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(( Agee 4a) Creda Gy) Cull eats Glos) 

AES y AAS y ails (055 Go )) plans dale abit gles abil J pony ad! GLa! Le : Jae ll 
(( 2 satis opp pal Gig DAY a sally aay 

“Islam is to testify that there is no god but Allah and that Muhammad 1s the 

Messenger of Allah, to perform the prayers, to pay Zakat, to fast Ramadhan, 

and to make the Pilgrimage to the House if you are able to do so”. Jibreel 

said, “What is Iman (belief)? He (Peace be upon him) said: “It is to believe 

in Allah, His angels, His books, His Messengers, and the Last Day, and to 

believe in Destiny — both the good and the evil thereof. (Imams Rabu, 
Ahmed bin Hanbal and Muslim). 

This is Islam as defined by the Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) himself. 
Who else would know better than he what Islam is? The other disputable or 
controversial issues listed in B above are divine secrets which no human 
knows with certainty about them. They are opinions which constitute a 
madh-hab and as Al-Ma’soomi says (p.12): - 

“Not only ignorant and illiterate people but also many scholars who 

imagine themselves well informed, are of the opinion that every Muslim 

must follow an Imam (that is madh-hab). This is not only a mistaken 

idea but it is also an attestation of people’s ignorance and unawareness 
of the BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF ISLAM”, 

The basic knowledge of Islam is contained in the reply of the Holy Prophet 
(Peace be upon him) to Angel Jibreel quoted above. To some people the 

fundamental principles of Islam are not all that important; what is important 

to them are the differences that exist among the various sects, ignoring the 
basic principles that unite them. Some Islamic scholars are so engrossed or 

obsessed in sectarianism or their madh-hab that they consider those outside 
their madh-hab who hold different views from them as heretics. But who 

are greater heretics than those who form sectarian clubs and call those 

inside them Ahlul Haq and those outside them Ahlul Bida’? Did the Holy 
Prophet authorize 1t? What he said about madh-hab is as follows:- 

“My people will split into 73 sects. All of them will go to Hell. Only 

one will be saved. And all of them will claim they are that one”. (Hadith 
No.41, Musnadul Rabii). This Hadith has been confirmed by Imams 

Ahmed, Abu Daud, Al Tirmidhi and Ibn Mayjah. 

If you go through the Hadith carefully you will notice that the Holy Prophet 
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(Peace be upon him) said only one will be saved, not four or twelve, or none 
of them. But some sectarian fanatics seem to have better knowledge than 
the Prophet himself. They have arrogated to themselves the divine 
prerogative of passing judgment before the Day of Judgment; they are in a 
hurry to forestall the results before they are out by declaring which madh- 
habs are right and which are wrong!! 

The question of who will go to Heaven or Hell does not depend upon 

membership of a particular madh-hab or group of madh-habs; it depends 
upon individual performance in this life, for as Allah Himself has said in 
Suratul-Qari’ah (S.101) verses 6-1 1:- 

(9) Az gla ald (A) 452 5h pe Cad cya Ll §g (V) Ancol Atte (gd 548 (1) Air; pe Cali Gye Lil 
(1) Ayla GG (1+) 4a le Sal ley 

“Then as for him whose balance (of good deeds) will be heavy (6), 

he will live a pleasant life (in paradise) (7), but as for him whose 

balance (of good deeds) will be light (8), he will have his home in 
pit (Hell), (9); and what will make you know what it is? (10) (It is) a 

fiercely blazing Fire! (11). (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. Khan). 

See also Vepes No. 28-30 of 42ta!! 355 (No.45) and V.13 of 8.75 
and also V.9 of S.17 (el). 

Thus we will be individually rewarded or punished according to the scale of 
our good deeds (55 ) as against our sins (~»+) which we have committed 
in this world; our membership of a madh-hab would not count, for millions 
of Muslim do not even know the tenets of their respective sects although 

they are all aware of the fundamental principles of Islam. The above verses 
have been recited again with some modifications in Suratul-A’raaf (verses 8 
and 9 ), In Suratul-Muuminuun (verses 102 and 103) and in Suratul- 

Anbiyaa (verse 47). Again in Suratul-Maryam, (verse 69), Allah says:- 

"Lie Gan yl gle ail gal dad IS Gye Ge jill " 

“Then indeed We shall drag out from every sect all those who were worst in 

obstinate rebellion against the Most Gracious (Allah)”. (Dr. Al Hilali & Dr. 

Khan). 

It should be noted that God did not say that He would drag out some sects 
which were worst in obstinate rebellion against Him, but He said, He would 

drag them out from every sect. In other words no rebellious person will 
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escape from being singled out for punishment because of his membership to 
a particular madh-hab. It is his performance in this life which matters and 

decides whether he will be punished or performance in this life which 
matters and decides whether he will be punished or not. 

The following two poetic verses are ascribed to Imam Ali bin Talib:- 

Leal a gall Sad GS all Y] LgiSuas 3 gall reac yall ola Y 

Lah LS ty als Gy! L—giSeve oil id) aly ols 

Thus Seyyidna Ali is telling us that a man will find in the next life the house 
which he built in this life before he died. So if he has constructed a pleasant 

dwelling by doing good deeds here in this world, he will find the same there 

in the next. On the other hand if he puts up an evil one here by committing 
mischief, the same will be there waiting for him. In other words, it is the 

performance of an individual Muslim in this life which matters rather than 

membership of a sectarian club as some religious fanatics try to mislead the 
Islamic ummah. 

Before leaving the subject of the spread of madh-hab let us conclude with a 
reference to Sheikh Al-Masoomi again (p.77):- 

“In a nutshell it can be said that these sects, madhahibs and creeds 

are part of politics of rulers, leaders and politicians. If you wish to 

know the reasons and causes of expansion of sects, study 
Mugqaddimah of Ibn Khaldun. He has discussed the cases in detail and 

has inferred that selfish, greedy imposters and cunning politicians are 
the cause of the spread of madhahib”. 

Next time you go to a mosque for Friday prayers and you hear an Imam 
abusing followers of another Islamic sect, remember the words of Ibn 

Khaldoon, namely, they are nothing but selfish, greedy imposters and part 

of politics of cunning rulers. (By the way, Ibn Khaldoon, a Tunisian, 1s 

internationally acknowledged as a philosopher and Father of the Science of 

History. He belonged to the Malki sect). 

As we are approaching the end of this book it would be of interest to read 

the comments of non-Muslim authors on the Ibadhi sect. These authors have 

been fortunate in that they had not been influenced in their childhood 

against any madh-hab and so have been able to study Islam with an open, 

impartial mind, free of any prejudices unlike some Muslim scholars. So 
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professor Duncan B. Macdonald, author of a book, Development of Muslim 
Theology, Jurisprudence and Constitutional Theory (Beirut, 1956,24) has 
this to say on Ibadhism:- 

“Tt cannot be doubted that these men (the Ibadhis) were the true 

representatives of the old Islam. They claimed for themselves the 

heirship to Abu Bakar and Umar, and their claim was just. Islam had 
been secularized, worldly ambition, fratricidal strife, luxury, and sin 

destroyed the old bond of brotherhood. So they drew themselves 

apart and went their own way, a way which their descendants still 
follow in Oman, in East Africa and in Algeria” (Studies in Ibadhism 
by Dr. A.K.Ennami p.41). 

The underlined words above describe the nature of the Umayyad, Abbasid 

and Fatimid regimes from which the Ibadhis isolated themselves by 
establishing their own separate independent Imamates. 

Another writer, Prof. Schacht, author of Origins of Muhammadan 

Jurisprudence has made the following observations on the Ibadhi sect: - 

“The variants (differences) of Muhammadan law which are recognized by 
the ancient sects of Islam, the Kharijis and the Shiites, do not differ from the 
doctrine of the Orthodox or Sunni schools of law more widely than these 

differ from one another”. (Dr. A.K. Ennami p.120) 

Dr. Ennami adds that the reason for the similarity of law among the Islamic 

schools is due to the fact that they owe their origin from the Quran, the 
Sunnah and Ijmaa (consensus of the Sahabas). Hence the classifications of 

Islamic schools into Fiqhiyya (or Sunniyyah) and Aqaidiyya is artificial, 
misleading and arbitrary designed to create a rift in the religion. 

The following is an extract from a book entitled, ‘Islam’ (published in 

London & New York, 1961) edited by John Alden Williams (pp 213 —- 
214):- 

“The Kharijis soon divided into several sects; from the first they were men 
who would not and could not compromise. Since their principles frequently 

led them to fight to the last against overwhelming odds, only the most 

moderate of these sects, the Ibadhis, has survived into modem times..... 
their just dealings with the People of the Book made them many friends 
among the subject peoples. They were nothing if not sincere men, and in 

their devotion to the Qur'an and the Divine Imperative as they understood it, 
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one must admire, even if grudgingly, the harsh uncompromising 
righteousness of the Semitic prophets whose followers they were. They 
have their own legal system and collections of Hadith. They are exceedingly 
puritanical, and forbid tobacco, games, music, Sufism, luxury,.......... ” 

With regard to tobacco, it is true that smoking is forbidden among the 
Ibadhis as it is considered ‘haram’ (unlawful’ whereas some other sects 

regard it as distasteful (¢s)S«) ; and so at one time smoking in public was 
banned in Muscat. The outside world considered it, then, a peculiar law. 
Today there is a worldwide ban on public smoking in such places as 
restaurants, hospitals, aeroplanes and public transport, which shows that 
Ibadhism is ahead of times. 

Now let us see what a Muslim author has to comment on this small sect. He 

is Dr. Ehsan Ehsanullah, author of a book, Siyasa Shar’iyya (Malaysia, 
1996) who has defined the Ibadhi sect as, 

“a minor, but by no means unimportant, orthodox branch of Islam. 
Doctrinally, they seem to balance the two extreme views of the Sunni and 

the Shii on the question of leadership of the Community of Faith, the 

Umma. Their fiqh, however, is generally speaking not very much different 
from the fiqh of others. The Ibadhis (are) generally regarded as being the 
remnants of the Khawarij. Majority of the Ibadhis, however, deny having 
any substantial connection with the Khawarij”. 

On the question of leadership, both the Sunnis and the Shias have supported 

the hereditary system of succession for the institution of the Imamate, but 

whereas the latter insist that the candidate must be selected from among the 

descendants of Seyyidna Ali, for the former any Quraishi candidate can 
qualify for the office. For the Ibadhis the appointment is open to all 
Muslims who qualify for it by the general consensus of the Ummah through 
consultation. The Ibadhi stand is consistent with modern democratic trends. 

Lastly here is a selection of a Friday sermon of an early Ibadhi leader who 
in 129H. (747 AD) briefly captured Mecca and Medina. It has been 

preserved in several early collections of rhetoric as an example of Arab 
eloquence and moral fervor. He is Abu Hamza al-Mukhtar bin Awf al-Uzdy 

al-Umany (also known as Abu Hamza al-Shari) one of the prominent 
Ibadhis of Basra. The sermon was delivered in Medina in the presence of 
Imam Malik ibn Anas:- 
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“I counsel you in fear of God and the Sunna of His prophet — His blessing 
and peace be on him and to observe the ties of blood, and magnify the truth 
of God which tyrants have diminished, and to diminish the falsehood they 
have magnified, to put to death the injustice they have brought to life, and to 
revivify laws they have let die; to obey God- and to those who obey Him, 
disobey others in obedience to Him, for there is no obeying a creature which 
disobeys its Creator. We call you to the Book of God and the Sunna of His 
prophet, and to equal sharing, and to justice for the subject peoples, and to 
putting the fifths of the booty in the place God ordained for them. As for us, 
we have not taken arms lightly or frivolously, of r play or amusement, or for 
a change of government on which we hope to immerse ourselves, or for the 
revenge that was taken from us; but we did it when we saw the earth had 

grown wicked, and proofs of tyranny had appeared, and_religious 

propagandists increased, but men did as they pleased, and laws were 
neglected, and the just were put to death, and speakers of truth treated 
violently, and we heard a herald calling us to Truth and the straight Path, so: 
we answered the summoner of God.... And by His grace we became 

brethren...” 

“O people of Median! Children of the Muhajirin and the Ansar! How sound 

are your roots, and how rotten are your branches! Your fathers were men of 
certainty and religious knowledge — and you are a people of error and 

ignorance.... For God opened the door of religion for you, and you (let it 

grow choked with rubbish); He locked the door of this world for you, and 

you forced it open; hasters to temptation and laggards in the way of the 
Prophet; blind to the demonstration of Truth and deaf to knowledge; slaves 

of greed and allies of affliction! How excellent was the legacy your fathers 

left, had you preserved it, and how miserable will be that of your children if 
you hold on to it! Them He aided to the Truth — you He deserts in error. 
Your ancestors were few and pious, and you are many and malicious...the 
preachers of the Quran cry out to you, and you are not chidden’ they wam 
you, and you do not ponder...” (Islam by John A. Williams (London & 
New York 1961 pp 215 — 217). 

If these are the words of a heretic as some religious propagandists would 

like us to believe, then one might as well ask: Who is a true Muslim today? 
Abu Hamza died a martyr in the following year 130H. in a fierce battle with 
an Umayyad army sent by Marwan II to restore the city of Medina to his 
rule. 
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“THE KHAWARIJ” 

We have seen in the historical part of this book, when we were tracing the 
events following the assassination of Seyyidna Uthman and the succession 
of Seyyidna Ali in the year 35H. (656 CE), that fighting broke out between 

the supporters of Muawiya who wanted to avenge the murder of Uthman 
and the supporters of new Khalifa Ali b. Abi Talib. When arbitration was 
proposed after the battle of Siffiin in the year 37H.(657 CE), a section of 
Seyyidna Ali’s army deserted him. This group opposed the proposed 
arbitration and regarded it as a challenge to the legitimacy of Ali’s 
Caliphate. 

They persuaded him to reconsider his decision, and although he agreed at 

first, yet later on he reverted to his earlier position of accepting arbitration. 

It is not true, as is alleged by some writers, that the opponents of arbitration 
persuaded him to accept it and when he did, they abandoned him. 

It is generally agreed that the arbitration eventually turned out to be a fraud. 

The secessionist party which came to be known by various names: the 
Muhakkimah, the Khawarij, the Shurah, the Al-Qaeda, Ahli Nahrawan or 
Ahli Harura, went to settle in an area known as Nahrawan, near Kufa, in 

Iraq, and elected Abdullah b. Wahab al Rasby al-Uzdy as the first non- 
Quraishi Imam. In the year 38H.(658 CE) Seyyidna Ali and his army, on 
their way to Syria to fight Muawiya, decided to finish off with the Khawanrij 

first. And so fighting broke out at Nahrawan when Imam Abdullah al-Rasby 

and about one thousand of his followers were killed in the battle. The 
tragedy brought about remorse and grief among the people of Kufa and so 
the expedition to Syria was abandoned. Seyyidna Ali, in remorse, said:- 

". gaer Gh stl bles Y? 

“Do not fight the Khawarlj after me’.. 

Two years later Seyyidna Ali was murdered by one Ibn Muljam in 40H 

(661 CE) to avenge the massacre of the relatives of his wife at the battle of 

Nahrawan. The conspiracy to kill him was hatched, according to Jalaluddin 

Assyuti, in Mecca, not in Basra where there was a large concentration of the 

people of Nahrawan. The identity of Ibn Muljam is not known but some 
historical sources allege that he was a Khariji, and so they accuse the 
Khawarij including the Ibadhis, of having murdered Seyyidna Ali. Today 
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some Muslim leaders bitterly complain that the Western media unjustifiably 
accuse Muslims in general of terrorism because of the tragedy which 
happened in the World Trade Centre in New York on 11" September, 2001 

and perpetrated by a group of young men belonging allegedly to the Islamic 
faith. But the same Muslim leaders had been in the forefront in accusing 

Ibadhis today of a crime which was committed by one man almost 1400 
years ago. Allah will punish the individual who murdered Seyyidna Ali but 

not all future generations belonging to a particular sect or madh-hab. 

Twenty-seven years later serious disagreements occurred within the 
Muhakkimah party, and so in the year 65H. (685 CE) two extremist 

factions, the Azariqa and the Najdaat, broke away from it. These dissident 
groups developed a doctrine whereby they considered their Muslim 
Opponents as polytheists and justified killing them, their women and 
children. They also held that it was lawful to confiscate their properties. As 

the same time they forbade inter-maffiage with them. About ten years later 
another splinter group, the Sufriyya also seceded. The remnants left of the 
original Muhakkimah party developed their own independent body of 
principles known as Ibadhism (or Ibadhia) and also adopted a moderate 
approach towards their Muslim opponents; they did not share the extremist 

views of the other factions. It is under these circumstances that Ibadhism as 
an independent sect was born. 

Thus the final split brought the end of the Muhakkimah party originally a 
one political group which distanced itself from a power struggle for the 

office of Khalifa and now split up into four separate sects, each with its own 
independent doctrine: - 

The Azariqa 

The Najdaat 

The Sufriyya 

The Ibadhis 
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The rest of the Muslim World condemned the extremist doctrines of the 
first three factions. The Ibadhis too not only condemned them but also 
fought them on different occasions. Thus Dr. Hussein Abeid Ghanim 
Ghabbash in his book “Oman, Islamic Democracy” reports on p.39 as 
follows: - 

“And among the most prominent Omanis worth mentioning is...Muhallab 
b. Abi Sufrah who saved Basrah from the extreme Azariqa. According to 
Shahrastani, a Muslim Scholar of Shafii Madh-hab, Muhallab fought the 

Azariga for 19 years until they were liquidated during the time of Al Hayjaj, 

the Umayyad Governor” (Translation by the Author). 

Dr. Muhammad Rasheed al ‘Ugaily on page 5 of his booklet Glee .,§ 4.2L! 
reports that Omanis in about 70H. Fought the Najdat when the latter 
imposed their authority on the eastern part of the Arabian peninsula and 
Bahrain. After several battles, the Najdat were driven away from Oman. Dr. 
Al’Ugqaily comments that this confirms Omani’s utter refusal to the 

principles of the extremist factions of the Khawarij like Azariqa and 

Najdaat. 

Similarly Dr. Isaam al-Rawaas in his book, “Oman in Early Islamic 

History” reports on p.117 that the army of Imam Julanda b. Masud (who 
ruled Oman 131 — 133H.) refused to give shelter to the Sufriyyah. Instead 
they asked them to accept the Ibadhi doctrine or else leave the town (Julfar) 

peacefully. The Sufriyyah chose to fight. The two parties then met in battle 
and the Sufriyyah were defeated. 

Thus it is clear that the Ibadhis have nothing to do with the extremist 
policies of the other splinter groups. The three terrorist factions of the 
Khawarij have ceased to exist for more than 1200 years, they exist only in 
the minds of those who want to perpetuate division in the Islamic Ummah 
(Community). They often single them out as examples of terrorism in the 

Islamic history, ignoring numerous cases of terrorist activities perpetrated 

by those in power such as the notorious Umayyad Governor, Al Hajjaj; 

Yazid whose army savagely murdered the Holy Prophet’s grandson, 

Hussein and all male members of his family except his son Ali (also known 
as Zain-l-Abidin); and Assaffah, the first Abbasid Khalifa whose uncle 

organized the massacre of all Umayyad princes (eighty of them) at a party 
held in Damascus especially for the purpose. 

The lists of murdered Khalifas which appear in the historical part of this 
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book characterize the terrorist nature of some of those regimes. They are not 
exhaustive; they represent only a drop in the ocean. In the appendices to this 
book there is a list of prominent and pious Muslims who were tortured or 
imprisoned by the ruling regimes. 

The Khawarij are accused of having forbidden their followers intermarriage 
with members of other sects. But le t us see what Abu Ameenah Bilaal 
Philips on p.107 of his book “The Evolution of Fiqh” has to say on this 
point with regard to other sects:- 

“The hyper conservative scholars of this stage (i.e. during the Ottoman 
Empire) went so far as to rule that whoever was caught transferring from 
one Madh-hab to another was liable to punishment at the discretion of the 
local judge. A ruling was also made in the Hanafee Madh-hab to another 

was liable to punishment at the discretion of the local judge. A ruling was 

also made in the Hanafee Madh-hab prohibiting the marriage of a Hanafee 
to a Shaafee”’. 

Another charge against the Khawarij is that they justified the confiscation of 
properties of their Muslim opponents. There are many cases of confiscation 
of properties by Muslims other than the Khawarij. For example, al Mansur 

the second Abbasid Khalifa (754 — 775 CE) confiscated the properties of the 

families of Muhammad and Ibrahim, the great grandsons of Imam Hassan 
who had been killed while leading a revolt against the Caliph. But the 
Khalifa did not seize the properties of the two brothers who had led the 
rebellion but of their families so that they were left without means of 
subsistence. And yet Prof. Masud al-Hassan describes Al Mansur as one 
who “maintained religious discipline at his court, and id not allow any 
practice repugnant to Islam”. (History of Islam p.204 — 205). 

Another Abbasid Khalifa, Al Qahir (933 — 934 CE) also seized the 

properties of nobles who had been the favourites of Khalifa Al-Mugqtadir 

who ruled before him (907 — 932 CE). 

One last charge against the Khawarij was that they were extremists or 
fanatics. But extremism in not confined to them only. All other sects were 

guilty of it at one time or another in history. Let us go back to what Abu 

Ameena Bilaal Philips says on p.107 of his book “The Evolution of Fiqh”:- 

“And even the second most important pillar of Islam, Salaa, was not spared 

the effects of Madh-habs began to refuse to pray behind the Imaams from 
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other Madh-habs. This resulted in the building of separate prayer niches 
(Qiblas) in the masjids (mosques) of communities where more than one 
Madh-hab existed . Masjids of this type can be seen in places like Syma... 
Even the most holy Masjid, al-Masjid al-haraam of Makkah, which 
represents the unity of Muslims and the religion of Islam, was affected. 
Separate prayer niches were set up around the Ka’bah: one for an Imaam 
from each school. And when the time for Salaa came, an Imam from one of 

the Madh-habs would lead a congregation of followers from his Madh-hab 
in prayer; then another Imaam from one of the other Madh-habs would lead 

his congregation of followers and so on”. 

This is an extremism or fanaticism of the worst order. If one does not pray 
behind an Imaam of another Madh-hab it means he does not recognize that 
Madh-hab as one of the true Islamic sects. This amounts to apostatizing the 
other Madh-hab (2%) which is a serious matter especially when the 
Madh-hab belongs to the same group. 

Thus we see that while the Khawarij declared in their doctrine extremist 
principles, other factions of Islam practiced them just the same in dealing 

with their Muslim opponents. This defence of the Khawarij is unnecessary 
because they have ceased to exist for a long time, but it has been raised 
because there is sill in the Islamic ummah a section of Muslim extremists 
who keep on reviving old conflicts which have little to do today with the 

basic principles of Islam. 
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In this brief survey of the history of Ibadhism, we have seen how a crack in 
the unity o Islam started to appear during the tenure of the third Caliph, 
Uthman b. Affan. The crack developed into a serious and permanent split 
after Seyyidna Ali took over as his successor. Muslim scholars who 

reported the tragic events, which occurred during that period, were very 

apologetic in their commentaries on the circumstances that led to those 

events. In their views Seyyidna Uthman had not done anything wrong in his 

administration, nor those who murdered him!! Similarly, Seyyidna Ali was 

not to be blamed for failing to punish the culprits. Likewise, Muawiya was 
not to be censured for refusing to pledge allegiance to the rightful Caliph 
(Seyyidna Ali) and for revolting against him, resulting in considerable 
bloodshed and loss of hundreds of lives of Muslims. Seyyidna Ali’s army 

was to be commended for attacking the people of Nahrawan, in which 
several thousand innocent people were killed. Nevertheless, the “learned 
scholars” were at last able to identify the group that was responsible, in their 
view, for all the tragedy that happened. They called this group the Khawarij. 
Why? Because it refused to participate in any further bloodshed on 
realizing that the conflict was not a jihad but a struggle for political power. 

However, the people of Kufa who lived with the events were better judges 

of the situation and so also refused to embark on any further bloody 

adventures to fight Muawiyah’s forces, and hence the march to Syria was 
abandoned. In other words, the people of Kufa were sympathetic with the 
so-called Khawarij who had refused to continue fighting. 

Sharastani, a Shafi’ scholar who lived 479 - 548H and author of Jails Sid 
defines a Kharijee on p.91 as follows:- 

haa NS cau Ae Leall dale Cali gill Gall LYN gle @ 98 Ge US? 

‘Everyone who rebels _against_a rightful Imam agreed upon by the 

community 1s called a Kharyjee’ 

Anyone who has studied objectively the events surrounding the rightful 

Imam Ali will not fail recognize that the people who refused allegiance to, 
and organized armed resistance against, him (42! |} 4) were Muawiya and 

his followers, the Uthmaniyyun, whereas the so-called Khawarl pledged 

their allegiance to him as the lawful Imam or Khalifa, fought on his side 

twice, at the battle of the Camel and at Siffin. But when the fighting was 

stopped on the suggestion of the enemy when he felt he would be defeated, 
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as he had been defeated before, and when arbitration was proposed and 
accepted, a section of Seyyidna Ali’s army withdrew or seceded from him 

(4ic ly 5) because they believed that fighting must continue until the 
enemy was defeated. Bearing in mind Shaharastani’s definition of a 
Kharijee, then who is the Kharijee between the two groups — Muawlya and 
the Uthmaniyyun who rebelled against Seyyidna Ali or the section of the 
army that seceded and rejected arbitration? The answer is obvious. But 
nobody dated declare Muawiya a Kharijee, because for the next 90 years he 
and his family ruled the Islamic State, and their iron-handed Governors, like 
A Hajjaj and Ibn Ziyad, were there to see that everybody toed the line and 
submitted to their authority. 

Nevertheless, the Ali/Muawiya conflict for the office of Khalifa was not the 
only one in the history of Islam. There was another armed struggle between 
Abdullah ibn Az-Zubair and Yazeed in 64H. (683 CE) for the same office. 
Yazeed had been nominated by his father Muawiyah to succeed him and 
declarations of allegiance must have been obtained by force from different 
parts of the State through the regional governors. But when Yazeed forces 
killed Seyyidna Hussein people withdrew their allegiances (as the so-called 
Khawary did with Seyyidna Ali) and transferred it to Abdullah ibn Az- 
Zubair who came to receive the support of the people of Iraq, Hejaza and 
Yemen. The question arose who was the rightful Imam between the two 
contenders? If Yazeed was entitled to the office, then according to 

Shaharastani, Abdullah ibn Az-Zubair and his followers were the Khawarjj. 

But the latter was killed in a battle for the defence of Mecca by the forces of 
Abdul Malik ibn Marwan in 692 CE. Ibn Az-Zubair’s followers surrendered 
to the Umayyad rule and so they ceased to be a threat to them. For this 
reason they were not considered Khawarij unlike those who withdrew their 
support from Seyyidna Ali. 

On the other hand if the so-called Khawarij had surrendered to Muawiya 
and his successors, the epithet Khawarij would not have been stuck to them 
permanently. On the contrary, throughout Islamic history, they were in 

continuous armed conflict with the ruling regimes from Muawiya’s onwards 
and became a serious threat to them. For this reason they had to be isolated 
from the rest of the Islamic community by telling people that “the Khawarij 
are heretics who have deviated from Islam and so they must be killed”. In 
this way the Umayyads and their successors the Abbasids were able to 

hardness general support and the support of the Islamic scholars and so 

maintain their position. Besides they were able to divert attention from their 

own mismanagement of the affairs of State. But as Al-Ma’soomi says 
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(p.68):- 

Sectarian following brings nothing but destruction, and it is an 
innovation in religion. This heresy was introduced by kings and 
rulers to attain their political ends and save themselves and their 
empires. 

The Holy Prophet (Peace be upon him) said:- 

daa yy 3535 Iu Sin Jl 

dam) 9 49015 (9S) 0 

y Aran Ele 9 5 

‘Verily the beginning of your religion is Prophet hood and mercy. 
Then there will be Caliphate and mercy. 

Then there will be kingship and coercion’. 

Seyyidna Ali was the last Caliph and mercy. After him there was kingship 
and coercion. Muawiya rebelled against him and usurped the office of 
Khalifa, and his son Yazeed succeeded by inheritance which was an 
innovation (4©:) . The so-called Khawarij were therefore right in rebelling 
against them and their successors because they were not rightful Imams. 
Shahrastani’s definition does not apply to the so-called Khawarj but it 
applies to their opponents. 

This somewhat short exposition of the history of the crisis which occurred 
during Seyyidna Ali’s Caliphate should not have been necessary because 

the ruling system of government of the Islamic ummah by Khalifas has long 
ceased to exist, and it is very unlikely that it would be restored in the 
foreseeable future because of the separatist tendencies and domineering 
attitude of some Islamic sects. But it has been reviewed here because there 
is still a small section of Muslims, which keeps on reviving old conflicts in 
order to perpetuate disunity, and they exploit the ignorance and incredulity 

of their followers. Whatever facts they happen to know about the crises 
comprise a distorted biased picture presented to them in order to promote 
sectarian prejudices against this or that madh-hab. 

It is also worth recalling that during the Islamic history spanning a period 

of more than 1420 years, the Muhakkimah party or the Khawarij existed for 
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a very short period of about only 27 years from 38 — 65H.(658 — 685 CE). 
During this time, the party was a political movement fighting the ruling 
regimes against their corruption and un-Islamic practices. From 65H 
onwards, the movement split up into separate factions, each developing its 
own independent doctrine. It is generally recognized, even by its enemies, 
that the Ibadhi faction adopted a moderate doctrine towards its opponents 
and was opposed to the extremist policies of the other groups. The split-up 
of the movement into factions was the end of the Khawarij, and eventually 
all the factions, except the Ibadhi, became extinct. So to group them 
together from this point in time was wrong, and those who did so were the 
mouthpieces of the Khalifas because each splinter group continued 
independently its campaign against the succeeding regimes. The Ibadhis too 
were at loggerheads from time to time with different Caliphs and their 

armies. The purpose of these counter military campaigns by the Ibadhis was 
to establish Islamic justice which were conspicuously absent then (refer to 
Abu Hamza al-Shari’s speech at p.91). 

With regard to interpretation of the Qur'an, as we have seen in chapter 6, 

scholars of different sects or even of the same group of sects differ in their 
understanding of the true meanings of some verses although they generally 
agree on the meanings of the major portion of the Quran. But 

interpretations of those verses have been the subject of controversy since 
the first century of Islam. But as long as scholars are sincere and honest in 
their interpretation of the holy Scripture, then there should be no cause for 
contention. As Ustadh Abdullah Yusuf Ali has commented in a footnote to 
verse 10 of chapter of his Translation of the Holy Qur'an. 

“If their differences arise from sincere but mistaken notions, their proper 

course is not to form divisions and sects, or to increase contention and 

hatred among men, but to leave all things to Allah, trusting in Him and 
turning to Him in all difficulties. The final decision in all things is with 

Him”. 

And in this connection, Allah has said in the same verse cited above: 

Ail (ol) 4eSad egyh (ye dad pills Ley 

Whatever it be wherein ye differ the decision thereof is with Allah 
(Abdullah Yusuf Ali) 

But in spite of Allah’s admonition, sectarian fanatics, whenever they 
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disagree with scholars of other sects in the interpretation of the Quran, they 
jump to the conclusion that their opponents are heretics or apostates (Ws) 
forgetting that all Imams and several religious scholars were once in their 
lifetimes harassed or imprisoned by the Caliphs for alleged heresy (see 
Appendix). Even some of the Caliphs themselves were accused of heresy as 

we shall see below. So the charge of heresy or apostasy should not be taken 
seriously, as it is a personal opinion and is common in all religions. 
Servetus, a Spaniard, who lived in Switzerland, was burnt alive in 1553 CE 

after a conviction for heresy because he believed in one God and rejected 
the Trinity Doctrine!! He belonged to a small Christian sect of 
Unitarianism. All this is the result of fanaticism which in tum is due to 
ignorance. Fortunately with the spread of general education, religious as 
well as secular, and public discussion of religious issues in the media, 
fanatism is on the retreat and sectarian tolerance is on the rise. 

Al-Maamun, the Abbasid Khalifa who ruled 813 — 832 CE adopted the 

Mu’ tazila doctrine and declared it to be the State creed, which retained its 

official status until 847CE. However when Mutawakkil took over as Khalifa 

in that year, he abolished it. Mu’tazilism is regarded by some sects as a 

heretic doctrine which has deviated from the mainstream of Islam. If that is 

so it means that during the period when it was an official creed, the Islamic 
umah was ruled by three “heretic Caliphs” — Al-Maamun, Al-Musta’sim 

and Al-Wathiq. 

Lastly, another charge which is hurled against the Ibadhis and some other 
sects is that they have adopted theological ideas from other cultures or 
religions. This is not true because as we have seen in Chapter 6 on Allah’s 
Attributes, our beliefs are based on the Quran. The only problem is that we 
differ in the interpretations of the relevant Qur’anic verse. However we have 

presented a convincing case to support our beliefs. With regard to foreign 
influence, this is true of all Islamic sects because today, more than at any 
other time, we live on this planet increasingly as one society, culturally and 

economically. 

Thus in India and probably Pakistan, Muslim parents of brides pay dowries 

to bridegrooms in accordance with Hindu custom which is the dominant 

culture there, while in Islam, it is the other way round — the bridegroom 
pays the dowry in accordance with Quranic instruction in verse 4 of Suratu- 
Nnisaa (4): - 
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Blas ygNBaue cluill giles 

And give the woman (on marriage) their dower as an obligation (Abdullah 
Yusuf Ali). 

See also V.24 S.4 (eLuill) 

In Turkey and Tunisia it is prohibited for women to wear ‘hijab’ (veil). The 
prohibition contravenes verse 59 of chapter 33 (Suratul Ahzab):- 

CHDe Ce Case (why Cysie pall elaady bilan y cal YS (pill Leh 

O Prophet! Tell your wives and your daughters and the women of the 
believers to draw their cloaks (veils) all over their bodies (Dr. Al Hilali & 
Dr. Khan). 

Allah’s Command to wear veils has been repeated in Suratu-Nnur (24) 
verse 31 

Bee 
o%see® 

Oe isle CA edd Or als 

And they should draw their veils over their bosoms (Abdullah Yusuf Ali). 

In practically all Muslim countries the sale of liquor is allowed in hotels as a 
way of promoting tourism in contravention of Allah’s injunction laid down 
in chapter 5 (Suratul Maidah), verse 90: - 

Cg nlss Sled o gaviald lant ee Cpe Quay. recess esl Lal 1 gad Gl Gal 

O you who believe! Intoxicants...are an abomination of Satan’s handiwork 

So avoid it in order that you may prosper. (Abdullah Yusuf Ali) 

In Muslim countries, banks charge as well as pay interests on loans to, and 
deposits from, customers in flagrant violation of Qur’anic injunction 
prescribed in verse 130 of chapter 3 (Al’Imran):- 

Fic lios lileccal | ys ll 1 ISG Y 1 yteT Call Gob 

O you who believe! Eat not usury doubled and multiplied. (Dr. Al Hilali & 

Dr. Khan). 
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Some Muslim countries today have adopted the Western system of divorce 
law. They no longer accept as valid unilateral declarations of divorce by 
men. Divorce cases are decided by courts of law because they are not just 
private matters between two individuals, there are children involved, so 
their rights must be protected and guaranteed, and this cannot be achieved if 
it is left to the whims of man who is craving to get married to another young 
girl. Besides the old wife needs shelter and so the court generally decides 
that she shall remain in the matrimonial home and the husband shall vacate 
it. 

Besides, for certain sins like adultery and stealing there are punishments 

prescribed for them in the Qur'an but these are nowhere implemented in the 
Muslim world except in one or two countries. But these are exceptions to 
the rule; the general picture is one of non-compliance. 

For example, the Qur'an enjoins us in verse 38 of suratul Maidah (5) as 
follows: 

Mabil ye YUSG LuuS Ley ol ja Lagaal | pebaild 43 Lull, GjLull, " 

“And as for the male and the female thief, cut off his or her hands as a 

retribution for their deed and exemplary punishment from Allah”. (Abdullah 
Yusuf Ali). 

This Divine Commandment is nowhere implemented except in one or two 
countries, and there it is applied only to those who steal a few hundreds but 
seldom, if ever, applied to those who steal millions. The punishments meted 
out in most Islamic countries is imprisonment. 

Finally some sects use some Hebrew or Jewish words in their prayers. 

All these examples provide ample evidence of how foreign systems and 
cultures have crept into Islamic societies especially during the period when 
they were under colonial domination. And in the majority of those societies, 

the Ibadhis, the Mutazila or the Khawarij do not even exist let alone occupy 

a dominant position. So to accuse them alone of having adopted alien 

cultures or beliefs is to fail to recognize the world-wide social and economic 
changes that have permeated through the fabric of the Islamic ummah, not 
just this or that sect, and the trend continues with no sign of abating. Islam 
cannot live in an island of isolation. Being born in the Middle East, the 

cradle of monotheistic religions and the crossroad of world cultures, Islam 
has influenced, and been influenced by others, as much as, if not more than, 
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any other religion. It must, however, choose what is beneficial for, and 

reject what is harmful to, itself. 

Quote V.112 of S.4 

In conclusion there is no better way of bringing this discussion to an end 
than by quoting from our legendary learned Ibadhi scholar, the late Sheikh 
Abdullah bin Humeid Al-Salmy the following lines:- 

lj] Li} (jo are -S 5S oly ie (jal Sai 

f gidawal a3 call Jal 4s gil gly Laie 353 yall SLI, 

le NS sly gall lls Jay! Grice al ial 8 

We take the truth even from a man of hatred 

And we reject falsehood even from a chosen friend 

We have no respect for a man, however exalted 

If from the truth he has deflected 

(Translation by the Author) 

These poetic verses express Ibadhi’s relation with foreign cultures and 
ideas. 

Despite all the criticisms levelled at it, Ibadhism has remained an 
impeccable madh-hab. However, its name was tarnished by the malicious 
propaganda of the self-styled Caliphs and their sectarian scholars for about 

600 years from the time Muawiya Usurped the office of Khalifa to the end 
of the Abbasid era, because the sect refused to recognize their authority by 

establishing its own independent imamate. It is still a victim of a wave of 
vicious campaigns which is trying to isolate it from the mainstream of 

Islam, a policy which is again prompted y political motives, because Ibadhis 

refuse to submit to any but Divine Authority. The Islamic ummah, at last, 
however, has begun to realize the fallacy of those campaigns and have 
therefore ignored and rejected them, because today, unlike any other time, 

people do not accept blindly everything that is preached to them by 

sectarian fanatics. They study controversial issues objectively before 
making a decision, one way or the other, and this, again, is due to the nsing 
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level of general education and awareness of the Muslim ummah. 

One last word of this epilogue. History bears witness that Ibadhism is an 
Islamic sect of moderation. Wherever they rule, there is a general 
atmosphere of religious as well as sectarian tolerance and understanding. 
They do not employ people, as some of their opponents actively do, to 
disseminate abroad religious fanaticism, social discord and friction among 
people of different religions and sects. That is why Ibadhism has survived 
for more than 1350 years as one of the two oldest madh-habs in Islam 
against overwhelming odds. Islam today finds itself in the quagmire in its 
international relations as a result of the aggressive activities of its sectarian 
fanatics. 
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GLOSSARY 

TION 

of a branch of the Khawarij named after Nafii b. 
for their extremist views towards their Muslim 

Era. 

of 

worm by Muslim Women on the head and around the breast. 

to the 

Sect Madhahib 

name for 

extreme of the named after b. Amir Al 

or of the Qur'an. 

of the 

branch of the named after Abdullah b. Sfar Al Sa 

of Muawiyah named after Seyyidna 
third Khalifa. 

of A of the Quran. 

Islamic tax in the Quran.   
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Genealogy of the Holy Prophet and the Rightly 
Guided Caliphs 

Fibr 

Ghalib 

Lu’ayy 

Ka’b 

Murrah Adi 

Taina Ki lab 

Umar (2) 

Abu Bakr (1) Qussay 
| 

Abd Manaf 
| | 

Hashim Abd Shams 

| | 
Abdul Muttalib 

Umayyah ' 

  

  

Abbas Abdullah Aby Talib 

Othman (3) | 

  

Ali (4) 

Those numbered are the four rightly guided Khalifas in order of succession. 
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The Umayyads 661 — 750 CE. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Umayya 
| | 

Aby Aas Harb 

[ | 
Affan A] Hakam Abu Sufiyan 

| | | 
*Uthman Marwan I (4) Muawiyya_ I 

(1) |! | 1 | 

Muhammad Abdul Malik(5) Abdul Aziz Yazid I(2) 

Umar (8) Muawiyah I 

3) | | | 
Al Walid 1(6) Sulaiman I (7) Yazid II (9) Hisham (10) 

Marwan II(14) 

Al Walid 
(11) Muawiyah | | | 

Yazid HI (12) Ibrahim I (13) +Abul Rahman I 

Note: 

Those numbered are the Umayyad rulers who ruled from Syria. 

* The third Khalifa among the rightly-guided ones. 

+ The first of the Umayyad rulers who ruled Spain from 765 — 1031 CE. He 

was the only survivor who escaped the massacres committed by the 

Abbasids against the Umayyad family. 
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The Abbasids — 750 — 1258 C.E. 

Abbas 

| 
Abdullah 

| 

i 
LAI Safah 2Al Mansur 

  

Al Mahdi 
  

aAl Hadi 5.Harun ur Rashid 

| | 
  

  

  

  

  

  

6Al Amin 7.Al Mamun 8.Al Mutasim 

| | 
Muhammad _9.Al Wathiq 10.Al Mutawakkil 

| | 
12.Al Mutasim 14.Al Muhtadi 

, 
11.Al Muntasir 13.Al Mutazz sAl Mutamid 
Al Muwafiq 

16.Al Mutadid T 

17.Al Muktafi 18.Al 

Muatadir | 19. Al Qahir i 

22.Al Mustakafi 20. Al Radi 21.Al 
Muttaqi 23.Al Mutii | 

25.Al 

Qadir 24.Al Tai | 

26.Al Qaim 

| 
27.Al 

Muatadi 
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28.Al 
  Mustahzir f | 

29. Al Mustarshid 31.Al 

Muktafi | 

30. Al Rashid 32.Al 

Mustanjid | 

33.Al 
Mustad’i | 

34.Al Nasir 

35.Al Zahir 

36.Al Mustansir 

37.Al Mustasim. 

The Abbasids claim descent from Abbas the uncle of the Holy Prophet. 
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CHRONOLOGY OF MAIN ISLAMIC EVENTS 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

DATE 

CHRISTIAN ERA|PARTICULARS 

ISLAMIC ERA 

971 CE Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him) was born in Mecca. 

610 CE He received the first divine revelation. 

622 CE|He migrated with a group of Companions to Yathrib (Medina) 
11H ito avoid Quraishi persecution. 

632 CE/The Holy Prophet died. By this time only Hejaz, Yemen and 
11-13H Oman embraced Islam. 

Seyyidna Abu Bakar assumes the office of Khalifa. During his 
tenure, the whole of Arabia was united under Islam; Iraq and 

632 - 634|Syria were conquered; the Quran was compiled to one book 
11-13H from scattered pieces. 

Seyyidna Umar b. Khattab took over as Khalifa after the death 

of the Seyyidna Abu Bakar. Having consolidated the conquests; 

of Iraq and Syria, he proceed to Persia and Egypt which then 

634 - 644|became parts of the Islamic State. Seyyidna Umar was murdered 

13-23H by his Persian slave in 644 CE (23H). 
  

    23-35H Seyyidna Uthman succeeded as Khalifa. During his administration, 

the Islamic State extended in the east to Azarbijan, Armenia and 

Asia Minor, and in the west to North Africa. He ordered the production   
644 - 656 CElto various regional capitals of the State. In 656 CE he was murdered 

of seven more copies of the Holy Quran in the standard dialect o 

Mecca so as to avoid confusion in its reading, and distributed them   by group of Muslims, and so the first cracks in Islamic unity appeared. 
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DATE 
  

  

  

  

  

  

    

CHRISTIAN PARTICULARS 
ERA 
ISLAMIC 
ERA 
656-661 CE | Seyyidna Ali succeeded as Khalifa. His rule was characterized by 

35-40H bloody conflicts among Muslims themselves over the office of Khalifa. 

Muawiya, the Governor of Damascus and relative of the late 

Khalifa/Uthman was the main challenger. Several battles were fought: - 

(1) The battle of the Camel was fought in Basra in the same year of 

his accession. Seyyidna Ali won the battle. 

(2) The battle of Saffain broke out the following year 657 CE (36H) 
before the battle was concluded, Muawiya fearing defeat 

proposed a truce and arbitration. Seyyidna Ali agreed to the 

proposal, but a section of his army rejected it and so broke away 

from him. This group came to be known as the Khawarij and 

elected their own leader, Abdullah b. Wahb al-Rasby, a non- 

Quraishi Sahaba who had fought on the side of Seyyidna Alli. 
(3) The battle of Nahrawan was started by Seyyidna Ali’s forces in 

658 CE(37H) in which the Khawarij who were over-whelming 

outnumbered were brutally massacred including their elected 

leader Abdullah b. Wahab al Rasby. 
(4) Seyyidna Ali was murdered in January, 661 CE (40 H) by one Ibn 

Muljam to avenge the massacre of the innocent relatives of his 

wife in the battle of Nahrawan. Ibn Muljam acted alone. 

661-662 CE | Seyyidna Hassan b. Ali was chosen by the people of Kufa to succeed by 
40-41H soon abdicated as a result of pressure from Muawiya. 

661-—750CE | The Umayyad Period 
41-132H Eleven Khalifas ruled during this period beginning with Muawiya in   661 CE and ending in 750 CE. The most prominent among them were 

Muawiya 661 — 680 CE, Abdul-Malik b. Marwan 685 — 705 CE and 

Umar b. Abdul-Aziz 716 — 720 CE. 
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750 — 1258 CE 
132 — 659 H 

  

The Abbasid Period 
It started with Abdul Abbas Assafah in 750 CE and ended with AL- 
Musta’sim in 1258CE. Distinguished among them were Abu Jaafar Al- 
Mansur 754-775CE, Haroon Rasheed 786-809, and his son, Al Maamun 

813-833 who introduced the Mutazalite doctrine based on rationalism 

whereby man was held to have freewill to choose between good and 

evil. The doctrine also maintains that the Qur'an is created, and that God 

will not be seen on the Day of Judgment and that He is everywhere. 
Imam Ahmed b. Hanbal rejected it, and so was imprisoned on the orders 
of the Khalifa. The debate continues until today. 
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CHRONOLOGY OF IBADHI EVENTS 
  

CHRISTIAN 
ERA (CE) 
  

ISLAMIC 
YEAR (H) 

PARTICULARS 

  

657 CE 

37H 

A party of Seyyidna Ali’s army broke away after he accepted arbitration 

proposed by his opponent Muawiya. The dissidents went to settle at 

Nahrawan, Iraq and elected Abdullah b. Wahb al Rasby, a non-Quraishi 

Sahaba, as their Imam. Seyyidna Ali’s army attacked them and Al- 
Rasby was killed with the majority of his followers. 

  

  

658 - 
CE 

680 

38-61H 

Abu Bilal Mirdas al Tamimy, one of the survivors of Nahrawan moved 

to Basra where he started to preach the principles of the Muhakkimah 

party. He was joined by Jabir b. Zeid al Yahmady and later by Abdullah 

b. Ibadh al Tamimy. But Abu Bilal Mirdas was under the watchful eye 

of the Umayyad Governor of Basra, Abdullah b. Ziyad, and so he had to 

move to another safe area of Asik with forty of his followers where he 
could advocate his view freely. Nevertheless in the year 61 H the 

Governor sent his force there and exterminated them with their leader, 

Abu Bilal Mirdas. 

  

  
680 — 
CE 

711 

61-93 H 

  
After the death of Abu Bilal, Abdullah bin Ibadh al Tamimy took an 
active part openly in the movement’s campaign although Jabir b. Zeid 

remained its brain and worked actively behind the scene. The former 
was the movement roving ambassador and public relations man while 
the latter was its spiritual leader. Jabir died in 711 CE (93 H) while 

Abdullah bin Ibadh died before him, but the exact date of his death 1s 

not known. But long before their deaths, in the year 685 CE (65 H) a 

split im the movement took place resulting in two splinter groups 

breaking away, the Azariqa and the Najdaat. Ten years later another 

division took place, and a new dissident group was born, the Suffiyya. 

By about 700 CE (80 H), the remainder of the movement, the Ibadhi, 

was rid of all extremist groups. 
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713 CE 

95H 

Two years after the death of Imam Jabir, his student Abu Ubaida 

Muslim b. Abi Karima al Tamimy took over as the leader of the 
movement. He played a vital role in spreading the Ibadhi doctrine 

Overseas to Yemen, Oman and North Africa. 

  

748 CE 

129 H 

The first Ibadhi Imamate was established in Hadhramout and Yemen 

under Imam Abdullah b. Yahya al Kindy, a student of Abu Ubeida. An 
Ibadhi army led by Abu Hamza Shari Al Umany, another student of the 

Abu Ubeida, captured Mecca, Taif and Medina. But an Umayyad 

Khalifa, Marwan II sent a large army and managed to restore the 

captured cities from the Ibadhis and Abu Hamza was killed in a battle in 

the year 748 CE (130H). 

  

750 CE 

132 H 

Thereafter Imam Abdullah b. Yahya al-Kindy led a large army to fight 

the Umayyad forces and in a decisive battle near Mecca, the Ibadht 

army was again defeated and Abdullah b. Yahya was killed, and the 

Ibadhi Imamate destroyed. In the same year, the ruling Umayyad 

dynasty was overthrown by the Abbasids, and Abdul Abbas Assafah 

became the first Khalifa of the Abbasid dynasty. 

  

  

752 CE 

134H 

Ibadhi Imamate was established in Oman, and Julanda b. Masoud, the 
ruler of Oman who had already embraced Ibadhism became the first 

Ibadhi Imam of his country. But in the same year two battles were 

fought between the Abbasid army and the Omanis. In the first battle, the 

outcome was in favour of the Ibadhis but in the second they were 

defeated and Julanda b. Masoud was killed in the fighting. 

  

758-762 CE 

140-144H 

A third Ibadhi Imamate was established, this time in Tripoli, North 

Africa under Imam Abdul Khattab, a Yemeni and student of Abu 

Ubeida. In 144 H fighting broke out between the Abbasid army and the 

Ibadhis, and the Imam was killed. 
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760-775 CE 

142-158 H 

Abu Ubeida died during the reign of the Abbasid Khalifa/Abu Jaafar 

Mansur 754 — 775 CE and was succeeded by Rabii b. Habib, an Omani 

and third Ibadhi Imam of Basra. Imam Rabii is well known for his 

collection of Hadiths which Ibadhis rely on until today for verifying the 

Holy Prophet’s Sunnas. It is one of the oldest, if not the oldest, 
collection of Hadiths. Imam Rabii later returned to Oman and died 

there. 

  

  

  
777-909 CE 

160 — 296 H   
Sixteen years after the collapse of the Ibadhi Imamate in Tripoli, a 

second Imamate was established in North Africa, this time in Tahert, 

Algeria under Imam Abdul Rahman Rustom, a Persian by origin, who 

had fled after fighting with the Abbasid army in Tripoli in 144 H. The 
Imamate lasted for about 140 years. He was a student of Abu Ubaida. 
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LIST OF IMAMS OF SECTS AND LEADERS 
OF MOVEMENTS KILLED, ARRESTED OR 

  

  

  

  

  

  

IMPRISONED 

DATE NAME PARTICULARS 

658 CE Imam Abdullah b. | First elected non-Quraishi Imam, killed in the battle of 

37H Wahb al-Rasby al- | Nahrawan by Seyyidna Ali’s forces in 658 CE 37 H 
Azady for refusing to join them in their fight against 

680 CE Sheikh Abu Bilal | Survivor of Nahrawan battle and first leader of 

61 Mirdas al Tamimy | Muhakkimah party was killed by the second Umayyad 
H Khalifa/Yazid’s forces outside Basra in 680 CE 61 H 

with forty of his followers. 

631-711 CE |Imam_ Jabir bb. | Imprisoned and then banished to Oman by the 
Zeid al Yahmady | Governor of Basra, Al-Hajjaj but returned to Basra 

22-93 H al Azady before he died in 711 CE 93 H. He is the founder of 
Ibadhi Madh-hab. 

  

  

Lived in first 

century H 
Sheikh Abdullah 
b. Ibadh _— al- 
Tamimy 

He came from Najd, the home land of al-Tamimy 

tribe, in what is now the central part of Saudi Arabia. 
The Ibadhi sect is named after him. He was a student 

of Jabir b. Zeid and Abdullah b. Wahb al-Rasby. He 
lived in the second half of the first century and he died 

before 100 H. He was once imprisoned by Ibn Ziyad 

the Governor of Iraq. 

  

    60—-140H   Imam Abu Ubaida 
b. Abi Karima al- 

Tamimy   Student of Imam Jabir and second Ibadhi Imam; lived 

in Basra, was imprisoned with Jabir by Al Hajjaj and 

then released in 95 H, two years after the death of 

Jabir and succeeded him. 
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702-767 CE Imam Abu Hanifa He was born in Kufa, Iraq, was of Persian origin. He 

  

  

  

  

  

    

(Nu’maan b. | was beaten for refusing a post of Qadhi by the Amir of 

80-150H | Thabit) Kufa. Imprisoned for life for turing down another 
appointment, by the order of Abbasid Khalifa, Abu 

Jaafar Mansur. Founder of Hanafi Madh-hab. 

717-801CE Imam Malik  b. | He was born in Medina and lived there all his life, 

Anas severally beaten by the order of the Amir of Medina 

93-179 H for making a ruling that divorce under compulsion 
was not valid. Founder of Malki Madh-hab. His 

collection of Hadiths is called Muwatta. 

769-820CE | Imam Shafii | He was bom in Gaza, was arrested during the reign of 

(Muhammad sb. | Harun Rasheed for allegedly teaching the Shia 

150-—204H | Idris) doctrine in Yemen. He managed to prove his 
innocence before the Khalifa. Founder of Shafii 

Madh-hab. 

778-855CE | Imam Hanbal | He was born in Baghdad, was beaten and imprisoned 

(Ahmad b. Hanbal | for two years for rejecting the Mutazilite doctrine 
164-—241H | al Sheibany) during the reign of Khalifa/Maamuun, the son of     Harun Rasheed. He was the founder of Hanbaly 

Madh-hab. 
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